9,244,230
Million

2018 Year-End Report

How much did we grow last year:

17%

How much our POS was up:

21%

Amount of channels:

8

20 points above the industry

National bestsellers

We did WHAT?

How many marketing materials did we create:

1,451

How many phone calls did our customer care team take in November and December:

2,189

How many support tickets did our IT team resolve:

26

How many reports did our Data team run:

50

Total number of catalog covers designed:

286

Total number of mailers that our shipping team sent from the home office:

30,111

Number of emails Sourcesbook staff sent last year:

800,000

How many custom ordered, personalized books did we sell this year:

82,268

What a year...

Here’s to an even more AMAZING 2019!
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EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
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WHAT?

All About Our Authors

How many authors were new to us this year:

22

How many authors did we publish this year:

1,636

How many advance payments did we send out:

401

How many mailers did we send out:

1,127,232

How many times did we talk about Growth anniversaries:

11

How many times did we talk about Growth presentations:

9

How many times did we talk about Growth wearings a cowboy hat was used in

9

How many times a picture of Todd Stocke

15

How many employees received bonuses:

1,107,432

How many employees visited the office:

20

How many employees at the office:

35

How many employees were promoted into their lines:

135

How many employees volunteered to work in their offices:

22

How many employees volunteered to work in

How many employees we hired:

2

How many authors visited the office:

20

How many authors were new to us this year:

22

How many royalties did we pay this year:

10,000

How many authors did we publish this year:

1,636

How many authors attended our author events:

1,107,432

How many authors volunteered to work in

How many advance payments did we send out:

401

How many authors visited the office:

20

How many authors were new to us this year:

22

How many authors did we publish this year:

1,636

How many employees received bonuses:

1,107,432

How many employees visited the office:

20
Sofia's Dream *(2nd Edition)*
Land Wilson, Sue Cornelison

**Key Selling Points:**

- **Pro-environment message:** A beautifully illustrated bedtime story just in time for the 50th anniversary of Earth Day
- **Proven track record:** Previous editions of the book were high performers in planetarium shops and museum stores
- **Endorsed by an astronaut:** Inspired by the author’s interviews with three Apollo astronauts about how viewing Earth from space affected their sense of responsibility for the health of our planet

**Summary**

*A sweet story that will inspire children to protect the Earth and encourage others to do the same*

*Once you see from this distant view,*
*Awareness may come over you.*
*By far your gift of greatest worth*
*Is our dear home, this planet Earth.*

In this magically illustrated and delightfully rhyming bedtime story, little Sofia befriends the Moon and sets off on a dreamy adventure to visit her friend. She sees our planet from the Moon’s point of view and is inspired to do whatever she can to protect our Earth. When she wakes, Sofia encourages others to do the same.

**Contributor Bio**

LAND WILSON was born and raised in Marin County, California, where he developed a deep appreciation for nature. He is a member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators and lives in San Rafael, California, with his wife and two children.

SUE CORNELISON graduated with a BFA from Drake University and studied at the International School of Studio Arts in Florence, Italy. While raising a family of six children with her husband, she taught high school art and pursued her love of art, design, and illustration. She lives in St. Charles, Iowa.
What Does It Mean to Be Safe?
Rana DiOrio

Key Selling Points:
• **Award-winning series:** *What Does It Mean to Be Safe?* is part of the award-winning and bestselling What Does It Mean to Be...? series

• **Approachable writing:** A broad and approachable introduction to the idea of safety for children

• **Kids can make a difference:** This book offers real-world suggestions that kids can do right now to make a difference

Summary
The world can be a scary place for kids; that's why it's important to empower them with the knowledge of how to be safe!

Conversations about safety with children used to focus on looking both ways before crossing the street and watching out for "stranger danger." But in today's world, there are a number of ways that children need to be aware and selective about their personal safety.

From using the Internet to standing up to bullies and knowing when is the right time to get a caring adult's help, this addition to the award-winning What Does It Mean to Be...? series is the perfect book to educate and foster dialogue between children and adults.

Contributor Bio
RANA DIORIO has written her way through life—as a student, a lawyer, an investment banker, a private equity investor, and now as an author and creator of children’s media and products. Her personal pursuits include fitness training, practicing yoga, reading nonfiction and children’s literature, dreaming big dreams and helping other entrepreneurs realize theirs, and, of course, being global, green, present, safe, and kind. She lives in San Francisco.
**Ripple's Effect**  
Shawn Achor, Amy Blankson

**Key Selling Points:**
- **A picture book from beloved, bestselling author:** Shawn Achor is a *New York Times* bestselling author and one of the world’s leading experts on the connection between happiness and success.
- **A fun way to teach children an important lesson:** An easy-to-understand demonstration of happiness and positive psychology.
- **Perfect for the classroom:** Approaches themes of bullying and self-esteem in an accessible manner.

**Summary**

A powerful picture book about how one person (or dolphin) can change the world, from the *New York Times* bestselling author of *Before Happiness* and *The Happiness Advantage*.

Happiness and kindness can be contagious! Ripple, the new dolphin at the aquarium, is surprised that no one in her new home plays or has any fun at all—all because of a bullying shark named Snark. At first, Ripple is intimidated by the bullying, but her trainer reminds her that happiness is a choice, and that we can each make the world a better place because of who we choose to be.

*Ripple's Effect* will help children understand and harness the power of positive psychology and rise above conflict peacefully.

**Contributor Bio**

SHAWN ACHOR spent over a decade at Harvard University studying the principles of happiness before penning the international bestseller, *The Happiness Advantage*. He is also the founder of Good Think. To teach his happiness principles to younger readers, he collaborated with his sister, Amy Blankson, to write *Ripple's Effect*. 
The Christmas Card Crime and Other Stories
Martin Edwards

Key Selling Points:
• **A must-have for every bookstore or library mystery section:** These classic stories, which are part of the popular British Library Crime Classics series, should be in every collection

• **Highly regarded editor:** Edited by esteemed crime writer and critic Martin Edwards

• **Perfect holiday gift:** Every Golden Age mystery reader will be thrilled to receive this as a present

Summary
**A gripping collection of Golden Age mysteries that will brighten up the holidays with crimes, clues, and capers**

A Christmas party is punctuated by a gunshot under a policeman's watchful eye. A jewel heist is planned amidst the glitz and glamour of Oxford Streets Christmas shopping. Lost in a snowstorm, a man finds a motive for murder.

This collection of mysteries explores the darker side of the festive season, from unexplained disturbances in the fresh snow to the darkness that lurks beneath the sparkling decorations.

**Contributor Bio**
MARTIN EDWARDS is an award-winning crime writer, a well-known crime fiction critic, and a series consultant to the British Library’s Crime Classics. He has edited 37 anthologies and published diverse nonfiction books, including a study of homicide investigation, Urge to Kill. An expert on crime fiction history, he is archivist of both the Crime Writers’ Association and the Detection Club. He was elected eighth President of the Detection Club in 2015 and is the current Chair of the CWA. He lives in Cheshire, England, with his family.
The Devil's Own Game
Large Print Edition
Annie Hogsett

Key Selling Points:
• **Fresh, funny, action-packed, and romantic:** Protagonist/Narrator Allie Harper is unedited, unrepentant, and still crazy hot for Tom Bennington, her partner in crime solving

• **Tension between upper and lower classes enhances the narrative:** Contrasts the gritty, cool, often-dangerous urban setting of Cleveland with the upper-class luxury of multiple Bratenahl mansions

• **Perfect for the library market:** Large print editions are great for libraries

Summary
Large print edition! When her Mondo-Mega-Jackpot-winning boyfriend and business partner is targeted by a revenge killer, Allie Harper realizes that for the first time in her life, she has a lot to lose. Luckily, she knows how to fight for it.

The murder is the message.

Allie Harper, her ESO (extremely significant other--550-million-dollar-Mondo Mega lottery winner) Tom Bennington III, and their extemporaneously assembled T&A Detective Agency encounter the first of a series of shocking new threats when a blind man who's a dead ringer for Tom is gunned down in front of the Cleveland Museum of Art.

The T&As soon find themselves scrambling to survive in a tale of two snipers, three deadly adversaries, and one trip to the morgue.

Contributor Bio
ANNIE HOGSETT is the author of *Too Lucky to Live*, first of the Somebody's Bound to Wind Up Dead Mysteries. Annie lives and writes in the City of Cleveland, ten yards from the shores of Lake Erie. She has never won a $550 million lottery jackpot. *The Devil's Own Game* is third in her series.
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The Body in the Dumb River
George Bellairs

No Image Available
Boxing the Octopus
Tim Maleeny

Key Selling Points:
• **Perfect for fans of Laura Lippman and Robert Crais:** Reviewers agree that Tim Maleeny is a major voice to watch: “An appealing hero, well-crafted villains, snappy dialogue and an energetic plot show that Maleeny, while not quite in the same league as Robert Crais or Laura Lippman, is a definite contender in the private detective subgenre”. — *Publishers Weekly* on *Greasing the Pinata*

• **Beloved author:** Tim Maleeny is a respected writer in the private detective subgenre and this book features him at his best

• **Continuing series:** This marks the fourth entry in a strong private investigator series set in California

Summary
**The Long-awaited fourth Cape Weathers investigation! If he wants to crack the case, our intrepid investigator must battle the usual villains: Russian smugglers, the Chinese Triad, drug smuggling pirates, and an octopus.**

At the height of tourist season, an armored car speeds across a crowded pier and sinks to the bottom of San Francisco Bay. By the time scuba divers reach the vehicle, the drivers of the car are gone and so is the cash. The police are convinced it's an inside job, but Vera Young, whose boyfriend was one of the drivers, claims it was much more than a simple heist.

Vera hires private investigator Cape Weathers to find the drivers before the police, but what starts as a manhunt reveals an intricate criminal conspiracy.

Cape and his deadly companion Sally follow a trail from the South China Sea to San Francisco in a race to take down a cabal of corrupt politicians and shady bankers protected by Chinese Triads, Russian smugglers, a drug-dealing pirate, and a giant octopus.

**Contributor Bio**
TIM MALEENY is the multiple award-winning author of four previous crime novels including *Stealing The Dragon* and *JUMP*, which *Publishers Weekly* called “a perfectly blended cocktail of escapism.” *Booklist* says, “The Cape Weathers mysteries are smart, snappily written, energetic mysteries starring an engaging hero.”
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Brooklyn Legacies
Triss Stein

Key Selling Points:
• **A mystery that highlights diversity:** Triss Stein’s Erica Donato series highlights the diversity of Brooklyn's neighborhoods, a big draw for readers

• **Author receives remarkable reviews:** “Stein gives an economical but vivid sense of Erica's Brooklyn neighborhood, and the characterization is wonderful — especially the wryly self-aware narrator's recognition of how much her own confusion is mirrored in her daughter's behavior.” — *Publishers Weekly*

• **Perfect for fans of:** Laura Lippman and Reed Farrell Coleman

Summary
The fifth book in Triss Stein’s mystery series set in the diverse neighborhoods of Brooklyn

Erica Donato, PhD, a curator at the Brooklyn Museum, is thrilled to meet Louisa Gibbs, a preservation icon, now an octogenarian. Louisa's home abuts against the property of the Jehovah's Witnesses homebase, nicknamed "The Watchtower."

As one of the biggest property holders in Brooklyn Heights, the Jehovah's Witnesses have been developing the neighborhood, slowly taking it over, one house at a time. Louisa is concerned that she's been receiving threats from this organization...but they claim that she's daft.

Erica isn't sure she agrees the developers, and is determined to uncover the truth.

Contributor Bio
TRISS STEIN is a small-town girl who has spent most of her adult life living and working in New York City. This gives her the useful double vision of a stranger and a resident which she uses to write mysteries about Brooklyn, her ever-fascinating, ever-changing, ever-challenging adopted home.
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Death at the Durbar
The Second Maharaja Mystery
Arjun Raj Gaind

Key Selling Points:

• **Ideal for libraries:** This hardcover edition was made specifically for libraries

• **New, refreshing setting:** Historical Indian setting provides interest for readers who enjoy exotic locations

• **Perfect for fans of:** Tarquin Hall, Barbara Cleverly, and HRF Keating

Summary

*Death at the Durbar* is the second installment in the trilogy, following *A Very Pukka Murder*, featuring the adventures of Maharaja Sikander Singh, set against the backdrop of princely India during the heyday of the British Raj.

December, 1911. A vast tent city has sprung up outside the old walled enclave of Mughal Delhi, where the British are hosting a grand Durbar to celebrate the coronation of the new King, George V. From across India, all the Maharajas and Nawabs have gathered to pay homage and swear loyalty to the King Emperor, the first monarch of England to travel out to India.

Maharaja Sikander Singh of Rajpore is cooling his heels as he awaits George V’s arrival. Suddenly, a pair of British officers escort him to the king’s quarters. And there he finds a girl, hanged until dead. Employing techniques he has learned from studying Eugene Vidocq and Sherlock Holmes, Sikander examines the scene and demonstrates the girl was murdered. But who is she? And why leave her in the king’s quarters?

Contributor Bio

ARJUN RAJ GAIND is one of India’s best known comic book writers. He is the creator and author of the critically acclaimed, best-selling graphic novels, *Empire of Blood, Reincarnation Man, The Mighty Yeti*, *Project: Kalki, Blade of the Warrior: Kshatriya*, and *A Brief History of Death.*
Death Has Deep Roots
Michael Gilbert

No Image Available
Deep Waters
Martin Edwards

Key Selling Points:
• Part of the popular British Library Crime Classics series: This series is a must-have for any bookstore or library mystery section
• Exceptional Editor: Edited by esteemed crime writer and critic Martin Edwards
• Beloved, bestselling, classic authors included in this collection: Includes stories by Arthur Conan Doyle, William Hope Hodgson and R. Austin Freeman

Summary
This British Library anthology uncovers the best mysteries set below the surface, including stories by Arthur Conan Doyle, William Hope Hodgson and R. Austin Freeman

From picturesque canals to the swirling currents of the ocean, a world of secrets lies buried beneath the surface of the water. Dubious vessels crawl along riverbeds, while the murky depths conceal more than one gruesome murder.

The stories in this collection will dredge up delight in crime fiction fans, as watery graves claim unintended dwellers and disembodied whispers penetrate the sleeping quarters of a ship's captain. How might a thief plot their escape from a floating crime scene? And what is to follow when murder victims, lost to the ocean floor, inevitably resurface?

Contributor Bio
MARTIN EDWARDS is an award-winning crime writer whose most recent novel, set in 1930, is Gallows Court. A well-known commentator on crime fiction, he has edited 37 anthologies and published diverse non-fiction books, including a study of homicide investigation, Urge to Kill. An expert on crime fiction history, he is archivist of both the Crime Writers' Association and the Detection Club. He was elected eighth President of the Detection Club in 2015, is current Chair of the CWA, and posts regularly to his blog, 'Do You Write Under Your Own Name?'
Facets of Death
Michael Stanley

Key Selling Points:

• **Incredibly popular, well-reviewed series:** Michael Stanley’s previous Detective Kubu books have been widely praised by readers and reviewers alike, and this prequel provides a perfect entry point for new readers.

• **Unique setting sets this series apart:** Evocative Botswana setting sets this mystery apart from the rest of the category, which is dominated by Western locations.

• **Major marketing campaign to relaunch series:** Sourcebooks’ distribution and marketing power applied to such a highly-praised author will bring this series to a new level of success.

Summary

A prequel to the award-winning Detective Kubu series, featuring David “Kubu” Bengu of the Botswana Criminal Investigation Department, who must investigate an international high-stakes diamond and discover his identity as a detective in the process.

Recent university graduate David 'Kubu' Bengu joins the Botswana Criminal Investigation Department directly rather than via the normal route of a constable on the beat. This does not sit well with existing detectives. Shortly after he joins the CID, the richest diamond mine in the world is robbed of 100,000 carats of diamonds in transit. The robbery is well-executed and brutal. Police immediately suspect an inside job, but there is no evidence of who it could be.

When the robbers are killed execution-style in South Africa and the diamonds are still missing, the game changes, and suspicion focuses on a witch doctor and his son. Does Kubu have the skill and the integrity to engineer an international trap and catch those responsible, or will the biggest risk of his life end in disaster?

Contributor Bio

MICHAEL STANLEY is the writing team of Michael Sears and Stanley Trollip. Both are retired professors who have worked in academia and business. Sears is a mathematician, specializing in geological remote sensing. Trollip is an educational psychologist, specializing in the application of computers to teaching and learning, and a pilot. They were both born in South Africa.
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Fell Murder
E.C.R. Lorac
Give the Devil His Due
Sulari Gentill

Key Selling Points:
• **Award winning author:** Sulari Gentill has been nominated for various Australian Awards, and the 2018 Ned Kelly Award for non-series metafiction Crossing the Lines
• **Continuing series:** Fans will be clamoring for this sixth book in the series

Summary
He’s ready for a little danger on the Maroubra Speedway. But he wasn’t prepared for all of the murders...

When Rowland Sinclair, an artist with leftist friends and a free-wheeling lifestyle, is invited to take his yellow Mercedes onto the Maroubra Speedway, renamed the Killer Track for the lives it has claimed, he agrees without caution or reserve. But then people start to die...

The body of a journalist covering the race is found in a House of Horrors. An English blueblood with Blackshirt affiliations is killed on the race track. And Rowland Sinclair hurtles towards disaster with an artist, a poet and brazen sculptress along for the ride...

Contributor Bio
After setting out to study astrophysics, graduating in law and then abandoning her legal career to write books, SULARI GENTILL now grows French black truffles on her farm in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains of NSW. Sulari’s *A Decline in Prophets* (the second book in the series) was the winner of the Davitt Award for Best Adult Crime Fiction 2012. She was also shortlisted for Best First Book (*A Few Right Thinking Men*) for the Commonwealth Writers' Prize 2011. *Paving the New Road* was shortlisted for another Davitt in 2013, and *Crossing the Lines* won the Ned Kelly award for Best Fiction.
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Give the Devil His Due
Sulari Gentill

Key Selling Points:
• **Award winning author:** Sulari Gentill has been nominated for various Australian Awards, and the 2018 Ned Kelly Award for non-series metafiction Crossing the Lines
• **Continuing series:** Fans will be clamoring for this sixth book in the series

Summary
He’s ready for a little danger on the Maroubra Speedway. But he wasn’t prepared for all of the murders...

When Rowland Sinclair, an artist with leftist friends and a free-wheeling lifestyle, is invited to take his yellow Mercedes onto the Maroubra Speedway, renamed the Killer Track for the lives it has claimed, he agrees without caution or reserve. But then people start to die...

The body of a journalist covering the race is found in a House of Horrors. An English blueblood with Blackshirt affiliations is killed on the race track. And Rowland Sinclair hurtles towards disaster with an artist, a poet and brazen sculptress along for the ride...

Contributor Bio
After setting out to study astrophysics, graduating in law and then abandoning her legal career to write books, SULARI GENTILL now grows French black truffles on her farm in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains of NSW. Sulari’s *A Decline in Prophets* (the second book in the series) was the winner of the Davitt Award for Best Adult Crime Fiction 2012. She was also shortlisted for Best First Book (*A Few Right Thinking Men*) for the Commonwealth Writers' Prize 2011. *Paving the New Road* was shortlisted for another Davitt in 2013, and *Crossing the Lines* won the Ned Kelly award for Best Fiction.
Graveyard Bay
Thomas Kies

Key Selling Points:
- **Thomas Kies received exceptional reviews:** “Kies's debut mystery introduces a reporter with a compelling voice, a damaged woman who recounts her own bittersweet story as she hunts down clues. This suspenseful story will appeal to readers who enjoy hard-nosed investigative reporters such as Brad Parks’s Carter Ross.” —Library Journal, STARRED review
- **Strong female lead:** Protagonist Geneva Chase is a fresh voice in a crowded space that will appeal to readers of Sara Paretsky
- **A fast-paced thriller:** A thrilling plot and unexpected twists makes *Graveyard Bay* an unputdownable addition to a series with lots of room left to run

Summary
*Geneva Chase investigates a massive money laundering scheme while battling her own demons and fearing for her job—and her life*

The nude bodies of a corrupt judge and a Jane Doe are found under the icy, black waters at Groward Bay Marina. A videotape points to Merlin Finn, a ruthless gang leader with a proclivity to bondage and S&M who had recently broken out of prison.

In her last investigation, *Darkness Lane*, reporter Geneva Chase was entrusted with a notebook of evidence incriminating Russian gangsters. But with a gang war building, the notebook is turning out to be a liability, putting her on the dangerous radar screen of Merlin Finn. He breaks into her house, steals the notebook, and leaves a pair of handcuffs dangling from the handle of her refrigerator freezer.

With her newspaper about to be sold and her job in jeopardy, Geneva investigates the murders, all the while trying to stay one step ahead of Merlin Finn and his Aryan Brotherhood gang of thugs.

**Contributor Bio**

THOMAS KIES lives and writes on a barrier island on the coast of North Carolina with his wife, Cindy, and Lilly, their Shih-Tzu. He has had a long career writing for newspapers and magazines, primarily in New England and New York.
Graveyard Bay
Large Print Edition
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Key Selling Points:
• **Thomas Kies received exceptional reviews:** "Kies’s debut mystery introduces a reporter with a compelling voice, a damaged woman who recounts her own bittersweet story as she hunts down clues. This suspenseful story will appeal to readers who enjoy hard-nosed investigative reporters such as Brad Parks’s Carter Ross." —Library Journal, STARRED review

• **Strong female lead:** Protagonist Geneva Chase is a fresh voice in a crowded space that will appeal to readers of Sara Paretsky

• **A fast-paced thriller:** A thrilling plot and unexpected twists makes Graveyard Bay an unputdownable addition to a series with lots of room left to run

Summary

**Geneva Chase investigates a massive money laundering scheme while battling her own demons and fearing for her job—and her life**

The nude bodies of a corrupt judge and a Jane Doe are found under the icy, black waters at Groward Bay Marina. A videotape points to Merlin Finn, a ruthless gang leader with a proclivity to bondage and S&M who had recently broken out of prison.

In her last investigation, Darkness Lane, reporter Geneva Chase was entrusted with a notebook of evidence incriminating Russian gangsters. But with a gang war building, the notebook is turning out to be a liability, putting her on the dangerous radar screen of Merlin Finn. He breaks into her house, steals the notebook, and leaves a pair of handcuffs dangling from the handle of her refrigerator freezer.

**Contributor Bio**

THOMAS KIES lives and writes on a barrier island on the coast of North Carolina with his wife, Cindy, and Lilly, their Shih-Tzu. He has had a long career writing for newspapers and magazines, primarily in New England and New York.
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**Key Selling Points:**

- **Thomas Kies received exceptional reviews:** “Kies’s debut mystery introduces a reporter with a compelling voice, a damaged woman who recounts her own bittersweet story as she hunts down clues. This suspenseful story will appeal to readers who enjoy hard-nosed investigative reporters such as Brad Parks’s Carter Ross.” —Library Journal, STARRED review

- **Strong female lead:** Protagonist Geneva Chase is a fresh voice in a crowded space that will appeal to readers of Sara Paretsky

- **A fast-paced thriller:** A thrilling plot and unexpected twists makes Graveyard Bay an unputdownable addition to a series with lots of room left to run

**Summary**

**Geneva Chase investigates a massive money laundering scheme while battling her own demons and fearing for her job—and her life**

The nude bodies of a corrupt judge and a Jane Doe are found under the icy, black waters at Groward Bay Marina. A videotape points to Merlin Finn, a ruthless gang leader with a proclivity to bondage and S&M who had recently broken out of prison.

In her last investigation, Darkness Lane, reporter Geneva Chase was entrusted with a notebook of evidence incriminating Russian gangsters. But with a gang war building, the notebook is turning out to be a liability, putting her on the dangerous radar screen of Merlin Finn. He breaks into her house, steals the notebook, and leaves a pair of handcuffs dangling from the handle of her refrigerator freezer.

**Contributor Bio**

THOMAS KIES lives and writes on a barrier island on the coast of North Carolina with his wife, Cindy, and Lilly, their Shih-Tzu. He has had a long career writing for newspapers and magazines, primarily in New England and New York.
It Walks by Night
John Dickson Carr
Just Make Believe
Maggie Robinson

Key Selling Points:
• Author receives wonderful reviews: “A lively debut filled with local color, red herrings, both sprightly and spritely characters, a smidgen of social commentary, and a climactic surprise.” Kirkus Review

• Perfect historical mystery for fans of: Rhys Bowen and Laurie R. King

Summary
A delightful locked-room mystery featuring Maggie Robinson’s signature wit and humor

Lady Adelaide is all set to enjoy a house party in the country - until the hostess is found dead on the conservatory floor. Thankfully, Addie knows just who to call-Detective Inspector Devenand Hunter of Scotland Yard.

Dev is anxious to solve the crime in order to escape the romantic tension between himself and Addie. The main question that's on everyone's mind: who would want to kill Pamela, the beautiful wife of one of Britain's greatest Great War heroes? Certainly not her devoted and wheelchair-bound husband, Sir Hugh Fernald. The other guests seem equally innocent and improbable.

But despite all appearances, something is very wrong at Fernald Hall-there's a body buried in the garden, and the governess has fallen down the stairs to her death. Who's next? Addie and Dev must work together to stop another murder.

Contributor Bio
MAGGIE ROBINSON is a former teacher, library clerk and mother of four who woke up in the middle of the night absolutely compelled to create the perfect man and use as many adjectives and adverbs as possible doing so. A transplanted New Yorker, she lives with her not-quite-perfect husband in Maine, where the cold winters are ideal for staying indoors and writing.
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• **Author receives wonderful reviews:** “A lively debut filled with local color, red herrings, both sprightly and spritely characters, a smidgen of social commentary, and a climactic surprise.” *Kirkus Review*

• **Perfect historical mystery for fans of:** Rhys Bowen and Laurie R. King

Summary
*A delightful locked-room mystery featuring Maggie Robinson’s signature wit and humor*

Lady Adelaide is all set to enjoy a house party in the country - until the hostess is found dead on the conservatory floor. Thankfully, Addie knows just who to call-Detective Inspector Devenand Hunter of Scotland Yard.

Dev is anxious to solve the crime in order to escape the romantic tension between himself and Addie. The main question that's on everyone's mind: who would want to kill Pamela, the beautiful wife of one of Britain's greatest Great War heroes? Certainly not her devoted and wheelchair-bound husband, Sir Hugh Fernald. The other guests seem equally innocent and improbable.

But despite all appearances, something is very wrong at Fernald Hall-there's a body buried in the garden, and the governess has fallen down the stairs to her death. Who's next? Addie and Dev must work together to stop another murder.

Contributor Bio
MAGGIE ROBINSON is a former teacher, library clerk and mother of four who woke up in the middle of the night absolutely compelled to create the perfect man and use as many adjectives and adverbs as possible doing so. A transplanted New Yorker, she lives with her not-quite-perfect husband in Maine, where the cold winters are ideal for staying indoors and writing.
Lust for Vengeance
Donis Casey

Key Selling Points:
• **Donis Casey has received phenomenal reviews for her previous works:** “...combines these convincing characters, a superb sense of time and place, and a solid plot in this marvelously atmospheric historical.” —*Publishers Weekly*, starred review

• **Author is an award winner:** She has won the Arizona Book Award twice, and is a seven-time finalist for the Oklahoma Book Award

• **Unforgettable characters and a plot:** *Lust for Vengeance* features unexpected twists and turns will hook readers and leave them looking forward to the next book in the series

Summary

A 1920s private detective finds himself entangled in an investigation involving a famous movie star in this first book in new series

In February of 1926, private detective Ted Oliver is hired by a mysterious client to investigate the death of Graham Peyton, a man known for recruiting high-class prostitutes for the studios until his disappearance five years ago. Thanks to a ferocious Pacific storm, Graham's skeleton is uncovered from its hiding place, under rocks beneath a cliff.

As Oliver investigates the final days leading up to Graham's demise, he stumbles across a connection between the dead man and Bianca LeBelle, a beautiful and brilliant movie star. Bianca's star may be bright, but she harbors dark secrets. And when Oliver discovers that his mysterious client is the most feared mob boss on the West Coast, he realizes that like the dead man's body, he's stuck between a rock and hard place.

Contributor Bio

DONIS CASEY is the author of ten Alafair Tucker Mysteries. Donis has twice won the Arizona Book Award for her series, and been a finalist for the Willa Award and a seven-time finalist for the Oklahoma Book Award. Her first novel, *The Old Buzzard Had It Coming*, was named an Oklahoma Centennial Book in 2008. Donis is a former teacher, academic librarian, and entrepreneur. She lives in Tempe, Arizona.
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Summary
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In February of 1926, private detective Ted Oliver is hired by a mysterious client to investigate the death of Graham Peyton, a man known for recruiting high-class prostitutes for the studios until his disappearance five years ago. Thanks to a ferocious Pacific storm, Graham's skeleton is uncovered from its hiding place, under rocks beneath a cliff.

As Oliver investigates the final days leading up to Graham's demise, he stumbles across a connection between the dead man and Bianca LeBelle, a beautiful and brilliant movie star. Bianca's star may be bright, but she harbors dark secrets. And when Oliver discovers that his mysterious client is the most feared mob boss on the West Coast, he realizes that like the dead man's body, he's stuck between a rock and hard place.

Contributor Bio
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The Missing Memsahib
Murder in Two Volumes
Arjun Raj Gaind

Key Selling Points:
- **New, refreshing setting:** Historical Indian setting provides interest for readers who enjoy exotic locations
- **Perfect for fans of:** Tarquin Hall, Barbara Cleverly, and HRF Keating

Summary
*The Missing Memsahib* is the third installment in a trilogy, featuring the adventures of Maharaja Sikander Singh, set against the backdrop of princely India during the heyday of the British Raj

Summer 1912

Maharaja Sikander Singh has just returned to Rajpore when he receives a most unexpected missive: his childhood tutor, Peter Rowan, has decided to take a wife at the ripe old age of forty-two. Eager as always to get away from his princely responsibilities, Sikander decides to travel to Bombay to attend the nuptials.

However, upon arriving in Bombay, he discovers that his friend's intended bride has gone missing. It seems that the Caledonia, the P&O steamer aboard which Miss Mary Hartley was traveling out to Bombay, had docked the day before. However, when Peter had arrived to greet her, there was no trace of her to be found, either aboard the ship or ashore.

After approaching the police only to met with a frosty dismissal, the Maharaja sets out to track down the missing Miss Hartley....

Contributor Bio
**ARJUN RAJ GAIND** is one of India’s best known comic book writers. He is the creator and author of the critically acclaimed, best-selling graphic novels, *Empire of Blood, Reincarnation Man, The Mighty Yeti, Project: Kalki, Blade of the Warrior: Kshatriya,* and *A Brief History of Death.*
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Summary
*The Missing Memsahib* is the third installment in a trilogy, featuring the adventures of Maharaja Sikander Singh, set against the backdrop of princely India during the heyday of the British Raj

**Summer 1912**

Maharaja Sikander Singh has just returned to Rajpore when he receives a most unexpected missive: his childhood tutor, Peter Rowan, has decided to take a wife at the ripe old age of forty-two. Eager as always to get away from his princely responsibilities, Sikander decides to travel to Bombay to attend the nuptials.

However, upon arriving in Bombay, he discovers that his friend’s intended bride has gone missing. It seems that the Caledonia, the P&O steamer aboard which Miss Mary Hartley was traveling out to Bombay, had docked the day before. However, when Peter had arrived to greet her, there was no trace of her to be found, either aboard the ship or ashore.

After approaching the police only to meet with a frosty dismissal, the Maharaja sets out to track down the missing Miss Hartley....
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Molten Mud Murder
Sara E. Johnson

Key Selling Points:

• **Incredible debut in a popular genre:** Forensic investigation (of perpetual interest to readers) takes the stage in this fascinating mystery, and Sara E. Johnson is an exciting debut in this space.

• **This edition is perfect for the library market:** Large print editions are strong sellers in the library market.

• **Unique location:** New Zealand setting adds interest for readers who enjoy exotic locations, and the American protagonist really allows the reader to see the location through familiar eyes.

Summary

*Is the past better left undisturbed, or unearthed? And at what cost either way?*

When a body is found half-submerged in a Waiariki Thermal Land of Enchantment molten mud pot, forensics expert Alexa Glock, her specialty odontology, spots a way to prolong her stay in New Zealand. Teeth are her expertise, and the investigation needs her help. Other ways of identifying the body may have... melted away.

A determined Alexa barrels her way onto the scene and into the lives of Rotorua's finest, and discovers that the murder victim, a city councilman, had trespassed on a sacred island forbidden to Pakeha, or non-Maori, and Alexa must follow suit. The Maori community is incensed that the rules of tapu have been disregarded and the consequences are disaster, demonic possession, or death. Then, a second murder heats the case to the boiling point and reveals a molten mix of motives and suspects.

Sara E. Johnson's debut novel, the start of a series based in New Zealand, presents a page-turning story of facing the past and cracking the door open to an unexpected future.

Contributor Bio

SARA E. JOHNSON lives in Durham, North Carolina. She worked as a middle school reading specialist and local newspaper contributor before her husband lured her to New Zealand for a year. Her first novel, *Molten Mud Murder*, is the result.
Mortal Music
Ann Parker

Key Selling Points:
• Award winning series: Books in the Silver Rush Mystery series have won several awards, including the Willa Literary Award and the Colorado Gold Award, and have been nominated for awards including the Agatha Award and the Macavity Best Historical Novel Award

• Will appeal to new and established fans: The fast-paced plot and incredible historical detail will capture the attention of all mystery readers.

Summary
In this new adventure in the award-winning Silver Rush mystery series, Inez Stannert must track down a murderer before he silences a famous vocalist — forever

San Francisco. Winter, 1881-82

All pianist Inez Stannert wants for Christmas is for the struggling music store she owns in San Francisco to be a success. When diva Theia Carrington Drake asks Inez to be her accompanist for several high-profile personal appearances, Inez is thrilled. This is the chance she was waiting for - a way to make some extra money and bring her store into the limelight of the city's polite society to enhance her business.

But things are far from pitch perfect. An unknown threat is stalking Theia; her pet bird is found slain, and her signature gown is destroyed. Soon, Inez realizes that a murderer is stalking the city's opera halls, and that it's only a matter of time before Theia is his next victim. She'll have to enlist the help of private investigator Wolter Roeland de Bruijn and uncover the killer before Theia's celebrated voice is silenced-permanently.

Contributor Bio
ANN PARKER is the author of the award-winning Silver Rush historical mystery series set in 1880s, featuring saloon owner Inez Stannert. A science writer by day, Ann lives in the San Francisco Bay Area and is a member of Mystery Writers of America and Women Writing the West.
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Murder in Rat Alley
Mark de Castrique

Key Selling Points:
• Award winning series: *Hidden Scars*, the previous book in the series, was a 2018 Thomas Wolf Memorial Literary Award Finalist
• The series receives exceptional reviews: “With its strong sense of place, depiction of racial tension that still lingers in the new South, and appealing sleuths, de Castrique’s well-plotted mystery is a winner.” —Library Journal praise for *Hidden Scars*

• Features diverse characters: Much-needed example of diversity in the mystery category, featuring an interracial couple in the South

Summary
A murder from the past comes creeping into the present, as two private eyes open up a cold case to find a killer, or risk becoming the next targets

Tucked away in the mountains of North Carolina lies a remnant of one of the greatest scientific achievement of the 20th century - putting a man on the moon. This isolated site exists today as the Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute.

But past and present collide when skeletal remains are unearthed on the complex, and DNA testing confirms the identity of a scientist who disappeared during the Apollo 15 mission. The niece of the murdered man implores Asheville detectives Sam Blackman and Nakayla Robertson to take the case.

As Sam and Nakayla dig into the events of the past, they discover the trail leads to a murder in Asheville's Rat Alley, proving that a killer from the past still stalks the present. And Sam and Nakayla now top the assassin's list.

Contributor Bio
MARK DE CASTRIQUE grew up in the mountains of western North Carolina where many of his novels are set. He’s a veteran of the television and film production industry, has served as an adjunct professor at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte teaching The American Mystery, and he’s a frequent speaker and workshop leader. He and his wife, Linda, live in Charlotte, North Carolina.
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**Key Selling Points:**
- **Award winning series:** *Hidden Scars*, the previous book in the series, was a 2018 Thomas Wolf Memorial Literary Award Finalist
- **The series receives exceptional reviews:** “With its strong sense of place, depiction of racial tension that still lingers in the new South, and appealing sleuths, de Castrique’s well-plotted mystery is a winner.” —Library Journal praise for *Hidden Scars*
- **Features diverse characters:** Much-needed example of diversity in the mystery category, featuring an interracial couple in the South

**Summary**

A murder from the past comes creeping into the present, as two private eyes open up a cold case to find a killer, or risk becoming the next targets

Tucked away in the mountains of North Carolina lies a remnant of one of the greatest scientific achievement of the 20th century - putting a man on the moon. This isolated site exists today as the Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute.

But past and present collide when skeletal remains are unearthed on the complex, and DNA testing confirms the identity of a scientist who disappeared during the Apollo 15 mission. The niece of the murdered man implores Asheville detectives Sam Blackman and Nakayla Robertson to take the case.

As Sam and Nakayla dig into the events of the past, they discover the trail leads to a murder in Asheville’s Rat Alley, proving that a killer from the past still stalks the present. And Sam and Nakayla now top the assassin’s list.

**Contributor Bio**

MARK DE CASTRIQUE grew up in the mountains of western North Carolina where many of his novels are set. He’s a veteran of the television and film production industry, has served as an adjunct professor at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte teaching The American Mystery, and he’s a frequent speaker and workshop leader. He and his wife, Linda, live in Charlotte, North Carolina.
No Way to Die
Warren C Easley

Key Selling Points:
• **Bestselling mystery authors love Warren C. Easley:** "If you're not familiar with these gems out of Oregon, now's the perfect time to give Warren Easley and Cal Claxton a try. You won't be disappointed." —William Kent Krueger, award-winning, bestselling author of *Ordinary Grace* and the Cork O'Connor series

• **Well-regarded author with an upward trajectory:** Warren Easley was named the Northwest’s Up and Coming Author of 2017 by the Willamette Writers organization

Summary
In this atmospheric mystery set in the Pacific Northwest, attorney Cal Claxton is looking forward to taking a much-needed vacation with his daughter...until they discover a body on a coastal river, and find themselves surrounded by danger.

Fly fishing, walks on the beach, and good food are on the agenda when attorney Cal Claxton and his daughter, Claire, take a much needed vacation on the rugged Oregon coast. But the vacation takes a dark turn when they discover a body while fishing on a coastal river. After a little investigating, Claire discovers that the victim was the star witness in a trial that ended with a teenager receiving a life sentence. Horrified at the turn of events, she implores her father to dig further into the case.

As several suspects begin to emerge, both Claire and Cal are thrust into danger, barely escaping with their lives. Can the father and daughter team uncover what really happened and win the wrongfully imprisoned teen his freedom? And in the process, can Cal assure the safety of the person he loves more than anything on earth?

Contributor Bio
Formerly a research scientist and international business executive, WARREN C. EASLEY lives in Oregon where he writes fiction, tutors GED students, fly fishes and skis. Easley is the author of the Cal Claxton Oregon Mysteries. He received a Kay Snow National Award for fiction in 2012 and was named the Northwest’s Up and Coming Author in 2017, both honors bestowed by Willamette Writers.
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The Spotted Dog
Kerry Greenwood

Key Selling Points:

• **Beloved author:** Kerry Greenwood is a beloved author of the Phryne Fisher series (recently turned into a popular Netflix television series) and is known for her ability to craft books that readers can’t put down

• **Award winning author:** Greenwood is the recipient of the Ned Kelly Lifetime Achievement Award, 2003 and the Sisters in Crime Lifetime Achievement Award

• **First new story in the series in seven years:** First new addition to the Corinna Chapman series after a several-year hiatus

• **Perfect for Cozy Fans:** Spunky heroine and food-focused narrative is a trending subgenre in the cozy mystery space

Summary
Corinna Chapman, baker extraordinaire, talented sleuth, stalwart friend and lover, is back in her first adventure in seven years!

When a distraught Scottish veteran from Afghanistan is knocked unconscious, waking up to find his beloved ex-service dog missing, Corinna and her lover, Daniel, find themselves inextricably drawn into the machinations of a notorious underworld gang of drug runners.

Corinna and Daniel need to pull together all the strings to find the connections between their wandering Scottish veteran, his kidnapped dog, a student dramatic society that's moved into Corinna's building, burglaries, and the threatening notes that begin to mysteriously appear in her apartment

Contributor Bio
KERRY GREENWOOD is the creator of the bestselling, beloved contemporary crime series featuring the talented Corinna Chapman, baker and sleuth extraordinaire. Kerry's much-loved 1920s crime series, featuring the marvellous Miss Phryne Fisher in twenty novels, has been developed for television. Kerry is also the recipient of the Ned Kelly Lifetime Achievement Award, 2003 and the Sisters in Crime Lifetime Achievement Award.
The Spotted Dog
Large Print Edition
Kerry Greenwood

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved author: Kerry Greenwood is a beloved author of the Phryne Fisher series (recently turned into a popular Netflix television series) and is known for her ability to craft books that readers can’t put down

• Award winning author: Greenwood is the recipient of the Ned Kelly Lifetime Achievement Award, 2003 and the Sisters in Crime Lifetime Achievement Award

• First new story in the series in seven years: First new addition to the Corinna Chapman series after a several-year hiatus

• Perfect for Cozy Fans: Spunky heroine and food-focused narrative is a trending subgenre in the cozy mystery space

Summary
Corinna Chapman, baker extraordinaire, talented sleuth, stalwart friend and lover, is back in her first adventure in seven years!

When a distraught Scottish veteran from Afghanistan is knocked unconscious, waking up to find his beloved ex-service dog missing, Corinna and her lover, Daniel, find themselves inextricably drawn into the machinations of a notorious underworld gang of drug runners.

Corinna and Daniel need to pull together all the strings to find the connections between their wandering Scottish veteran, his kidnapped dog, a student dramatic society that's moved into Corinna's building, burglaries, and the threatening notes that begin to mysteriously appear in her apartment

Contributor Bio
KERRY GREENWOOD is the creator of the bestselling, beloved contemporary crime series featuring the talented Corinna Chapman, baker and sleuth extraordinaire. Kerry's much-loved 1920s crime series, featuring the marvellous Miss Phryne Fisher in twenty novels, has been developed for television. Kerry is also the recipient of the Ned Kelly Lifetime Achievement Award, 2003 and the Sisters in Crime Lifetime Achievement Award.
Attention Management
How to Create Success and Focus Every Day
Maura Thomas

Key Selling Points:
• **A unique and fresh approach:** Author Maura Nevel Thomas introduces “attention management” as a new approach to time management

• **Perfect solution for today’s fast-paced workplaces:** Concept resonates in a business-minded society that never turns “off”

• **Universal application:** Focuses not just on how to get more done but also on how to eliminate stress and overwhelming emotions

Summary
Break free from the myth of “time management” and discover the revolutionary new antidote to overload and exhaustion

Have you tried everything to become more productive—but you’re still too busy and stressed? That’s because the old approaches to productivity just don’t work in today’s fast-paced, tech-driven workplaces. Time management is outdated.

Productivity speaker, trainer, and author Maura Nevel Thomas shows you how to master "attention management." This collection of behaviors includes focus, mindfulness, control, presence, flow, and other skills that will allow you to reclaim the joy and satisfaction of those special moments that make life worth living.

Contributor Bio
MAURA NEVEL THOMAS is an award-winning international speaker and trainer on individual and corporate productivity and work-life balance. She is a TEDx Speaker and founder of Regain Your Time.
Elevate
Push Beyond Your Limits and Unlock Success in Yourself and Others
Robert Glazer

Key Selling Points:
• Praise from bestselling author Daniel Pink: “If you’ve been looking for a mentor—someone to increase your spiritual, intellectual, and emotional capacities—here it is in book form. Elevate will help you set the right goals for a well-rounded life, then equip you with the skills and attitudes to achieve them.” —Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of When and Drive

• Capacity building is a trending topic: Elevate explores how to build success and break beyond concepts such as productivity and time management

• Strong platform: Robert Glazer is the creator of the award-winning podcast Outperform and the Friday Forward email newsletter with 35,000 global leaders following each week

• Highly connected author: Author has several high-profile connections, including Kim Scott, Daniel Pink, and Tim Ferris

Summary
Crush your accomplishments with this groundbreaking guide to success from Robert Glazer, creator of the Outperform podcast

What are your limits? Care to break them? In Elevate, award-winning entrepreneur Robert Glazer shares his strategies to build capacity and motivate yourself—and others—to exceed expectations. Four life-changing principles, or "capacities," will allow you to overcome self-limiting beliefs, establish positive habits, and find your "why."

The key to success is elevating yourself beyond the edge of your current abilities. Challenge yourself, and the result will inspire others to rise along with you.

Contributor Bio
ROBERT GLAZER is an entrepreneur, a columnist for Inc. and Forbes, a sought-after speaker, and the founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, a global performance marketing firm.
The Energy Clock
How to Use Your Energy and Resources on What's Important - And Eliminate the Stress of What's NOT
Molly Fletcher

Key Selling Points:
• **New take on a trending topic:** *The Energy Clock* takes a unique spin on productivity to apply every minute of your day against your energy levels

• **Sports connection:** Uses famous athletes and sports metaphors to elegantly drive concepts home for readers

• **Fantastic author:** Molly Fletcher is a popular keynote speaker, is well-connected to business leaders, and as a sports agent was hailed as the “female Jerry Maguire” by CNN

Summary
A creative solution to productivity that will empower every reader

How can we cut the clutter and busy work from our agenda and only experience our best and most important moments? Molly Fletcher has the answer! Premier sports agent turned speaker and CEO, Molly has seen how the elite performers of our time focus their energy to create results. In *The Energy Clock*, she shares the practical tools you and your team need to prioritize your time and achieve a mindset that can withstand pressure.

Using this game-changing book as a tool and metaphor to create true balance, readers can finally achieve focus, flow, and ultimate freedom.

Contributor Bio
MOLLY FLETCHER is a trailblazer in every sense of the word—now a CEO, she shares unconventional techniques that made her one of the first female sports agents in the high stakes world of sports.
Great Quotes for Great Businesses  (2nd Edition)
Words that Leaders Live By
Bud Carter

Key Selling Points:
• **Eye-catching design:** The beautiful and stark design is on trend and will have readers itching to pick up this book

• **Highly giftable:** This short and inspirational book makes a great gift for any company to give out to employees or for anyone looking to start their own business

• **Proven success:** Sourcebooks has sold more than 56,000 copies of *Great Quotes from Great Leaders* and *Great Quotes from Great Women*

Summary
Get motivated with words of wisdom from the most successful people in their fields!

Take a new approach to success! Let words of wisdom from billionaires, entrepreneurs, and businesspeople motivate you and help you on your own path to success.

In this witty collection of business know-how, you will find quotations grouped into categories that reflect the full scope of business success, from "Pit Bull Management" to "Slaying Life's Goliaths." *Great Quotes for Great Businesses* will give readers the extra spark of courage and inspiration they need to reach their goals!

Contributor Bio
BUD CARTER’s fascination with quotes started when he was an award-winning radio news editor, then a TV anchorman, and ultimately the publisher/editor of a weekly newspaper.
How Rich People Think *(2nd Edition)*
Steve Siebold

**Key Selling Points:**
- **Unique voice:** Siebold’s tell-it-like-it-is, edgy writing style will appeal to readers who don’t like things sugar-coated
- **Based on extensive research:** Siebold has interviewed the world’s richest people over the past 26 years and has spoken to organizations such as Toyota, Johnson & Johnson, and Proctor & Gamble
- **Fresh package:** Brand new format and design will appeal to a younger generation of entrepreneurs, tech start-ups, and gig economists

**Summary**

**Challenge your beliefs about money**

Are you seeking freedom from your financial worries? In *How Rich People Think*, author Steve Siebold compares the financial habits and philosophies of the middle class and the world class, and outlines the beliefs and strategies that will give you the best shot at becoming a millionaire. The secret is not in the mechanics of money, but in the level of thinking that generates it.

Based on decades of interviews with some of the richest people in the world, this candid book touches on everything from education to status to job fulfillment, guiding readers to think about money in a new way. *How Rich People Think* will challenge every belief you’ve ever had about money, and if you’re not careful, it may just make you rich.

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SIEBOLD is an internationally recognized expert in the field of mental toughness training. His Fortune 500 clients include Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, GlaxoSmithKline, Toyota, and Harrah’s Entertainment.
Make Meetings Extraordinary
90 Days to Better Meetings
Paul Axtell

Key Selling Points:
• **Up-and-coming topic:** Meetings are a constant pain point for businesses and a growing subject in the business category

• **Author platform:** Paul Axtell writes for the *Harvard Business Review*, is an INC Top 100 Speaker, and is commonly known as “the meetings guy”

Summary
**Turn your meetings from standard status reports into remarkable conversations!**

Meetings have become a pain point for millions, wasting time, money, and energy. But in reality, meetings are at the heart of effective organizations. In *Make Meetings Extraordinary*, business consultant Paul Axtell reaffirms the importance of meetings and reimagines them using the vital foundation of conversation.

With real-life examples and actionable advice, this revolutionary book will teach you to redesign meetings to achieve results, move projects forward, and build relationships that make remarkable work possible. Based on Paul's award-winning efficiency training, *Make Meetings Extraordinary* will revolutionize the meeting—moving it from a dreaded obligation to a powerful way to get things done in business and in life.

Contributor Bio
PAUL AXTELL provides consulting and personal effectiveness training to a wide variety of clients, from Fortune 500 companies and universities to nonprofit organizations and government agencies.
The Neuroscience of Selling
Proven Sales Secrets to Win Over the Buyer's Heart and Mind
John Asher

Key Selling Points:
- **Strategies from real research**: Based on the revolutionary finding that we make decisions with our emotions and later justify them with logic
- **Links decision-making with sales trends**: Provides scientifically proven, data-based solutions to readers' sales woes
- **Knowledgeable author**: John is a top speaker and sales expert, with more than fifty speaking engagements annually

Summary
A revolutionary way to discover real sales success and bring new value to your company!

Sales is not just about logic and emotion. Extraordinary salespeople are top earners because they understand the deeper levels of the brain and how buyers think. Global sales expert John Asher explores these hidden biases and brain stimuli, and provides tips and techniques to:

- Increase your likeability
- Steer a profitable conversation
- Stand out from the competition
- Win customers for life!

Contributor Bio
JOHN ASHER is the bestselling and award-winning author and developer of fifteen different sales-related training manuals. John and his team in the U.S. and China have trained over 80,000 salespeople from more than twenty countries.
10 Simple Secrets of the World's Greatest Business Communicators
Carmine Gallo

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling Author: Carmine has continued onward to become a category leader in the space since Sourcebooks’ success with the original version of this title, penning bestselling works such as Talk Like Ted

• Updated Content: Content regarding communication and attention continues to be relevant and will be updated with the latest science and most recent examples by Carmine

Summary
Master the ten simple secrets used by the world's greatest business communicators and transform your career!

Based on author Carmine Gallo's career as a Fortune 500 communications coach and Emmy Award-winning television journalist, 10 Simple Secrets of the World's Greatest Communicators has been updated and revised to show business people how to achieve their personal and professional goals by mastering the ten simple secrets used by the world's greatest business communicators. The book offers techniques and proven tips that explain how these successful communicators connect with audiences who demand passion, inspiration, preparation, clarity, brevity, command presence, and simplicity, all delivered in a visually compelling package.

Contributor Bio
CARMINE GALLO is a corporate presentation coach and Emmy award-winning journalist who has spent 15 years as an anchor, host and business correspondent for several media outlets including CNN, FOX, CNET and CBS. Visit www.carminegallo.com.
Dad Jokes Holiday Edition
Yule Love Them!
Jimmy Niro

Key Selling Points:
• Continued dad jokes success: The first Dad Jokes book sold nearly 20,000 in its first year, and the 2019 calendar sold almost 30,000 copies

• Proven mass appeal with blue ocean opportunity: Dad jokes are some of the most beloved forms of punny humor, and there are no holiday dad joke books in brick-and-mortar!

• The perfect gift: The approachable humor and wide audience for this topic make it a great holiday stocking stuffer

Summary
It’s a winter punerland of dad jokes!

_Dad Jokes Holiday Edition_ is a special festive collection for the embarrassing dads and pun lovers out there. Filled with more than 300 all-new jokes for Christmas, Hanukkah, winter, and New Year’s, this laugh-out-loud book is a perfect gift for anyone on your list!
Super Dad Jokes
Saving the World, One Bad Joke at a Time
Jimmy Niro

Key Selling Points:
• **Continued dad jokes success:** The first Dad Jokes book sold nearly 20,000 in its first year, and the 2019 calendar sold almost 30,000 copies

• **Proven mass appeal:** Dad jokes are a beloved form of punny humor sure to make friends and family chuckle (and groan)!

• **The perfect gift:** Fun, approachable humor and a wide audience make this a great gift for dads or any pun lover!

Summary
A brand new collection of side-splitting, knee-slapping dad jokes!

Ah, the dad joke—humor that reminds us of all the lovable, embarrassing fathers out there. Back by popular demand, *Super Dad Jokes* is the next punbelievable book full of all new cheesy, groan-worthy jokes, such as:

*I have a fear of speed bumps, but I'm slowly getting over it.*

*Q: What is the sleepiest fruit? A: Napricot."

"Dad, do you want a box for your leftovers?"
"No, but I'll wrestle you for them!"
Do You Know Your Bride? (2nd Edition)
A Quiz About the Woman in Your Life
Dan Carlinsky

Key Selling Points:

• **Bestselling gift book:** The first edition of *Do You Know Your Bride?* sold more than 230,000 copies

• **Highly giftable:** This entertaining book is the perfect gift for bachelor and bachelorette parties, gift bags, wedding favors, and more

• **Fresh new packaging:** Fun and playful new packaging will appeal to new audiences and pop off the shelf

Summary

The wedding quiz book for husbands-to-be!

The perfect book for wedding showers, engagements, bachelor parties, and more! This fun activity book will uncover the hilarious things a groom does (or doesn't!) know about his bride-to-be before the big day! With brain-stumping questions and fun multiple choice, this is the perfect shower or engagement party game to get couples talking, laughing, and learning more about each other!

Now, the only real question is, which groom will take up the trivia challenge?

Contributor Bio

DAN CARLINSKY is a writer and literary agent living in Connecticut and New York.
Do You Know Your Groom? (2nd Edition)
A Quiz About the Man in Your Life
Dan Carlinsky

Key Selling Points:

• **Bestselling gift book:** The first edition of Do You Know Your Groom? sold more than 260,000 copies

• **Highly giftable:** This entertaining book is the perfect gift for bachelor and bachelorette parties, gift bags, wedding favors, and more

• **Fresh new packaging:** Fun and playful new packaging will appeal to new audiences and pop off the shelf

**Summary**
The wedding quiz book for wives-to-be!

The perfect book for wedding showers, engagements, bachelorette parties, and more! This fun activity book will uncover the hilarious things a bride does (or doesn't!) know about her groom-to-be before the big day! With brain-stumping questions and fun multiple choice, this is the perfect shower or engagement party game to get couples talking, laughing, and learning more about each other!

Now, the only real question is, which bride will take up the trivia challenge?

**Contributor Bio**
DAN CARLINSKY is a writer and literary agent living in Connecticut and New York.
The Extremely Busy Woman’s Guide to Self-Care
Do Less, Achieve More, and Live the Life You Want
Suzanne Falter

Key Selling Points:
• **Blue ocean opportunity:** This is the first commercially-published guide to self-care positioned for busy, ambitious women

• **Well-known author:** Suzanne Falter is a leader in the self-care movement who has built a community around her blog and podcast

• **Engaging voice:** Achievable action items and a soothing narrative voice provide the perfect combination of inspiration and affirmation

Summary
The first dedicated self-care guide for women who do it all

As every busy modern woman knows, when every minute of your schedule is packed, self-care falls to the bottom of the to-do-list. Self-care movement leader Suzanne Falter gets it. In fact, she lived the life that every woman today feels expected to lead, chasing career goals while balancing the commitment of raising a family.

But after facing an unthinkable tragedy, Suzanne transformed her identity as a stressed-out workaholic to find her way back to wholeness and balance. In *The Extremely Busy Woman’s Guide to Self-Care*, Suzanne shares simple, bite-sized suggestions to help you ease onto the path of effective self-care in a way that feels doable rather than demanding.

Positive and approachable, this self-care planner and inspiration guide gives readers permission to step back and focus on what really matters.

Contributor Bio
SUZANNE FALTER is a blogger, podcaster, and leader in the self-care movement who has written for numerous publications, including the *New York Times*, *Wall Street Journal*, and *O Magazine*. She lives in Oakland, California.
Firing Manager Mom
Let Your Husband Do the Laundry, Feed Your Kids Takeout for Dinner, and Give Up the Emotional Labor that Is Bringing You Down (Or Why the Happiest Families Share the Work and Fun Equally)
Thomas Phelan

Key Selling Points:
• Important, timely topic: This book addresses one of the most common problems facing modern families—the fact that one parent (usually Mom) is responsible for nearly every aspect of making daily life run smoothly.

• New from the #1 voice in parenting books: A brand new book from the author of the #1 child discipline program, Firing Manager Mom covers topics that have not yet been discussed in other parenting books.

• Simple and effective: Dr. Phelan’s signature straightforward language and clear practical steps make this a book any parent can read and implement quickly.

Summary
The answer to building a happier family, from the author of the two million-copy international bestseller 1-2-3 Magic

The solution to the overload many modern moms feel, Firing Manager Mom shows you how to build a happier family by firing yourself from the "house manager" position and making each member of the family, from your husband to your youngest child, feel responsible for helping make family life run smoothly.

Easy-to-understand and accessible for even the most overwhelmed parent, Firing Manager Mom focuses on concrete plans and strategies to ensure Mom (or the primary parent) isn't taking on more than her fair share of the burden of common household tasks such as:

• Childcare
• Food shopping and preparation
• Laundry
• And more!

From assigning household chores to giving up emotional labor, this practical and informative book will teach families to find balance and happiness in sharing the work equally.

Contributor Bio
DR. THOMAS W. PHELAN is an internationally renowned expert, author, and lecturer on child discipline and Attention Deficit Disorder. A registered Ph.D. clinical psychologist, he appears frequently on radio and TV. Dr. Phelan practices and works in the western suburbs of Chicago. Visit 123magic.com.
The Genius Habit
How One Habit Can Radically Change Your Work and Your Life
Laura Garnett

Key Selling Points:
• **Accessible business advice for a wide audience:** Perfect for fans of Jon Acuff's *Do Over*

• **Fantastic author:** Laura Garnett is regularly hired to share her methodology with high-profile clients such as Verizon and LinkedIn

• **Exceptional voice:** An engaging narrative voice and memorable lessons make this book stand out from the competition

Summary
A remarkable guide to finding your Zone of Genius, spending more time being fulfilled and engaged at work, and jump-starting the career of your dreams. Now in paperback!

For young professionals and seasoned executives alike, *The Genius Habit* explores how a process of tracking thoughts and behavior can help you spend more time in your "Zone of Genius." Coined by consultant Laura Garnett, the Zone of Genius is that sweet spot in which you are challenged, fulfilled, and happily engaged in the work you're doing.

Both inspirational and practical, *The Genius Habit* introduces a methodology that has helped Laura's high-profile clients at LinkedIn, Capital One, and Verizon transform their careers and their lives. The Genius Habit gives employees—from entry-level assistants, to middle managers, to CEOs of major companies—the tools they need to gain clarity about who they are and where they are going, and to proactively create the career of their dreams.

Contributor Bio
LAURA GARNETT is a performance strategist, speaker, and the creator of the Zone of Genius methodology. She has helped hundreds of executives and entrepreneurs define what they do better than anyone else and why. She is a regular contributor to *Forbes, Success, Time,* and others. She lives in New York.
Healthy as F*ck
The Habits You Need to Get Lean, Stay Healthy, and Kick Ass at Life
Oonagh Duncan

Key Selling Points:

• **Sweary self-help sells:** This approach has not been overdone in the wellness space

• **Author platform:** Oonagh Duncan is an award-winning trainer with a growing online fitness community

• **Simultaneous publication in Canada:** Penguin Random House Canada is publishing simultaneously and in close collaboration with U.S. publication

Summary
A no-excuses kick-in-the-ass to wellness, from an award-winning trainer and fitness expert

For the reader who loved the approach to life in *Girl, Wash Your Face*, but who tends to relate to the no-bullshit language of *Unfu*k Yourself*, this sweary self-development book is a back-to-basics approach for anyone who needs help sorting through a sea of health and wellness information. Gloriously unapologetic and hilariously honest, *Healthy as F*ck is a crash course in creating new habits, banishing bullsh*t, and finding the f*cks to rock on a new way of life.

Contributor Bio

OONAGH DUNCAN is a multi-award-winning trainer with eighteen years of distinction in the fitness industry. She has worked as an associate fitness editor for Chatelaine magazine and a contributing writer for *Fitness* magazine. Oonagh helps hundreds of people change their bodies, brains and habits through her groundbreaking online program, The Healthy As F*ck Kickstart.
The Kidnap Years
The Story of the Forgotten Kidnapping Epidemic That Shook Depression-Era America
David Stout

Key Selling Points:
• Gripping historical true crime narrative: Perfect for fans of Killers of the Flower Moon

• Historical treasure trove: Explores further details behind well-known historical events and figures such as the Lindbergh baby kidnapping and J. Edgar Hoover

• A must-read for history buffs: Dramatic accounts of kidnappings that were covered extensively in the media at the time, but have since been lost to history will fascinate readers

Summary
A shocking historical true crime account of the epidemic of kidnapping in early 20th-century America, from Edgar Award-winning author David Stout

The Great Depression was a time of incomparable financial desperation in America. Thugs with submachine guns and square-jawed G-men have long dominated the vernacular images of fear, lawlessness, and corruption set against the decimating poverty of that decade.

But little known—until now—are the many serial dramas that played out in homes and hideouts, courtrooms and cold cases across the country. In a time of panic, legal lethargy, corruption and incompetence, there was one sure-fire means to make money, one that was seized upon by both criminals and resourceful civilians. Best of all, one likely to go unpunished: Kidnapping.

Gritty, visceral, and thoughtfully reported, The Kidnap Years chronicles a forgotten time in America's history, when the economic hardships of the Great Depression and the low legal risk of kidnapping led to a sweep of abductions that afflicted all corners of the country.

Contributor Bio
DAVID STOUT writes for the New York Times and other outlets and is the Edgar Award-winning author of six books. He lives in Washington, DC, with his wife.
**Motherhood So White**  
*A Memoir of Race, Gender, and Parenting in America*  
Nefertiti Austin  

**Key Selling Points:**  
- **A topic on everyone’s minds:** Race is at the forefront of our national conversation, and this book will encourage discussion and reflection across a broad audience  
- **Fresh perspective:** Nefertiti’s honest narrative voice and unflinching examination of her experience as a single African-American adoptive mother brings a fresh perspective that hasn’t been yet shared in a commercial publication  
- **Cover design by iconic illustrator:** Debra Cartwright, the artist who created the iconic cover for Angie Thomas’s international bestseller *The Hate U Give*, is designing the cover  

**Summary**  
What’s it like to be a black mother in a world where the face of motherhood is overwhelmingly white?  

When Nefertiti Austin, a single African-American woman, decided she wanted to adopt a Black baby boy out of the foster care system, she was unprepared for the fact that there is no place for black women in the "mommy wars." Austin set off on her path without the ability to seek guidance from others who looked like her or shared her experience. She soon realized that she would not only have to navigate skepticism from the adoption community, who deal almost exclusively with white women, but surprisingly, from her own family and friends as well.  

*Motherhood So White* is the story of Nefertiti’s fight to create the family she always knew she was meant to have and the story of motherhood that all American families need now. In this unflinching account of her parenting journey, Nefertiti examines the history of adoption in the African American community, faces off against stereotypes of single, Black motherhood, and confronts the reality of raising children of color in racially charged, modern-day America.  

**Contributor Bio**  
Nefertiti Austin writes about the erasure of diverse voices in motherhood. Her work around this topic has been short-listed for literary awards and appeared in the *Huffington Post, HuffPost Live,* and *The Atlantic.* Nefertiti’s expertise stems from firsthand experience and degrees in U.S. history and African-American studies.
18 Tiny Deaths
The Untold Story of Frances Glessner Lee and the Invention of Modern Forensics
Bruce Goldfarb

Key Selling Points:
- Remarkable story about an unknown woman from history: Readers continue to seek out true stories about unknown women from history, and crime investigation and forensics is a perennially popular subject that will attract a wide audience
- Knowledgeable author: Bruce Goldfarb is the caretaker of the Nutshells at the Baltimore Medical Examiner’s office, has access to Frances Glessner Lee’s estate and papers, and plans to travel widely to lecture on the subjects covered in the book
- Public interest in the topic: Nearly 100,000 people visited the Nutshells at their temporary exhibition at the Smithsonian in late 2017, demonstrating the wide interest in these historical artifacts, but Frances Glessner Lee’s story has never been told in a trade publication

Summary
The story of a woman whose ambition and accomplishments far exceeded the expectations of her time, 18 Tiny Deaths follows the transformation of a young, wealthy socialite into the mother of modern forensics

Frances Glessner Lee, born a socialite to a wealthy and influential Chicago family in the 1870s, was never meant to have a career, let alone one steeped in death and depravity. Yet she developed a fascination with the investigation of violent crimes, and made it her life’s work. Best known for creating the Nutshell Studies of Unexplained Death, a series of dollhouses that appear charming—until you notice the macabre little details: an overturned chair, or a blood-spattered comforter. And then, of course, there are the bodies—splayed out on the floor, draped over chairs—clothed in garments that Lee lovingly knit with sewing pins.

Lee developed a system that used the Nutshells dioramas to train law enforcement officers to investigate violent crimes, and her methods are still used today. 18 Tiny Deaths is the story of a woman who overcame the limitations and expectations imposed by her social status and pushed forward an entirely new branch of science that we still use today.

Contributor Bio
BRUCE GOLDFARB worked as a journalist for many years and is trained as a forensic investigator. He now works in the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner for the State of Maryland.
Rustic Joyful Food: Generations (2nd Edition)
Danielle Kartes, Michael Kartes

Key Selling Points:

• **Influential foodie:** Danielle Kartes is an up-and-coming influencer in Seattle’s foodie scene and has appeared on *The Rachael Ray Show* as well as dozens of other media outlets

• **Built-in audience:** Danielle’s audience is eager to hear more about the journey that brought her to where she is today, and wider distribution of her books will expand her fanbase

• **Building buzz:** The planned relaunch of Danielle’s first book, *Rustic Joyful Food: My Heart’s Table*, will drive buzz and lead into a strong publication for her next cookbook, *Generations*

Summary

A heartfelt cookbook that celebrates the tradition of family recipes and puts a modern twist on home-cooked classics

In *Rustic Joyful Food: Generations*, self-taught cook and frequent *Rachel Ray Show* guest Danielle Kartes acknowledges the deep influence her family has had on her life. This inspiring cookbook features family-driven comfort food recipes from generations past, updated with a modern twist. Each page resonates with the passion, heart, and experience Danielle brings to her cooking. With beautiful photography and thoughtful stories about each recipe, this approachable, feel-good cookbook will inspire readers to create some mult-generational traditions of their own.

Contributor Bio

DANIELLE KARTESE is an author, food stylist, and recipe developer living in Seattle, Washington, with her husband Michael, a photographer, and their two boys, Noah and Milo. Together, the Karteses run their boutique food photography business, Rustic Joyful Food, and host food styling workshops around the country. Danielle appears regularly on the *The Rachael Ray Show*, Hallmark Channel’s *Home and Family*, and *Pickler & Ben*. 
See You at the Campground
A Guide to Discovering Community, Connection, and a Happier Family in the Great Outdoors
Stephanie Puglisi, Jeremy Puglisi

Key Selling Points:
• National parks, road trips, RVs, and camping are trending: Even people who have never been camping or aren’t “outdoorsy” want to find ways to connect with their families through nature

• Fills a gap in the market: There is no commercially published, family-friendly camping guide like this currently available

• Knowledgeable authors with strong platforms: Stephanie and Jeremy Puglisi are the creators of RV Family Travel Atlas blogs. They host two popular podcasts, are sponsored by some of the biggest brands in the outdoor adventure industry, and have robust social media followings.

Summary
A family-friendly guide to planning amazing outdoor adventures and building memories that will last a lifetime

Stephanie and Jeremy Puglisi were stressed out, sleep-deprived, and near the end of their rope with infant twins. They had no clear idea of how they could continue to travel with a growing family and full-time jobs. Then they bought a pop-up camper and their lives changed forever.

In See You at the Campground, Stephanie and Jeremy show readers how the open road could be the ticket to a happier, healthier family. From cabin camping to RVs to tents and from national parks to private campgrounds, Stephanie and Jeremy explore the ins and outs of road trips, camping, and enjoying adventurous, exciting family trips that don't break the budget but leave you with memories that will last a lifetime.

Perfect for families who have never camped before, those thinking of exploring a new type of camping experience, and seasoned campers seeking high-level hacks and tips, See You at the Campground is the ultimate guide to fostering a sense of adventure and exploration in your family each time you hit the road.

Contributor Bio
STEPHANIE PUGLISI and JEREMY PUGLISI are the creators of RV Family Travel Atlas and the authors of Idiot’s Guides: RV Vacations. They live in New Jersey and spend more than eighty nights a year in their RV.
Slay Like a Mother
How to Destroy What’s Holding You Back So You Can Live the Life You Want
Katherine Wintsch

Key Selling Points:
• **Major media:** The book was featured on the TODAY Show, Strahan and Sara, The Wall Street Journal, and Parade.com

• **Incredibly connected author:** As CEO of The Mom Complex, Katherine Wintsch speaks dozens of times each year to corporations that develop products and services for mothers, such as Johnson & Johnson, Kellogg’s, Pinterest, and Walmart

• **Compelling content:** Based on a decade of research combined with Katherine’s personal voice, this book will appeal to a wide-ranging audience

• **Amazing blurbs:** “Slay Like a Mother is much more than a self-help book for women; it is the end of self-doubt and the beginning of self-love... and that is nothing short of life-changing.” —Rachel Macy Stafford, New York Times bestselling author of Hands Free Mama

Summary
A revelatory, inspirational guide for mothers to crush their “never enough” mentality and slay every day. Now in paperback!

This empowering self-help book champions the kind of self-doubting that mother Katherine Wintsch, CEO of The Mom Complex, calls “Never-Enough,” the kind of mother whose guilt, desperation, and fear about not being or doing enough is overwhelming. Based on more than a decade of research, Slay Like a Mother reveals the good, the bad, and the ugly behind the self-sabotaging battles within all moms. Brave, supportive and insightful, the stories and advice shared in this book will encourage women to live more confidently, enjoy the present, and slay like a mother.

Contributor Bio
KATHERINE WINTSCH is the CEO of The Mom Complex, a consulting company in Richmond, Virginia that frequently works with Fortune 500 companies such as Walmart, Unilever, HGTV, Kraft, and Johnson & Johnson. Her research has been featured by The Today Show, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Fast Company, along with a 2013 TedX talk. Katherine is a top 40-under-40 ad executive.
Unexplained
Real-Life Supernatural Stories for Uncertain Times
Richard MacLean Smith

Key Selling Points:
• Massive audience: The Unexplained podcast has 11.5 million listeners in United States and Canada
• Buzz is building: The book has been optioned for a drama series by the producers of The Night Of
• Perfect timing: Publishing in time for Halloween 2019

Summary
An immersive and engaging exploration of the world’s ten most mysterious and spooky stories of the unexplained

In every corner of this earth there are secrets. They are hidden in the dark edge of the woods, nestled in the cold stars, and staring out from a stranger's eyes. And whether they be supposed demonic possession or an unsolved murder, the unknown has always haunted our dreams.

From the hit podcast Unexplained comes a volume perfectly crafted for the curious, the cynical, and the not-easily-frightened. An expert in the unknown, Richard Maclean Smith humbly offers up ten tales of real-life events that continue to evade explanation. This rich, captivating book not only brings chills to the spine, but sheds new light on our shared human experience by connecting them to our own beliefs in science and superstition.

Contributor Bio
RICHARD MACLEAN SMITH, part-Scottish and part-English is a writer and creator of the podcast Unexplained. Declared Best of iTunes 2016 and acclaimed by the Guardian and Financial Times, Unexplained has been streamed worldwide over 16 million times, reaching #2 in the U.S., UK, and Canadian iTunes charts.
Rustic Joyful Food: My Heart's Table (2nd Edition)
Danielle Kartes, Jeff Hobson, Michael Kartes

Key Selling Points:

- **Major demand:** The author sold over 12,000 copies of the original edition of *Rustic Joyful Food: My Heart's Table*.

- **Influential foodie:** Danielle Kartes is an up-and-coming influencer in Seattle’s foodie scene and has appeared on *The Rachael Ray Show* as well as dozens of other media outlets.

- **Built in audience:** Danielle’s audience is eager to hear more about the journey that brought her to where she is today, and wider distribution of her books will expand her fanbase.

Summary

Home cook, mom, and former restaurateur Danielle Kartes’s *Rustic Joyful Food: My Heart’s Table*, showcasing the highs and lows of Danielle’s journey as a self-taught cook alongside her unique, simple, and delicious recipes.

When self-taught cook Danielle Kartes decided to open a restaurant, she dove in headfirst. But after a few years of whirlwind success, she found herself pregnant, on bed rest, and losing nearly everything as her beloved restaurant spiraled out of business.

Devastated, Danielle vowed never to cook again. But as her young family grew, she remembered the reason she loved cooking in the first place and got back to her roots of sharing food with the people she loved. *Rustic Joyful Food: My Heart’s Table* brings readers into Danielle’s family kitchen and showcases her belief that simple, delicious food is nothing more or less than a conduit for love.

Contributor Bio

DANIELLE KARTES is an author, food stylist, and recipe developer living in Seattle, Washington, with her husband Michael, a photographer, and their two boys, Noah and Milo. Together, the Karteses run their boutique food photography business, Rustic Joyful Food, and host food styling workshops around the country. Danielle appears regularly on the *The Rachael Ray Show*, Hallmark Channel’s *Home and Family*, and *Pickler & Ben*. 
Take Time
A Mother's Journal
Katie Clemons

Key Selling Points:
• **Content that resonates:** Many shared journals focus on lists or generic content. Katie takes a storytelling approach to prompts that appeals to adults and kids alike.

• **New channel opportunities:** Self-published editions have done well in subscription boxes. We have the opportunity to bring to a wider audience especially with channels like PMITS. Also perfect for the home school community and bulk sales in general.

Summary
Celebrate life stories and nurture deeper bonds with your family, all while finding greater joy and gratitude.

In response to social media requests for a journal that's "just for us moms," Katie Clemons created a mother's journal. As Katie's own son began leaving babyhood behind this spring, she saw how fleeting time was, and was struggling to find a way to capture it in her own blank journals or anything else already on the market.

Sample prompts:

**I tell my kids**
It's okay to cry when...
It's important to stand up for yourself when...
Try to keep going when...
Be gentle and love yourself when...

**I need to remember**
It's okay to cry when...
It's important to stand up for myself and my family when...
Try to keep going when...
Be gentle and love myself when...

Contributor Bio
KATIE CLEMONS is an avid story-catcher, mom, bestselling author, and fifth generation Montanan. She's appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. Katie has been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*. Katie currently lives in Germany with her family.
Yale Needs Women
How the First Group of Girls Rewrote the Rules of an Ivy League Giant
Anne Gardiner Perkins

Key Selling Points:
• For readers of Hidden Figures and The Radium Girls: Yale Needs Women is the fascinating story of the first class of women admitted to an Ivy League university in 1969
• Relevant and timely: Readers will find many of the social issues we are still discussing today in the women’s stories, including feminism, racial tensions, and sexual harassment and assault. We will publish for the 50th anniversary of the 1969 class entrance
• Well connected author: Anne Gardiner Perkins is a 1981 Yale alumna who has done extensive research in the university archives and has access to the women of the 1969 class

Summary
For readers of Hidden Figures and Rise of the Rocket Girls, Yale Needs Women is the fascinating story of the first class of women admitted to an Ivy League university in 1969

Yale University, along with the rest of the Ivy League, kept its gates closed to women until the class of 1969. The reason for letting them in? As an incentive for men to attend. Yale Needs Women is the story of why the most elite schools in the nation refused women for so long, and what the first women to enter those halls faced when they stepped onto campus.

Contributor Bio
ANNE GARDINER PERKINS is a graduate of Yale University (BA, American history, 1981), and was elected the first woman editor-in-chief of the Yale Daily News.
After the Fire
Will Hill

Key Selling Points:
• **Award recognition:** *After the Fire* was on the ALA’s Best Fiction for Young Adults list and was nominated for an Edgar Award and Teen Choice Book of the Year

• **High praise:** *Kirkus Reviews* gave *After the Fire* a starred review and called it “an astonishing saga of suffering and joy, guilt, evil, redemption, and truth.” #1 *New York Times* bestselling author Patrick Ness praised it as “genuinely different...thrilling and spellbinding!”

• **An intense, suspenseful novel with a ripped-from-the-headlines-feel:** In the vein of Marieke Nijkamp’s *This Is Where It Ends* and Natasha Preston’s *The Cellar*

Summary
A teenager’s world is shattered in a devastating confrontation between the cult she grew up in and the forces of the U.S. government. Now in paperback!

Father John controls everything inside The Fence. And Father John likes rules. Especially about never talking to Outsiders. Because Father John knows the truth. He knows what is right, and what is wrong. He knows what is coming.

Moonbeam is starting to doubt, though. She's starting to see the lies behind Father John's words. Then a fire engulfs life as she knew it, and Moonbeam is forced outside The Fence into a world she does not recognize.

Alternating between Moonbeam's life before the fire, and her time spent in a government-sanctioned facility afterward, *After the Fire* is a fascinating look at life inside a cult and its harrowing effects on survivors.

Contributor Bio
WILL HILL grew up in the northeast of England and worked as a bartender, bookseller, and in publishing before quitting to write full-time. He lives is East London. Visit him at willhillauthor.com.
Belle Révolte
Linsey Miller

Key Selling Points:
• Wonderful follow-up: Linsey Miller’s fantasy debut, *Mask of Shadows*, received strong reviews and was an Indie Next Pick

• Fantastic characters: The characters are relatable and inspiring, and the author makes a point to represent diverse and marginalized groups

• Great worldbuilding: An accessible and magical French-inspired lush world will keep readers enthralled

Summary
Two young women must work together to end a war in this French-inspired fantasy that’s perfect for fans of *The Young Elites* and *Shadow and Bone*

Comtesse Emilia Marchand is desperate to escape her noble roots and serve her country as a physician, but the gentlemen-only university rejected her pleas for admittance. Annette Boucher, first-born daughter and last-loved child, just wants enough money to pay for schooling. So when a strange noble girl offers Annette the chance of a lifetime, she accepts.

Emilia and Annette swap lives—Annette attends finishing school to be educated in household management and divination while Emilia enrolls to be a surgeon for the nation’s knights, a low-born role fit for anyone not afraid of blood or dying in battle.

But when their nation goes to war, Annette discovers the conflict is a front for a far more insidious plot. The pair must work together to stay alive, keep their deception hidden, and end the war before thousands are killed for the sake of the wealthy few.

Contributor Bio
LINSEY MILLER is a wayward biologist from Arkansas who previously worked as a crime lab intern, neuroscience lab assistant, and pharmacy technician. She currently lives in Wichita, Kansas, and can be found writing about science and magic anywhere there’s coffee. Visit her at linseymiller.com.
A Danger to Herself and Others
Alyssa Sheinmel

Key Selling Points:
• Fantastic reviews: *A Danger to Herself and Others* received a starred review from *School Library Journal* and positive acclaim from *Kirkus Reviews* and *Booklist*

• **New York Times** bestselling and award-winning author: Alyssa Sheinmel is a *New York Times* bestselling author whose work has been nominated for YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults and the New York Public Library’s Best Books for Teens, among others

• **Themes of mental health, friendship, and dark secrets:** Perfect for readers of *We Were Liars, One of Us Is Lying, and Girl, Interrupted*

• Issue-driven YA: A smart and seductive addition to the YA shelf that will appeal to readers looking for intense, emotional, and suspenseful issue-driven novels

Summary
Only when she’s locked away does the truth begin to escape... Now in paperback!

Four walls. One window. No way to escape. Hannah knows there's been a mistake. She didn't need to be institutionalized. What happened to her roommate at her summer program was an accident. As soon as the doctors and judge figure out that she isn't a danger to herself or others, she can go home to start her senior year. In the meantime, she is going to use her persuasive skills to get the staff on her side.

Then Lucy arrives. Lucy has her own baggage. And she may be the only person who can get Hannah to confront the dangerous games and secrets that landed her in confinement in the first place.

Contributor Bio
ALYSSA SHEINMEL is the bestselling author of several novels for young adults including *Faceless* and *Second Star*. She is the co-author of the *New York Times* bestselling novel *The Haunting of Sunshine Girl* and its sequel, *The Awakening of Sunshine Girl*. Follow Alyssa on Instagram and Twitter @AlyssaSheinmel or visit her online at alyssasheinmel.com.
The Pretenders
Rebecca Hanover

Key Selling Points:

• **Popular duology:** *The Similars* was a BookExpo Young Adult Editors’ Buzz pick and received praise from readers, booksellers, and the trades: "Episodic and fast-moving with plenty of twists and one very big turn that will delight mystery readers.” —*Booklist*

• **Winning combination:** A strong commercial hook combined with fantastic plotting, a captivating voice, and sparkling writing is the perfect recipe for a hit!

• **Exciting twists:** Book two has even more twists and turns than the first one, which will keep readers on the edge of their seats

• **Fantastic author:** Rebecca Hanover is a strong self-promoter and an Emmy Award-winning writer

Summary

In this sequel and thrilling conclusion to *The Similars*, Emma must face her mysterious past—and save the world

Emma is still reeling from the events of her junior year at Darkwood Academy. Not only did she find out that her best friend is still alive—she also learned that his Similar is still on the island where he grew up, stranded with his deranged creator.

More importantly, she is grappling with who she really is. Emma can't believe that she herself is a Similar and refuses to share her secret with anyone. She resolves to figure out on her own what she is and how it all came to be.

But when more of the Similars's creator's plot is revealed, Emma and her friends will have to try to stop him from putting a plan into motion that could destroy the world as they know it.

Contributor Bio

REBECCA HANOVER received a BA from Stanford University in English and drama and was awarded an Emmy for Best Writing in 2008 as a staff writer on the CBS daytime drama *Guiding Light*. She is a member of the Writers Guild of America and lives in San Francisco. Visit rebeccahanover.com.
The First 7
Laura Pohl

Key Selling Points:
• **Talented author:** Pohl is involved in the YA community and started #PitchAmerica, an online contest focused on raising Latinx writing voices

• **Exciting survival story:** This is a high-stakes story about teens surviving the end of the world, reminiscent of *The Fifth Wave*, *H2O*, and *Plague Land*

• **Fantastic characters and twists and turns:** This second book has great new characters and new twists the reader won't see coming

Summary
In the thrilling conclusion to the Last 8 duology, the Last Teenagers on Earth return home to find a colony of survivors who aren’t what they seem

 Clover Martinez and the Last Teenagers on Earth are busy exploring the galaxy after leaving earth behind...even if they are homesick. So when their ship receives a distress signal from their former home, they hope against hope that it means that there are other survivors. But as soon as they arrive, they realize something's deeply wrong: strange crystal formations are taking over Earth's soil and threatening to destroy the planet.

Seeking the origin of the formations, the group discovers a colony of survivors hidden in the mountains. Relief gives way to panic as the teenagers realize these survivors aren't who they seem... and Clover and her friends might not be able to escape.

Contributor Bio
LAURA POHL is a Brazilian writer who lives in São Paulo. She likes writing messages in caps lock, quoting Hamilton, and obsessing about Star Wars. When not taking pictures of her dog, she can be found discussing alien conspiracy theories. She has not crashed any cars or spaceships—yet. Visit her online at onlybylaura.com.
It's My Life
Stacie Ramey

Key Selling Points:

• **Important topic:** This is an issue-driven, contemporary YA that gives a voice to those living with cerebral palsy while showing that all teenagers deal with similar struggles

• **Authenticity:** Stacie Ramey conducted extensive research for this book, and her work as a speech pathologist for teens with a range of medical diagnoses brings authenticity to her stories

• **Award-winning author:** Ramey’s previous books have been on the ALA’s Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults list and won the Florida Book Award

• **Praise for previous books:** “A gripping novel that will tug on readers’ heartstrings until the very end.” —Booklist on The Secrets We Bury

Summary

**A swoon-worthy romance about a girl who needs to make peace with her past before she loses out on the future**

Jenna has had cerebral palsy her entire life, but she never let it get her down...until she discovers that her disability was caused by medical malfeasance. Consumed by her anger and frustrated with her parents, who have been pushing her to get yet another difficult procedure, Jenna's life starts to spiral out of control.

Enter Julian. Jenna's had a crush on him since they were kids, but this year they're in class together for the first time. Julian is struggling in school, so Jenna reaches out to him—anonimously—to help, and soon their conversations are about so much more. She's falling fast and hard, but would Julian still be interested in her if he knew who she really was? And can she find a way to take back her own narrative before she pushes away everyone she loves?

Contributor Bio

STACIE RAMEY attended the University of Florida where she majored in communication sciences and Penn State where she received a Master of Science degree in speech pathology. She lives in Wellington, Florida, with her husband, three children, and two rescue dogs. Visit www.stacieramey.com.
Just Don't Mention It
Estelle Maskame

Key Selling Points:

- **Popular series:** Maskame’s Did I Mention I Love You? series has sold more than 95,000 copies and sold rights in seventeen territories

- **Strong platform:** Author Estelle Maskame is a social media star with more than 153,000 Twitter followers (including celebrities like Justin Bieber) and 106,000 Wattpad followers

- **For old fans and new readers:** Fans have been clamoring for more from the DIMILY series, and Just Don’t Mention It gives them exactly that while working as a standalone novel accessible to new readers

Summary

A companion novel to the addictive, binge-worthy DIMILY trilogy by Estelle Maskame

At seventeen, Tyler Bruce is hot—a hot mess. His girlfriend is a knockout, his reputation is untouchable, and parties are nothing without him. Even his car is unreal. But inside, Tyler is in ruins, and he'll stop at nothing to keep that a secret.

Then one summer, Eden comes to stay. She's upfront, sharp, and far more enticing than a stepsister should be. She also sees straight through Tyler's bad boy façade to the vulnerable kid within. The quiet kid who took all the punches. As Eden draws Tyler in, his defenses start to crumble as he finds love and acceptance in the last place he expects...

Contributor Bio

ESTELLE MASKAME started writing at the age of thirteen and completed the Did I Mention I Love You? trilogy when she was sixteen. She lives in Scotland. For more visit estellemaskame.com.
The Last 8
Laura Pohl

Key Selling Points:

• **Great reviews:** *Booklist* called *The Last 8* “both joyful and heartbreaking” and *Foreword Reviews* praised it as “a beautifully fresh take on the idea of an alien invasion.”

• **Talented author:** Pohl is involved in the YA community and started #PitchAmerica, an online contest focused on raising Latinx writing voices.

• **A thrilling story with great comps:** Escapist fiction about surviving the end of the world, perfect for fans of *I Am Number Four*, *H2O*, and *Plague Land*.

Summary
A high-stakes survival story about eight teenagers who outlive an alien attack—perfect for fans of *The 5th Wave*. Now in paperback!

Clover Martinez has always been a survivor. But "survivor" takes on a whole new meaning when aliens destroy earth as she knows it, killing everyone she loves.

When Clover hears an inexplicable radio message, she's shocked to learn there are other survivors—and that they’re all at the former Area 51. When she arrives, she's greeted by a band of misfits who call themselves the Last Teenagers on Earth.

Only they aren't the ragtag group of heroes Clover was expecting. The group seems more interested in hiding than fighting back. Just when Clover starts to wonder if she was better off alone she finds a hidden spaceship, and doesn't know what to believe...or whom to trust.

Contributor Bio
LAURA POHL lives in Brazil, where she recently finished her BA in Literature and works in game development. She is the creator of #PitchAmerica, an online contest for writers that focuses on raising Latinx voices in publishing. Visit her at onlybylaura.com.
Reverie
Ryan La Sala

Key Selling Points:
• Wonderful diversity: Includes a diverse and authentic cast of characters
• Fantastic worldbuilding: Detailed worldbuilding of unique and imaginative universes will keep readers in awe
• Great hook: *Six Months Later* meets *Inception* in this mind-bending thriller

Summary
*Inception* meets *The Magicians* in the most imaginative YA debut of the year

All Kane Montgomery knows is that the police found him half-dead in the river. The only witness—his little sister Sophia—claims he was dragged there by something not of this world. If Kane can't come up with a better explanation, he'll be shipped off to a mental ward.

As Kane pieces together the clues, he's confronted by reality rapidly coming undone. The local community college warps into a subterranean temple, a historical estate nearby blooms into a scene from a Victorian romance novel, and people come out of the woodwork, claiming to be his secret friends. Increasingly tangible and terrifying realities materialize around Kane… and that's when his memories begin to return.

Contributor Bio
RYAN LA SALA grew up in Connecticut and studied Anthropology and Neuroscience at Northeastern University. He now lives in Somerville, Massachusetts, atop an antique movie theater. *Reverie* is his debut novel. Visit him at ryanlasala.com.
Scared Little Rabbits
A.V. Geiger

Key Selling Points:
• **Strong story elements:** This thriller features kickass girls in STEM, romance, technological subterfuge, and edge-of-your-seat pacing
• **Author is a Wattpad superstar:** Geiger has a built-in fanbase on Wattpad with more than 310,000 followers and 120,000 reads for *Scared Little Rabbits*
• **Subrights opportunity:** Geiger’s first two books were optioned for film and *Follow Me Back* has sold in 14 territories

Summary
Running scared is not an option in this pulse-pounding thriller from Wattpad sensation A.V. Geiger

After reading about a cool new app for a dating game on her favorite tech blog, Ellie Sanders is dying to play. Ellie may be brilliant at school, but her smarts don't seem to extend to the dating world. So when she is accepted into a prestigious summer program for young inventors, the place where the app was originally invented, she can't wait to give the game a whirl—and maybe even work on its code. To Ellie's delight, she is even invited to join the top coding team with the gorgeous but mysterious Maddox Cruz.

But the relationships among the other students are more complicated than they appear, and Ellie doesn't fully understand the games they're playing. When another app user goes missing, everyone is shocked...especially when the tech trail for the student's disappearance leads back to Ellie. Ellie must prove her own innocence before she gets arrested...or becomes the next victim.

Contributor Bio
A.V. GEIGER is a popular online author followed by hundreds of thousands of readers on the story-sharing website Wattpad. As a member of the Wattpad Stars program, her original teen fiction has received millions of hits. She lives in New Jersey with her husband and twin boys. Visit avgeiger.com.
The Shadowglass
Rin Chupeco

Key Selling Points:
• Fantastic conclusion: Rin Chupeco returns to the atmospheric and enchanting fantasy world of the Bone Witch series, which has sold more than 120,000 copies

• Beloved series: The first book was an Indie Next pick, a LibraryReads pick, a Junior Library Guild selection, and received fantastic trade reviews, including two starred reviews

• Amazing worldbuilding: This captivating fantasy story with Persian and Asian influences focuses on witches, curses, and resurrection

Summary
In the highly anticipated finale to the Bone Witch trilogy, Tea’s life—and the fate of the kingdoms—hangs in the balance. Now in paperback!

Tea is a bone witch with the dark magic needed to raise the dead. She has used this magic to breathe life into those she has loved and lost...and those who would join her army against the deceitful royals. But Tea's quest to conjure a shadowglass—to achieve immortality for the one person she loves most in the world—threatens to consume her heart.

Tea's black heartsglass only grows darker with each new betrayal. And when she is left with new blood on her hands, Tea must answer to a power greater than the elder asha or even her conscience...

Contributor Bio
Raised in Manila, Philippines, RIN CHUPECO keeps four pets: a dog, two birds, and a husband. She’s been a technical writer and travel blogger, but now she makes things up for a living. Connect with Rin at rinchupeco.com.
The Similars
Rebecca Hanover

Key Selling Points:
• Critical acclaim: “Episodic and fast-moving with plenty of twists and one very big turn that will delight mystery readers.” —Booklist

• Bookseller praise: “I was immediately sucked into this fast-paced mystery... the pace and intrigue are irresistible.” —Jessica Fowle, Bookbug, Kalamazoo, MI

• Great hook: Clones, boarding schools, secret societies, first love, heartbreak, and a dark twist at the end will leave readers craving the sequel to this duology

• Fantastic author: Rebecca Hanover is a strong self-promoter and an Emmy Award-winning writer

Summary
When six clones join Emmaline’s prestigious boarding school, she must confront the heartbreak of seeing her dead best friend’s face each day in class. Now in paperback!

This fall, six new students are joining the junior class at the elite Darkwood Academy. But they aren't regular overachieving teens. They're clones. And they're attending school alongside their originals. The Similars are all anyone can talk about: Who are these clones? Why are they all Darkwood students? And who is the madman who broke the law to create them?

Emmaline Chance couldn't care less. Her best friend, Oliver, died over the summer, and it's all she can do to get through each day without him. Then, she comes face-to-heartbreaking-face with Levi, one of the Similars—and Oliver's exact DNA copy.

Soon, Emma is pulled deeper into the Similars' clique. She can't escape the dark truths about the clones or her prestigious boarding school. No one can be trusted...not even the boy she is falling for who has Oliver's face.

Contributor Bio
REBECCA HANOVER received a BA from Stanford University in English and drama and was awarded an Emmy for Best Writing in 2008 as a staff writer on the CBS daytime drama Guiding Light. She is a member of the Writers Guild of America and lives in San Francisco. Visit her at rebeccahanover.com.
The Last to Die
Kelly Garrett

Key Selling Points:
• **Award winner:** *The Last to Die* was a 2018 Oregon Book Awards finalist

• **High-stakes plot and fast-paced writing:** Perfect for fans of Natasha Preston, Karen M. McManus, and Hannah Jayne

• **New look:** Originally published in 2017, the fresh new package will make this a perfect addition to any YA shelf

Summary
A fast-paced, dark YA thriller that explores what happens when a pact that starts out as a game among friends turns into something much more deadly

Maybe Gin was right; we'd gone too far. Maybe we were beginning to ruin things. Lives. Maybe this wasn't a game any longer.

Harper Jacobs and her friends are just looking for some fun when they decide to start breaking into each other's houses. It's enough to give them a rush, and it's pretty harmless since they all promise not to take anything that can't be replaced. But when they target the home of a classmate, it crosses a line, and one of the group turns up dead. Harper needs to figure out what's happening fast...or else she might be next.

Contributor Bio
KELLY GARRETT spends her time hiking with her Great Pyrenees mix and seeking out new coffee shops. After growing up in a small, rainy town on the Oregon Coast, Kelly now calls Portland home, where she organizes several literary-related lecture series. She's an alumnus of Pacific University. *The Last to Die* is her first novel. Visit her at garrettkelly.com.
The Last Witness
3 never came back. 2 survived. 1 knows the truth.
Claire McFall

Key Selling Points:
• **Award-winning author:** Claire McFall’s books have been shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal and won the Scottish Teenage Book Prize

• **A fantastic teen thriller:** The Last Witness is riveting and suspenseful with a fresh twist

• **Proven track record:** Over 250,000 copies already sold worldwide, and film rights optioned

Summary
A group of friends awaken a malevolent spirit bent on revenge in this haunting thriller from award-winning author Claire McFall

Heather agrees to a group camping holiday with Dougie and his friends because she's desperate to get closer to him. But when the two of them disturb a pagan burial site above the beach, she becomes certain that they have awoken a malevolent spirit. Something is alive out there in the pitch-black dark, and it is planning to wreak deadly revenge.

One year later Heather knows that she was very lucky to escape Black Cairn Point but she is still waiting for Dougie to wake up from his coma. If he doesn't, how will she prove her sanity, and her innocence?

Contributor Bio
CLAIRE MCFALL is an English teacher who lives in rural Scotland. Her first book, *The Ferryman*, was shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal.
We Are Lost and Found
Helene Dunbar

Key Selling Points:
• Knowledgeable author: Helene Dunbar worked closely with top researchers of ACT UP NYC to create this historically accurate and poignant novel that portrays the fear and uncertainty teens experienced in the first years of the AIDS epidemic

• Fantastic writing: Strong, engaging writing creates characters who are knowable and relatable to all readers

• Perfect for teens: Teens will relate to Michael and his friends and their search for self-acceptance

Summary
In the tradition of The Perks of Being a Wallflower comes a story about choosing your path and finding the courage to be yourself in the face of fear

Michael is content to live in the shadow of his best friends, James and Becky. His brother Connor has already been kicked out of the house for being gay, so laying low seems to be Michael's only chance at avoiding the same fate.

To pass the time before graduation, Michael hangs out at the Echo, where he can dance and forget about his father's angry words, the pressures of school, and the looming threat of AIDS, a disease that everyone is talking about but no one understands.

Then he meets Gabriel, a boy who actually sees him. A boy who, unlike everyone else in New York City, is interested in him and not James. And Michael has to decide what he's willing to risk to be himself.

Contributor Bio
HELENE DUNBAR is the author of several novels for young adults. She wrote grant proposals focusing on programmatic outreach to the CDC for the Washington, DC, Office of AIDS Activities in the early '90s and lived in New York City closely following the period of this novel. She currently lives in Nashville with her family. Visit her at www.helenedunbar.com.
The XY
Virginia Bergin

Key Selling Points:
• Critical acclaim: “A primer for Margaret Atwood’s adult works.” —The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

• Award winner: The UK edition won the 2017 James Tiptree, Jr. Literary Award, an annual literary prize for science fiction or fantasy that expands or explores our understanding of gender

• Suspenseful sci-fi with a message: The XY explores stereotypes and encourages readers to think about how we perceive gender and society

Summary
In a society where women rule and men are almost extinct, River discovers a dark secret that will change her world as she knows it. Now in paperback!

In River's world, XYs only exist in stories. A deadly virus wiped out the entire male population two generations ago, along with things like war and violence. Thanks to the Global Agreements, River's life is simple, safe, and peaceful...until the day she comes across a body in the road. A body that is definitely male and definitely still alive. River isn't prepared for this. There's nothing in the Agreements about how to deal with an XY. But one lies before her, sick, suffering, and entirely at her mercy.

River can kill him, or she can save him. Either way, nothing will ever be the same.

Contributor Bio
VIRGINIA BERGIN works as a writer for TV, eLearning, and corporate projects. Most recently, she has been working in online education, creating interactive courses for the Open University. She lives in Bristol, England. Visit her at virginiabergin.com.
I Have No Secrets
Penny Joelson

Key Selling Points:
• UK version has many accolades: The UK publication was longlisted for the Carnegie Medal and shortlisted for the Children’s Book Award, Redbridge Children’s Book Award, and Amazing Book Award

• A gripping narrative: The story is told from Jemma’s unique perspective as she has cerebral palsy and her voice is essentially stuck in her own head. There’s a Rear Window element to the story that makes the narrative even more thrilling

• Uncharted territory for the YA genre: The story told from a perspective of someone living with cerebral palsy is gripping and absorbing and not something we see covered in YA

Summary
A fast-paced and chiling thriller about Jemma, who knows a deadly secret but because of cerebral palsy is unable to move or speak. When an experimental treatment gives her a voice—will that make her the killer’s next target?

Jemma knows who the murderer is. She knows because he told her.

He thought his secret was safe because Jemma has cerebral palsy and Jemma can’t speak or move. But her mind is very much alive.

She knows all kinds of things about everyone around her. His secret is just one of them.

But when a new technology means she may be able to communicate and reveal all she knows, Jemma no longer feels powerless in the face of this deadly secret. It's a race against time before the killer acts again...or tries to stop her.

Contributor Bio
PENNY JOELSON teaches creative writing and began working with disabled people when she was a teenager, which gave her the inspiration and insight for I Have No Secrets. She lives in London with her husband and two children. Find Penny on Twitter: @pennyjoels
What Kind of Girl
Alyssa Sheinmel

Key Selling Points:

• **New York Times bestselling and award-winning author:** Alyssa Sheinmel is a New York Times bestselling author, and has been nominated for YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults and the New York Public Library’s Best Books for Teens, among others. Her first novel with Sourcebooks, *A Danger to Herself and Others* received a starred review from *School Library Journal* and was called “a thrilling page-turner and a worthy choice for high school libraries.”

• **Unique narrative structure:** What Kind of Girl contains a shocking plot twist that facilitates an important conversation by forcing readers to confront their own biases.

• **Hot-button topics for teens:** Deftly deals with several important topics affecting teens today including domestic violence, self-mutilation, eating disorders, and mental illness.

Summary

*Girl in Pieces* meets *Moxie* in this unflinching exploration of all the hurts young women endure.

The girls at North Bay Academy are taking sides. It all started when Mike Parker's girlfriend showed up with a bruise on her face. Or, more specifically, when she walked into the principal’s office and said Mike hit her. But the students have questions. Why did she go to the principal and not the cops? Why did she stay so long if he was hurting her?

Obviously, if it's true, Mike should be expelled. But is it true? Some girls want to rally for his expulsion—and some want to rally around Mike. The only thing that the entire student body can agree on? Someone is lying. And the truth has to come out.

Contributor Bio

ALYSSA SHEINMEL is the bestselling author of several novels for young adults including *Faceless* and *Second Star*. She is the co-author of the New York Times bestselling novel *The Haunting of Sunshine Girl* and its sequel, *The Awakening of Sunshine Girl*. She lives in Brooklyn. Follow Alyssa on Instagram and Twitter @AlyssaSheinmel or visit her online at alyssasheinmel.com.
Wicked As You Wish
Rin Chupeco

Key Selling Points:

• **Talented author:** Rin Chupeco’s books have consistently garnered starred reviews, Junior Library Guild picks, and Indie Next Pick selections. In addition, Rin’s Sourcebooks titles have sold over 120,000 copies with *The Bone Witch* selling over 50,000 alone.

• **Strong fan base:** This is Rin’s sixth book with Sourcebooks and she has built an extremely strong fan base who will be excited for this new series.

• **Fresh concept:** A unique concept that combines our contemporary world with fairytale figures and high fantasy magic.

• **Great comps:** In the vein of *Heartless* and *Dorothy Must Die*, this is a fairytale fantasy filled with action, humor, snark, and edge that you don’t always see in this space.

Summary

*The first book in a highly original and accessible fairytale fantasy trilogy from highly-acclaimed and much-loved author, Rin Chupeco*

Years ago, the magical Kingdom of Avalon was left desolate and encased in ice when the Snow Queen raged war.

Prince Alexei, the sole survivor of the Avalon royal family, is in hiding. Few know his secret identity, but his friend Tala is one of them. Tala has her own secrets to guard; she can negate spells, a form of magic that is considered cursed.

But when a firebird, Avalon's most powerful weapon, appears for the first time in decades, they realize that the Snow Queen is alive and well...and hunting for the creature. Alex and Tala must journey across the ruined Avalon and defeat her once and for all.

Contributor Bio

Raised in Manila, Philippines, RIN CHUPECO keeps four pets: a dog, two birds, and a husband. She’s been a technical writer and travel blogger, but now she makes things up for a living. Connect with Rin at rinchupeco.com.
I'm Not Dying with You Tonight
Gilly Segal, Kimberly Jones

Key Selling Points:

• **Bestselling YA authors love I'm Not Dying with You Tonight:** New York Times bestselling author Nic Stone has called this debut a "vital addition to the YA race relations canon."

• **A timely and issue-driven conversation-starter:** Focuses on the power of empathy and friendship, this novel is told through the girls' alternating perspectives

• **A page-turning thriller:** Set over the course of one night, *I'm Not Dying with You Tonight* will keep you on the edge of your seat as events escalate

• **Well-connected authors:** Kim Jones and Gilly Segal are debuts, but they have major connections in the YA space, and Kim is a former independent bookseller who runs and hosts YATL

Summary

From #OwnVoices debut author duo Gilly Segal and Kim Jones comes a page-turning and timely story about two teenage girls—one black, one white—who only have each other to get through the violent race riots enveloping their city over the course of one night

Lena has killer style, an awesome boyfriend, and a plan. She knows she's going to make it big. Campbell, on the other hand, is just trying to keep her head down and get through the year at her new school.

When both girls attend the Friday night football game, what neither expect is the game to turn into sudden mass chaos. Chaos born from violence and hate. Chaos that unexpectedly throws them together.

They aren't friends. They hardly even understand each other's points of views. But none of that matters when the city is up in flames, and they only have each other to rely on if they're going to survive the night.

Contributor Bio

KIM JONES is the former manager of the bookstore Little Shop of Stories and currently works in the entertainment industry.

GILLY SEGAL spent her college years in Israel and served in the IDF. She is currently a lawyer for an advertising agency. Visit gillysegal.com.

Both authors live in Atlanta, Georgia.
If He Had Been with Me
Laura Nowlin

Key Selling Points:
• **Award winning story:** This Junior Library Guild pick is a powerful, complex romance and the fantastic writing recreates a rich, multilayered high school setting
• **Perfect for fans of:** Deb Caletti, Jenny Han, and Jennifer Echols

Summary
A reissue of a beloved *New York Times* bestseller, this heartrending tale exposes missed chances and leaves readers wondering what might have been

"If he had been with me, everything would be different."

For one thing, Finn wouldn't have been in that car, on that road, on that night. As children, Finn and Autumn were inseparable, but an incident in middle school puts them on separate paths going into high school. Yet no matter how distant they become, or who they're dating, Autumn continues to be haunted by the past and what might have been.

While their paths continue to cross, and opportunities continue to be missed, little do they know that a terrible car accident looms in the future and might separate them forever.

Contributor Bio
LAURA NOWLIN holds a B. A. in English with an emphasis in Creative Writing from Missouri University. When she isn't at home agonizing over her own novels, Laura works at the public library, where the patrons give her plenty of inspiration for her writing. She lives in St. Louis with her musician husband, neurotic dog, and psychotic cat.
My Life with the Walter Boys
Ali Novak

Key Selling Points:
• **Reissue of a bestseller**: The first edition of *My Life with the Walter Boys* sold over 100,000 copies
• **Funny yet heartwarming**: Perfect for fans of Miranda Kenneally and Jenny Han
• **Author has a built-in fan base**: With over 50,000 avid followers on Wattpad, one of the fastest growing social network sites for writers and readers

Summary
A reissue of Wattpad's most loved story with over 26 million views!

Sixteen-year-old Jackie Howard is devastated when her parents are killed in a car accident. She has no one to turn to except for her mom's best friend Katherine Walter. Jackie quickly discovers that Katherine is no stranger to being a mom—she's got twelve boys! And every single one is a handful...

Adjusting to life with the Walter boys is not going to be easy, especially when two of them start to show an interest that definitely goes beyond brotherly.

Contributor Bio
ALI NOVAK is a Wisconsin native and recent creative writing graduate from UW-Madison. She started writing at fifteen, and since then, her work has received more than 35 million hits online. When she isn't writing, Ali enjoys watching Food Network shows even though she can't cook.
All the Way to the Top
How One Girl’s Fight for Americans with Disabilities Changed Everything
Annette Bay Pimentel, Jennifer Keelan-Chaffins

Key Selling Points:
• Celebrates an underrepresented group in children’s literature: This book shines a light on youth activism and disability rights. Publication will coincide with the 30th anniversary of the Capitol Crawl and the passing of the ADA.

• Powerhouse author: Annette Bay Pimentel is a veteran writer and strong self-promoter, and both Jennifer and her mother are involved in the making and promotion of this book.

• Foreword and backmatter enhance the story: All the Way to the Top will contain a foreword by Jennifer Keelan-Chaffins and backmatter covering the specifics of Jennifer’s life and the history of the disability rights movement.

Summary
The inspiring true story of Jennifer Keelan, the activist whose participation in the Capitol Crawl at just eight years old encouraged Congress to pass the Americans with Disabilities Act

Diagnosed with cerebral palsy at birth, Jennifer Keelan grew up battling—and overcoming—the limitations others set for her. From a lack of cutaway curbs and bus lifts to being denied enrollment at her neighborhood school, Jennifer was continually blocked from living the life she wanted. But after discovering the world of disability rights activism, she knew she had to use her voice to change things.

When Jennifer was just eight years old, she participated in the Capitol Crawl. The deeply affecting image of Jennifer crawling up the steps of Capitol Hill went viral and helped pressure Congress into passing the Americans with Disabilities Act. A powerfully illustrated biography of Jennifer's life and a celebration of youth activism, All the Way to the Top will teach all children that they have the power to make a difference.

Contributor Bio
ANNETTE BAY PIMENTEL has published two picture book biographies, Mountain Chef, which won the Carter G. Woodson Award, and Girl, Running, which was a Junior Library Guild pick and received a starred review. She lives in Moscow, Idaho.
Comet Rising
MarcyKate Connolly

Key Selling Points:

• **Great acclaim:** *Comet Rising* recieve a starred review, and *Shadow Weaver* was a Winter 2017–18 Kids’ Indie Next pick, a Junior Library Guild selection, and received two starred reviews.

• **Wonderful conclusion:** MarcyKate Connolly returns readers to the richly imagined fantasy world in the conclusion to the duology.

• **Terrific genre:** The Shadow Weaver duology is a mixture of fantasy and horror, and is perfect for readers of *Serafina and the Black Cloak*, *Doll Bones*, and *The Night Gardener*.

Summary

In the epic conclusion to the critically acclaimed Shadow Weaver duology, can Emmeline and Lucas use their powers to defeat evil once and for all? Now in paperback!

Emmeline and Lucas are convinced they are safe from Lady Aisling and her soldiers...for now. But one night, Emmeline's imprisoned shadow, Dar, warns them that they will soon be apprehended. They try to ignore her, but the next night Lucas's parents are captured and Lucas, Emmeline, and Dar barely escape.

With nothing left to lose, Emmeline and Lucas recruit other children with magical abilities to march against Lady Aisling and free those she has taken captive. But then Dar escapes, and they find themselves watching their backs as they plan their attack.

Contributor Bio

MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is a *New York Times* bestselling children’s book author who lives in New England with her family and a grumble of pugs. You can visit her online and learn more about her stories at www.marcykate.com.
Ferrie Untitled board book 3
Chris Ferrie
Ferrie Untitled board book 4
Chris Ferrie
There Was a Black Hole that Swallowed the Universe
Chris Ferrie

Key Selling Points:
• #1 Science Author for Kids: Chris Ferrie’s Baby University books have sold more than 750,000 copies in two years!
• Proven track record: Goodnight Lab and Scientist, Scientist, Who Do You See? have established Chris Ferrie as a picture book author beyond Baby University
• Books about space sell across categories: Our fascination with space seems to have no limits and it’s a popular topic that spans all age ranges
• A concept teachers and parents will love: Using well-known rhymes to introduce complex concepts is a method that works and functions well in classrooms as well as at bedtime

Summary
Spark creative conversations about celestial beings with this clever parody from the #1 science author for kids!

From the #1 bestselling science author for kids comes a hilarious new take on the universe and everything in it. Using the familiar rhythm of "There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly," follow along as the black hole swallows up everything that exists, from the biggest to the smallest pieces of matter. The silly, vibrant artwork is sure to make stargazers of all ages smile.

Included in the book are instructions to create a craft to turn a cell phone camera light into a black light. Use this new invention to reveal the secret, invisible text and artwork that reverses the story from nothing to the scientific creation of everything!

Contributor Bio
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for Quantum Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a Masters in Applied Mathematics, BMath in Mathematical Physics and a PhD in Applied Mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
Trick or Treat in Las Vegas
A City of Lights Halloween Adventure
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Las Vegas!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the city of Las Vegas appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Los Angeles
A Halloween Adventure Through LA
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Los Angeles!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Los Angeles appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Louisiana
A Halloween Adventure In The Pelican State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Louisiana!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Louisiana
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Maine
A Halloween Adventure In The Pine Tree State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Maine!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Maine appears an eerie light.*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Maryland
A Halloween Adventure In The Old Line State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Maryland!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Maryland appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Massachusetts
A Halloween Adventure Through The Bay State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Massachusetts!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Massachusetts appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Michigan
A Halloween Adventure In The Great Lakes State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Michigan!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Michigan
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Minnesota
A Halloween Adventure In The Land of 10,000 Lakes
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold**: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity**: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive**: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Minnesota!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Minnesota appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Mississippi
A Halloween Adventure In The Magnolia State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Mississippi!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Mississippi
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Missouri
A Show-Me State Halloween Adventure
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
**Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Missouri!**

_The full moon's out on Halloween._  
_The sky is starry bright._  
_Above the state of Missouri appears an eerie light._  

_An unexpected visitor arrives in town!_  
_But who is he? What is he?_  
_And where did he come from?_  
_Read on, if you dare!_  

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Montana
A Halloween Adventure Through Big Sky Country
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Montana!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Montana
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Nebraska
A Halloween Adventure In The Cornhusker State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Nebraska!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Nebraska
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Nevada
A Halloween Adventure In The Silver State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Nevada!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Nevada
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in New England
A Halloween Adventure From Connecticut To Maine
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in New England!

The full moon's out on Halloween.  
The sky is starry bright.  
Above New England appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!  
But who is he? What is he?  
And where did he come from?  
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in New Hampshire
A Halloween Adventure In The Granite State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in New Hampshire!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of New Hampshire appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in New Jersey
A Halloween Adventure Through The Garden State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in New Jersey!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of New Jersey appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*  

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in New Mexico
A Halloween Adventure Through The Land of Enchantment
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in New Mexico!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of New Mexico
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in New York
An Empire State Halloween Adventure
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in New York!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of New York
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in New York City**
*A Halloween Adventure In The Big Apple*
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**

Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in New York City!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the city of New York appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*
*But who is he? What is he?*
*And where did he come from?*
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Newfoundland
A Halloween Adventure Through The Rock
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a brand-new regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Newfoundland!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above Newfoundland appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in North Carolina
A Halloween Adventure In The Tar Heel State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold**: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity**: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive**: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in North Carolina!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of North Carolina appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in North Dakota
A Halloween Adventure In The Peace Garden State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in North Dakota!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of North Dakota appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Nova Scotia
A Halloween Adventure Through The Sea-Bound Coast
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Nova Scotia!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above Nova Scotia
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Ohio
A Halloween Adventure In The Buckeye State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Ohio!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Ohio
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
ABCs of Biochemistry
Cara Florance

Key Selling Points:

• **The bestselling STEM series for kids:** The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including *ABCs of Biology*, *Evolution for Babies*, *Organic Chemistry for Babies*, and *Nuclear Physics for Babies*

• **Expert author:** Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a PhD in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• **Creates a fun experience for children AND parents:** This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it’s also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children

Summary
The bestselling scientific series is expanding! New scientific topics covered using whimsical artwork and humorous text, from leading medical expert Cara Florance!

Fit your kids with little white lab coats a little earlier than expected with the *ABCs of Biochemistry*. Packed with researched information and adorable art, every child is sure to be swept away into this new world of amino acids, enzymes, and everything in between. Super Scientist Cara Florance has crafted a book that is easy-to-read and hard to put down for parents and children alike.

Contributor Bio
CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston.
Baby Biochemist: DNA
Cara Florance

Key Selling Points:

• The bestselling STEM series for kids: The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including ABCs of Biology, Evolution for Babies, Organic Chemistry for Babies, and Nuclear Physics for Babies.

• Expert author: Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a PhD in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years.

• Creates a fun experience for children AND parents: This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children.

Summary

Leading medical expert Cara Florance gives kids the tools they need to learn about the ultimate instructor in the body: DNA.

With years of scientific experience, Cara Florance expertly conveys the tale of our body's ultimate messenger: DNA. No longer will DNA be some mysterious, twisty thing; kids will learn all the ways DNA helps us every day. This is the perfect book for any budding scholar, and it's sure to leave parents a bit more informed too.

Contributor Bio

CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrophysics and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
Baby Biochemist: Enzymatics
Cara Florance

Key Selling Points:

• The bestselling STEM series for kids: The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including ABCs of Biology, Evolution for Babies, Organic Chemistry for Babies, and Nuclear Physics for Babies

• Expert author: Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a Phd in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• Creates a fun experience for children AND parents: This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children

Summary

Leading scientific expert Cara Florance introduces kids to the body’s super-helpers: enzymatics!

Create a chain reaction of learning in any child by introducing them to the world of enzymatics! Kids will learn through adorably drawn characters just how much work enzymes do to keep our bodies running. Packed with great information and a whole lot of fun, these super-helpers are sure to keep any budding scientist engaged and turning page after page.

Contributor Bio

CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
Baby Biochemist: Proteins
Cara Florance

Key Selling Points:

• **The bestselling STEM series for kids:** The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including *ABCs of Biology*, *Evolution for Babies*, *Organic Chemistry for Babies*, and *Nuclear Physics for Babies*

• **Expert author:** Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a PhD in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• **Creates a fun experience for children AND parents:** This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children

Summary

**Leading scientific expert Cara Florance takes kids on a fun adventure through the grand world of proteins and amino acids, and explains how they help our bodies function**

If you love biochemistry and adorable anthropomorphic proteins, this book is for you! Teach babies, kids, undergrads, graduate students, and that slow post-doc in the lab all about proteins. Learn what proteins do for our bodies, how they are made, and how they do their jobs. Then, take a closer look at two amazing proteins, myosin and rhodopsin! Lots of fun and learning to be had by scientists of all ages.

Contributor Bio

CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
**Baby Biochemist: RNA**
Cara Florance

**Key Selling Points:**

- **The bestselling STEM series for kids:** The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including *ABCs of Biology*, *Evolution for Babies*, *Organic Chemistry for Babies*, and *Nuclear Physics for Babies*.

- **Expert author:** Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a PhD in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years.

- **Creates a fun experience for children AND parents:** This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children.

**Summary**

*Cara Florance introduces kids to the superheros of the human body: RNA*

Have no fear, RNA is here! Part messenger, part translator, part protein-maker, is there anything this bodily superhero can't do? Kids will love following along with this fast-paced phenom called RNA, and growing their love of science the whole way through.

**Contributor Bio**

CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
Baby Medical School: Bacteria and Antibiotics
Cara Florance, Jon Florance

Key Selling Points:
• **The bestselling STEM series for kids**: The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including *ABCs of Biology*, *Evolution for Babies*, *Organic Chemistry for Babies*, and *Nuclear Physics for Babies*

• **Expert author**: Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a PhD in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• **Creates a fun experience for children AND parents**: This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it’s also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children

Summary
The bestselling scientific series is expanding! New scientific topics covered using whimsical artwork and humorous text, from leading medical expert Cara Florance!

Cara and Jon Florance break down how and why we get sick with the help of merry microbes and big-eyed bacteria. This book helps kids see bacteria as an important part of their bodies as opposed to being something negative. It turns getting sick from something scary into an engaging learning experience. Kids will love following along on the adventures of bacteria and antibiotics, all while creating a love for science they will carry for a lifetime!

Contributor Bio
CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
Baby Medical School: The Doctor's Visit
Cara Florance, Jon Florance

Key Selling Points:

• **The bestselling STEM series for kids:** The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including *ABCs of Biology*, *Evolution for Babies*, *Organic Chemistry for Babies*, and *Nuclear Physics for Babies*

• **Expert author:** Cara Florance has a BS in chemistry, a Phd in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• **Creates a fun experience for children AND parents:** This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children

Summary
The bestselling scientific series is expanding! New scientific topics covered using whimsical artwork and humorous text, from leading medical expert Cara Florance!

Ever wonder what a stethoscope does, or what a doctor is searching for when they look in your ear? Cara and John Florance take the fear out of a visit to the doctor by breaking down what and why a doctor does what he or she does.

*Baby Medical School: The Doctor's Visit* turns even the most squeamish kids into science super fans, and it's perfect for enlightening the next generation of scientific geniuses.

Contributor Bio
CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
Baby Medical School: Vaccines
Cara Florance, Jon Florance

Key Selling Points:
• The bestselling STEM series for kids: The Baby University series has had great success so far, with over 750,000 units sold! Cara has co-authored along with Chris Ferrie on many titles in this series including ABCs of Biology, Evolution for Babies, Organic Chemistry for Babies, and Nuclear Physics for Babies

• Expert author: Cara Florance has a BS in chemisty, a Phd in Biochemistry and has worked in the biotech research industry for many years

• Creates a fun experience for children AND parents: This series is perfect for scientist parents who want to share their passion with their children, but it's also ideal for parents who want to learn about science with their children

Summary
The bestselling scientific series is expanding! New scientific topics covered using whimsical artwork and humorous text, from leading medical expert Cara Florance!

By treating vaccines as superheroes, Baby Medical School helps take the fear out of getting shots at the doctor. Vaccines "remember" what germs to get rid of in order to keep us safe and fight off diseases and infections. With a reminder that any kid could help make the vaccines of the future, this book is equal parts aspirational, educational, and totally fun! Baby Medical School: Vaccines advocates for science while taking kids on an adventure!

Contributor Bio
CARA FLORANCE has a PhD in biochemistry from the University of Colorado Boulder and worked in biotech researching catalytic RNA. She also has a bachelor of science in chemistry with work experience in astrobiology and radiation decontamination. She lives in Boston. JON FLORANCE attends Harvard Medical School and is currently in his clinical year at Massachusetts General Hospital. Previously, he received a BS in Mathematics from West Point and served in the US Army as an infantryman and Green Beret.
Big Bird's Big Bad Day
A Story About Turning Frowns Upside Down
Sesame Workshop

Key Selling Points:

• **Series has sold over half a million copies:** This is a new addition to our successful Scribbles Series from Sesame Street that has sold over half a million copies (and counting!)

• **Sourcebooks is committed to creating the very best content with Sesame Street:** Love: From Sesame Street was the eighteenth collaboration between Sourcebooks and Sesame Workshop and is the first New York Times bestseller for Sesame Street in 49 years!

• **Focusing on emotional self-regulation and mindfulness:** From experts in children’s education, this unique approach to “bad days” helps children develop emotional mindfulness and learn how to self-soothe

• **Perfect read aloud featuring friends from Sesame Street:** With sweet illustrations and inspiring rhymed text, this book is ideal for parents and educators to read to little ones

Summary
Bad days turn for the better in this new title from Sesame Street!

*For Big Bird, today was a very bad day,*
*But soon he found out how to make it okay!*

In this little book about big feelings, learn how Big Bird and his Sesame Street friends turn frowns upside down! From world-renowned children's educational brand, Sesame Street, comes this sweet and inspiring new picture book that teaches children how to not only understand their feelings, but also self-soothe and help themselves turn things around.

Contributor Bio

SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-renowned children’s program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world. Sesame Workshop works to teach the whole child, providing lessons on topics from ABCs and 123s to health, emotional well-being, and respect.
The Complete Baking Book for Young Chefs
America's Test Kitchen Kids

Key Selling Points:

• **First book in series has done exceptionally well:** *The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs* is a #1 *New York Times* bestseller and a national Indie bestseller

• **One of America’s most trusted brands:** America’s Test Kitchen is one of the most trusted brands in cooking with more than 11 million books sold, 1.3 million print subscribers to their magazines, and more than 12.8 million fans on social media

• **America’s Test Kitchen is dedicated to expanding their kids brand online:** Since September 2018 they have developed videos and launched a website for America’s Test Kitchen Kids

Summary

The baking book that every kid needs, from America’s Test Kitchen, who brought you the #1 *New York Times* bestselling brand! For the first time ever, America’s Test Kitchen is bringing their baking expertise and testing to the children’s market—with THE must-have baking cookbook for every kid chef!

Using kid-tested and approved recipes, America's Test Kitchen has created THE baking cookbook every kid chef needs on their shelf. From sweet to savory, and whether you're cooking for yourself, your friends, or your family, this is the perfect cookbook for kids who love baking.

In addition to the best and most delicious recipes, chapters include how-to information, detailed technique guidance, step-by-step photos, and information on the science behind what makes your baked goods taste so amazing.

Tested for quality, taste, ease, availability of ingredients, and more, each recipe will be suited perfectly for the emerging young baker. Photos and testimonials from kid test cooks will encourage young chefs that they truly are learning from the best!

Contributor Bio

AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN is the most authoritative resource for reliable, kid-tested recipes and cooking information. They value process, curiosity, practicality, and honesty. They believe everyone can learn to be a successful cook and their mission is to test recipes over and over until they understand how and why they work, and arrive at the best version. They are based in Boston, MA.
Cookies for Santa
America's Test Kitchen Kids, Johanna Tarkela

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s Test Kitchen kids cookbooks are a HUGE success:** The first cookbook for kids from America’s Test Kitchen, *The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs*, was an instant *New York Times* bestseller.

• **Creating new family traditions:** Including the “perfect” cookie recipe allows the book to live on outside of the holidays, but also lends itself to creating a new family tradition outside of the book.

• **Winning partnership:** America’s Test Kitchen’s huge consumer reach paired with Sourcebooks’ amazing track record for Christmas picture books is a winning combination.

• **Book attaining “holiday classic” status:** Embellishing the Santa tradition has the potential for big-time classic success a la *Elf, How to Catch an Elf, Elf on the Shelf, Home Alone, A Christmas Story, or Miracle on 34th Street*; as well as commercial tie-ins between Santa and Macy’s or Coca-Cola.

• **Ancillary products:** Cooking aspect of the story opens up many ancillary opportunities like holiday-themed cooking kits, aprons, etc.

**Summary**
Santa thought his favorite cookie recipe was gone forever, but America’s Test Kitchen has discovered and perfected it! Are you ready to whip a batch?

Every Christmas, millions of children leave cookies out for Santa Claus. What they don't realize is that many many years ago, Santa's grandma made cookies for Santa, and when we leave cookies for him, we're honoring Santa's family tradition. Although Santa loves every cookie he receives, he sometimes misses the original — his grandma's recipe that was lost long ago.

But one day...a young girl finds the recipe tucked between the pages of one of the ancient cookbooks in the library. Although the coveted recipe has been found, it uses ingredients and methods that only work if you live in the North Pole. But never fear, America's Test Kitchen swoops in to sort things out and broadcast it to the world! Countless families then work together to make dozens and dozens of cookies from the lost recipe in order to leave for Santa...and discover how important working together is.

**Contributor Bio**
**AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN** is the most authoritative resource for reliable, kitchen-tested recipes and cooking information. They value process, curiosity, practicality, and honesty. They believe everyone can learn to be a successful cook and their mission is to test recipes over and over until they understand how and why they work, and arrive at the best version. They are based in Boston, MA.
Dear Santa
For Everyone Who Believes in the Magic of Christmas
Sourcebooks, Susanna Leonard Hill

Key Selling Points:

• **A completely unique book that is giftable and personalized:** The book includes stationary in the back so you can write your own letter to Santa—and get a personalized response!

• **The perfect heartfelt story for Christmas:** Endearing stories like this that focus on the magic of the Christmas season dominate the shelves at Christmas

• **Great read-aloud experience:** Parents, grandparents and caregivers will love reading this book to their little ones which is sure to become a holiday classic

Summary

A heartwarming story for the holidays that encourages kids to write to Santa to let him know if they should be on the naughty or nice list—and each child receives a personalized letter from Santa in return!

When an elementary school class is given an assignment to write a letter to Santa Claus, the students jump at the chance to tell Santa all the good things they've done throughout the year. But not Parker. Parker knows that he's done some things he probably shouldn't have. Sure that Santa already knows about those naughty things Parker decides to write an honest letter and explain—even if it means no presents this Christmas.

Sure to become a holiday classic, Dear Santa is the heartwarming and endearing story of a child who learns that there's more to Christmas than being on the naughty or nice list.

Contributor Bio

D. ANNIE SARAC is a fiction editor, author, and playwright. Her works include *Dream Big, Princess, The Newest Avenger, and (Your Child) Saves the Day* available from Put Me in the Story and Sourcebooks. Annie loves all things Scotland and cookies and her all-time favorite gig is being a mom to a lovely and talented daughter. You can find Annie at TheEditingPen.com.
Don’t Shake the Present!
Bill Cotter

Key Selling Points:
• **Powerhouse author:** Bill Cotter is a *USA Today* bestselling author who has sold over 540,000 net copies of his Sourcebooks titles!

• **The ideal stocking stuffer:** *Don’t Shake the Present* combines the commercially proven popularity of likable monster characters with an imaginative, engaging holiday theme.

• **Perfect for an interactive story time:** The playful interaction encourages kids to actively engage with the story for a fun-filled reading experience that kids and parents will go back to time and again.

Summary
Go on a festive and fun-filled adventure with Larry in the hilarious holiday edition of the *USA Today* bestselling series, *Don’t Push the Button*, which has sold over 500,000 copies!

Larry is ready to jingle-all-the-way through the holiday season! With your help, there will be tons of holiday cheer—and mischief—to be had. Join Larry on this lively, fun-filled and holiday-festive adventure.

*Hi! I’m Larry. This is my present.*
*I REALLY want to open it, but I’m not allowed.*
*Hmm…maaaaybe we can find out what’s inside.*
*Can you TAP on the present gently?*
*Can you SHAKE the present a little?*

Contributor Bio
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol' bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is a former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
Don't Shake the Present!
Bill Cotter

Key Selling Points:
- **Powerhouse author:** Bill Cotter is a *USA Today* bestselling author who has sold over 540,000 net copies of his Sourcebooks titles!
- **The ideal stocking stuffer:** *Don't Shake the Present* combines the commercially proven popularity of likable monster characters with an imaginative, engaging holiday theme
- **Perfect for an interactive story time:** The playful interaction encourages kids to actively engage with the story for a fun-filled reading experience that kids and parents will go back to time and again

Summary
Go on a festive and fun-filled adventure with Larry in the hilarious holiday edition of the *USA Today* bestselling series, *Don’t Push the Button*, which has sold over 500,000 copies!

Larry is ready to jingle-all-the-way through the holiday season! With your help, there will be tons of holiday cheer-and mischief-to be had. Join Larry on this lively, fun-filled and holiday-festive adventure.

*Hi! I'm Larry. This is my present.*
*I REALLY want to open it, but I'm not allowed.*
*Hmm…maaaaybe we can find out what's inside.*
*Can you TAP on the present gently?*
*Can you SHAKE the present a little?*

Contributor Bio
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol' bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a renowned children's book author and illustrator. Bill is a former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
The Doughnut King
Jessie Janowitz

Key Selling Points:
• Great Series Start: The first book in the series, The Doughnut Fix, was a JLG pick, called "a hearwarming read" in a starred review from BCCB, and is a favorite amongst readers.

• Timely Content: This book has a television element that will appeal to kids who are fans of shows like MasterChef Junior.

• Charming/Hilarious Voice: This second book has the same pitch-perfect middle-grade voice that is laugh-out-loud funny, and will appeal to both girls and boys of this age group.

Summary
Superfudge meets The Lemonade War in the second book of this delightful and delectable series. Now in paperback!

Tris Levin thought moving from New York City to middle-of-nowhere Petersville, meant life would definitely get worse...but it actually somehow got better. Just when things start to look up though, problems start rolling in.

Problem: His doughnut business has a major supply issue, not to mention Petersville having its own supply problem: it doesn't have enough people.

Solution: Petersville becomes a tourist destination, and his shop could be a big part of it, if Tris can keep up with demand.

Enter: a $50,000 robot and a cutthroat competitive kids' cooking show that Tris needs to win in order to buy the robot.

You can bet dollars to doughnuts that Tris has what it takes to win!

Contributor Bio
JESSIE JANOWITZ grew up in New York City and still lives there with her husband and three children, all of whom love doughnuts as much as she does. You can visit Jessie at jessiejanowitz.com.
Dream
with Sesame Street
Sesame Workshop, Susanna Leonard Hill

Key Selling Points:
• **Beloved brand:** Sesame Street is one of the most familiar and best-loved brands around the world

• **Sourcebooks is committed to creating the very best content with Sesame Street:** Love: From Sesame Street was the eighteenth collaboration between Sourcebooks and Sesame Workshop and is the first *New York Times* bestseller for Sesame Street in 49 years!

• **Universal message that’s perfect for gift giving:** Centered around pursuing your dreams, this book is relevant all throughout the year and can also target milestones like graduation

• **A wonderful source of inspiration:** With its endearing message, this book is not just intended for children and can be a great inspirational gift for any loved one

Summary
A beautiful and dynamic message about the power of dreams, from one of the most beloved brands in the world: Sesame Street

*Just look at you on the top of the heap!*
*You tried something tough--took a big scary leap.*
*You didn't give up. You kept trying and WOW!*
*You did it! You made it! What will you try now?*

From the beginning of a dream, through all of the trials and tribulations, and finally at its realization, beloved muppets remind you to never stop dreaming. Each page provides encouragement and inspiration that can be found all across Sesame Street.

Contributor Bio
SESAME WORKSHOP is the nonprofit educational organization behind the world-renowned children’s program Sesame Street. With the mission of helping kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder, Sesame Workshop has worked with educators to develop programs tailored to the unique needs of children all over the world. Sesame Workshop works to teach the whole child, providing lessons on topics from ABCs and 123s to health, emotional well-being, and respect.
Find the Farter
Sourcebooks

Key Selling Points:
• **Hilarious content:** Farts are hilarious! This book is perfect for the young and young-at-heart

• **Original material:** Incorporating farts in to a search-and-find makes for a fun and never-before-seen topic/experience

• **On trend with a popular market:** Search-and-find books continue to be popular in the market

Summary
A gas-tronomical new approach to the search-and-find genre! Readers will delight in searching for the smelly offender who let it rip in each spread.

Perfect for the young and young at heart, this hilarious book is filled with highly detailed and vivid illustrations that will keep all ages entertained for hours. Detailed caricatures with extremely expressive faces will provide hints as to who cut the cheese. Each spread will have a hilarious scenario in which to find the stinky culprit, and includes:
- An elevator
- A birthday party
- A library
- A basketball game
- Space
- And many more!
Five Little Monsters Jumping on the Bed
Bill Cotter

Key Selling Points:

• **Proven sales track record:** Bill Cotter is a *USA Today* bestselling author who has sold over 540,000 net copies of his Sourcebooks titles!

• **Well-known and beloved character returns:** Everyone's favorite monster Larry returns, but this time readers can fall in love with some new monster characters too.

• **Winning combination for great sales:** *Five Little Monsters Jumping on the Bed* combines the commercially proven popularity of likeable monster characters with a classic story structure based on the well-known rhyme.

Summary

**Larry the monster is up to his usual monkey-business, but this time he brought his monster friends in this new lovable Larry story from *USA Today* bestselling author, Bill Cotter!**

A new take on the classic rhyme, "Five Little Monkeys", Larry is back but this time he has enlisted his monster friends to engage in some hilarious hijinks with him.

Five little monsters jumping on the bed.
One fell off and bumped his head.
Mama called the doctor and the doctor said,
"No more monsters jumping on the bed."

Contributor Bio

In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol' bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a renowned children's book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
**Five Little Monsters Jumping on the Bed**
Bill Cotter

**Key Selling Points:**
- **Proven sales track record:** Bill Cotter is a *USA Today* bestselling author who has sold over 540,000 net copies of his Sourcebooks titles!
- **Well-known and beloved character returns:** Everyone’s favorite monster Larry returns, but this time readers can fall in love with some new monster characters too!
- **Winning combination for great sales:** *Five Little Monsters Jumping on the Bed* combines the commercially proven popularity of likeable monster characters with a classic story structure based on the well-known rhyme

**Summary**
Larry the monster is up to his usual monkey-business, but this time he brought his monster friends in this new lovable Larry story from *USA Today* bestselling author, Bill Cotter!

A new take on the classic rhyme, "Five Little Monkeys", Larry is back but this time he has enlisted his monster friends to engage in some hilarious hijinks with him.

Five little monsters jumping on the bed.
One fell off and bumped his head.
Mama called the doctor and the doctor said,
"No more monsters jumping on the bed."

**Contributor Bio**
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
Here I Go!
A Kid's Travel Journal
Katie Clemons

Key Selling Points:
• **Content that resonates:** Many shared journals focus on lists or generic content. Katie takes a storytelling approach to prompts that appeals to adults and kids alike.

• **Bestselling and well-known author:** Katie has appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. She's also been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*

Summary
The perfect journal to encourage kids to express their experiences and emotions while traveling!

The most well-meaning parents often have a mile-long list of experiences they want to give their kids before they grow up. And when it comes to travel, those very same parents tend to plan the entire day, corral all the keepsakes, and take pictures of every moment. But there's one thing that no parent can do: tell stories from their children's unique perspectives. That is what makes this the perfect journal for kids who are curious to chart a new adventure and see where the journey takes them.

This unique journal allows kids to tell their travel story through their own voice and record their experiences in ways that remind them of not only what happened, but how those events made them feel. As an added bonus, kids can contain and organize their gathered objects such as a ticket stub or postcard as well as write down the important feelings they experience while collecting keepsakes. Whether a child is traveling to Yellowstone, Disney, New York, Europe, or Grandma's house, this is the best journal for every vacation experience.

Contributor Bio
KATIE CLEMONS is an avid story-catcher, mom, bestselling author, and fifth generation Montanan. She's appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. Katie has been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*. Katie currently lives in Germany with her family.
Hide and Seek Boston
Erin Guendelsberger, Mattia Cerato

Key Selling Points:
• Search-and-Find: this series offers an interactive search component that lets children explore their favorite city in a new way
• Great gift-giving opportunity: the perfect souvenir for children on vacation or a great gift for out-of-town loved ones
• City-specific: art and text created specifically for each city sets this apart from other search-and-find books

Summary
Explore all avenues—and landmarks—in this Boston search-and-find!

The mayor of Boston needs your help! A museum is opening up a new exhibit on the greatest things in Boston and needs YOU to collect the items.

In *Hide and Seek Boston*, readers explore their favorite city to find objects for the mayor’s exhibit. From a lobster at Boston Public Market to a bust of John Adams at Faneuil Hall, children will love searching for the items among some of Boston’s most popular and iconic sights, including:

- Massachusetts State House
- Boston Public Market
- Museum of Science
- USS Constitution
- Public Garden
- New England Aquarium
- Faneuil Hall
- Carson Beach
- Boston Logan International Airport
- Franklin Park Zoo

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems and her work has appeared in many picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, dog, and cats.
Hide and Seek Chicago
Erin Guendelsberger, Mattia Cerato

Key Selling Points:
• **Search-and-Find:** this series offers an interactive search component that lets children explore their favorite city in a new way

• **Great gift-giving opportunity:** the perfect souvenir for children on vacation or a great gift for out-of-town loved ones

• **City-specific:** art and text created specifically for each city sets this apart from other search-and-find books

Summary
Explore all avenues—and landmarks—in this Chicago search-and-find!

The mayor of Chicago needs your help! A museum is opening up a new exhibit on the greatest things in Chicago and needs YOU to collect the items.

In *Hide and Seek Chicago*, readers explore their favorite city to find objects for the mayor's exhibit. From a statue of a lion at Lincoln Park Zoo, to an anchor at Navy Pier, children will love searching for the items among some of Chicago's most popular and iconic sights, including:

- Adler Planetarium
- Chicago French Market
- Field Museum
- Navy Pier
- Grant Park
- Shedd Aquarium
- Museum of Science and Industry
- North Avenue Beach
- Chicago-O'Hare International Airport
- Lincoln Park Zoo

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems and her work has appeared in many picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, dog, and cats.
Hide and Seek New York City
Erin Guendelsberger, Mattia Cerato

Key Selling Points:

• **Search-and-Find:** this series offers an interactive search component that lets children explore their favorite city in a new way

• **Great gift-giving opportunity:** the perfect souvenir for children on vacation or a great gift for out-of-town loved ones

• **City-specific:** art and text created specifically for each city sets this apart from other search-and-find books

Summary

Explore all avenues—and landmarks—in this New York City search-and-find!

The mayor of New York City needs your help! A museum is opening up a new exhibit on the greatest things in New York City and needs YOU to collect the items.

In *Hide and Seek New York City*, readers explore their favorite city to find objects for the mayor's exhibit. From a statue of a lion at the New York Public Library, to a clock at Grand Central Terminal, children will love searching for the items among some of New York City's most popular and iconic sights, including:

- New York Public Library
- Chelsea Market
- American Museum of Natural History
- Grand Central Terminal
- Central Park
- New York Aquarium
- Times Square
- Brighton Beach
- John F. Kennedy International Airport
- The Bronx Zoo

Contributor Bio

ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems and her work has appeared in many picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, dog, and cats.
Hide and Seek San Francisco
Erin Guendelsberger, Mattia Cerato

Key Selling Points:
• **Search-and-Find:** this series offers an interactive search component that lets children explore their favorite city in a new way
• **Great gift-giving opportunity:** the perfect souvenir for children on vacation or a great gift for out-of-town loved ones
• **City-specific:** art and text created specifically for each city sets this apart from other search-and-find books

Summary
Explore all avenues—and landmarks—in this San Francisco search-and-find!

The mayor of San Francisco needs your help! A museum is opening up a new exhibit on the greatest things in San Francisco and needs YOU to collect the items.

In *Hide and Seek San Francisco*, readers explore their favorite city to find objects for the mayor's exhibit. From a red heart at Union Square, to a statue of a sea lion at Fisherman's Wharf, children will love searching for the items among some of San Francisco's most popular and iconic sights, including:

- Fisherman's Wharf
- Ferry Building Marketplace
- California Academy of Sciences
- Muir Woods National Monument
- Golden Gate Park
- Union Square
- Aquarium of the Bay
- Ocean Beach
- San Francisco International Airport
- San Francisco Zoo

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems and her work has appeared in many picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, dog, and cats.
How Big Is Baby Now?
Maryann Cocca-Leffler

Key Selling Points:

- **Unique book children will love:** While it’s common in books for parents, no other children’s book correlates belly size to tangible objects in this way.

- **Design appeal:** Maryanne’s sweet art style creates a classic look that is sure to last for many years.

- **Relatable and useful:** References to common objects help children understand the size of the baby growing inside of Mom’s ever-expanding tummy. Numbers indicate pregnancy months, and act as number concept for young readers.

Summary

This unique die-cut board book is the perfect gift for kids wondering what’s going on inside Mom’s pregnant belly.

Mommy's belly is growing. She's really showing! How big is baby now?

Starting with three months, we can compare the little baby growing inside Mommy's belly to things that young children can relate to and see around them: from an egg to a football to a gallon of milk, children can count along and feel like they're a part of the magic that is happening inside that belly!

Even though we all know young kids are fascinated with what's going on "in there" when they see pregnant bellies, this is the only book like this on the market! A potential classic for years to come *How Big is Baby Now* is sure to be the perfect gift for expecting moms.

Contributor Bio

MARYANN COCCA-LEFFLER has been writing and illustrating children's books for more than 30 years and has published over 50 books. She graduated from Massachusetts College of Art in 1980 with a BFA in illustration and lives in Massachusetts.
How to Catch a Dinosaur
Adam Wallace, Andy Elkerton

Key Selling Points:
• **More than 650,000 units sold:** The “How to Catch...” series includes multiple *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestsellers and has sold more than 650,000 copies

• **The series is seeing continued sales growth:** Sales have increased year over year for each title included in the “How to Catch...” series, proving that consumers love these books and are watching for the next in series

• **Taps into the growing popularity of the STEAM movement:** Involves new chemistry-based traps, fitting in perfectly with the STEM/STEAM movement, which is becoming part of mainstream curriculums

**Summary**

New in the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling How to Catch series—do YOU have what it takes to pluck a prehistoric pal?

Do dinosaurs still walk among us? Of course they do! Sure, no one has seen one walking around, but if alligators, whales, and even birds still exist, then of course dinosaurs must still be roaming among us, right?

This next installment in the "How to Catch..." series is sure to amaze and delight young readers and educators alike, as it blends STEAM concepts with the hilarity and chaos of trying to wrangle a reptilian friend.

**Contributor Bio**

**ADAM WALLACE** is a children’s writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He is the author of the *New York Times* bestselling How to Catch series and *The Holiday Heroes Save Christmas*.

**ANDY ELKERTON** is a children’s book illustrator based in the United Kingdom.
How to Catch a Dragon
Adam Wallace, Andy Elkerton

Key Selling Points:
- **The eleventh book in a bestselling series:** The “How to Catch…” series includes multiple *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestsellers and has sold over one million copies.

- **Taps into the growing popularity of the STEAM movement:** Involves fun traps, fitting in perfectly with the STEM/STEAM movement, which is a huge part of mainstream curriculums.

- **Appeals to new audience:** The story’s focus on Chinese New Year with Chinese translation will appeal to a much wider audience.

- **The series is seeing continued sales growth:** Sales have increased year over year for each title included in the “How to Catch…” series, proving that consumers love these books and are watching for the next in series.

Summary

**New in the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling How to Catch series—do you have what it takes to snag a dragon?**

Our STEM kids are at it again! This time, they’re trying to catch a dragon through the Chinese New Year celebrations! Set in China during the Spring Festival, the wily dragon will have to avoid trap after trap as the kids run through paper lanterns, fireworks, the Nian lion puppet, and more!

This eleventh book in the *New York Times* and *USA Today* bestselling series contains both English and Chinese text. *How to Catch a Dragon* is everything you love about the How to Catch series but now appealing to a wider audience! It’s the perfect blend of STEM and fun!

**Contributor Bio**

ADAM WALLACE is a children’s writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He is the author of the *New York Times* bestselling How to Catch series and *The Holiday Heroes Save Christmas*.

ANDY ELKERTON is a children’s book illustrator based in the United Kingdom.
I Love You to the Moon and Back
Precious Moments

Key Selling Points:
• **Well-known and beloved brand:** Precious Moments is the most recognized inspirational brand in the world

• **The perfect gift for every loved one:** Share this beautiful gift with children, spouses, parents, and partners for any special occasion

• **Based on a Precious Moments bestseller:** The Precious Moments figurine, “I Love You to the Moon and Back,” has been a bestseller for more than a decade and is the inspiration for this book

Summary

**New from beloved inspirational brand Precious Moments! A heartfelt and adorable book that helps spread the message of love.**

Share your heart with the one you love most in the world and wrap them in the security of God's protection with this newest picture book from renowned inspirational brand Precious Moments. Written in sweet, rhyming verse with iconic Precious Moments illustrations, this book can be shared with a child, parent, partner, or friend.

Contributor Bio

Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since the 1970s.
Love Is On the Way
Precious Moments

Key Selling Points:
• **Well-known and beloved brand:** Precious Moments is the most recognized inspirational brand in the world

• **Perfect gift for new parents:** Sweet rhyming text, beautiful illustrations, and a delightful story makes it perfect to share with a new parent

• **Based on a Precious Moments bestseller:** The Precious Moments figurine, “Love is on the Way,” is a bestseller and is the inspiration for this book

• **Unique concept:** a baby story told from a stork’s perspective is fresh and new in the new baby arena

Summary
An enchanting and charming new baby story featuring a storyteller stork!

With a unique story told from a stork's perspective, Love Is On the Way captures the anticipation, delight, and love that comes with a new baby. Sail across the oceans, fly through the jungles, and soar over the deserts with Ms. Stork as she delivers your newest little one into the safety, warmth, and love of your family home. Enchanting text and charming illustrations make this the perfect gift for new parents!

Contributor Bio
Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since the 1970s.
Santa Claus vs. the Easter Bunny
Fred Blunt

Key Selling Points:
• **A perfect read-aloud:** This serious-turned-silly story is laugh-out-loud funny and will charm adults and children alike

• **Enjoyed all holiday season long:** This wacky, slapstick picture book will be enjoyed all holiday season long and will become a story kids want to hear every holiday season

• **Vivid and fun illustrations:** Fun, bold, and colorful illustrations make the story come to life in a fun and whimsical way

Summary
The holidays just got serious (and silly)

Santa has it so easy: a workforce of elves to make the toys, a team of reindeer to deliver the presents, even a hi-tech factory! The Easter Bunny unfortunately doesn't live such a charmed life. He has to make and wrap all the chocolate eggs and deliver them all by himself. Well, Bunny has had enough. But will his plan for a Christmas disaster turn into a Christmas delight?

Contributor Bio
FRED BLUNT has illustrated dozens of books. Now writing and illustrating his own, very silly picture books, he couldn’t be happier. He lives in Wiltshire, England with his wife, two children, and their retired Greyhound, Olive. Visit him at fredbluntillustration.com.
Spread Your Wings
A self-discovery journal
Katie Clemons

Key Selling Points:
• Content that resonates: Many shared journals focus on lists or generic content. Katie takes a storytelling approach to prompts that appeals to adults and kids alike.

• Bestselling and well-known author: Katie has appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. She’s also been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping and Pregnancy and Newborn

Summary
Celebrate life stories and nurture deeper bonds with your family, all while finding greater joy and gratitude

Self-doubt has many of us convinced that life is infinitely better if we keep telling ourselves "I can't" rather than face our fears and try. As a result, we feel frustrated and unfulfilled.

This journal invites the writer to recognize their roots, relish their opportunities, and begin to transform their dreams to reality. Perfect for teenagers and adults alike, this journal presents the perfect prompts to catch all the stories that bring her closer to discovering a more joyful, fulfilled version of her most authentic self.

Contributor Bio
KATIE CLEMONS is an avid story-catcher, mom, bestselling author, and fifth generation Montanan. She's appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. Katie has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping and Pregnancy and Newborn. Katie currently lives in Germany with her family.
Stir Crack Whisk Bake  
A Little Book about Little Cakes  
America's Test Kitchen Kids

Key Selling Points:

- **One of America’s most trusted brands:** America’s Test Kitchen is one of the most trusted brands in cooking with more than 11 million books sold and a #1 *New York Times* bestselling kids cookbook

- **Incredible social media presence:** With over 100,000 Twitter followers and 690,000 Facebook followers, America’s Test Kitchen has the perfect platform to launch THE go-to cookbook series and brand for boys and girls

- **Highly giftable successful trend:** Quirky, giftable board books about complex ideas are having highly successful trends, and are perfect gifts for new parents to share with their little ones

Summary

An adorable new board book for the littlest foodies from the creators of the most-watched cooking show, America’s Test Kitchen, and #1 *New York Times* bestselling kids cookbook, *The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs*

Today is a special day because we’re going to make something together!

From gathering ingredients to pouring batter to swirling on frosting, little ones will experience the magic of baking cupcakes without leaving the comfort of their bedroom. Using an interactive storytelling style, Stir Crack Whisk Bake lets the tiniest chefs be in charge! In the same vein of Don’t Push the Button and Tap the Magic Tree, kids can "magically" crack eggs from one page to the next or whisk ingredients together with a swirl of their fingertips.

Contributor Bio

AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN is the most authoritative resource for reliable, kitchen-tested recipes and cooking information. They value process, curiosity, practicality, and honesty. They believe everyone can learn to be a successful cook and their mission is to test recipes over and over until they understand how and why they work, and arrive at the best version. They are based in Boston, MA.
Time Capsule
A seriously awesome kid's journal
Katie Clemons

Key Selling Points:

- **Content and writing prompts that resonate and get kids thinking:** Many shared journals focus on lists or generic content. Katie takes a storytelling approach to prompts that appeals to adults and kids alike.

- **Bestselling and well-known author:** Katie has appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. She's also been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*.

Summary

Celebrate life stories and nurture deeper bonds with your family while finding greater joy and gratitude

With this engaging time capsule journal, kids can record awesome adventures, achievements, and activities while improving their penmanship.

Prompts will inspire kids to write and doodle stories—both serious and silly—while building self-esteem. Pages also include places for adding photographs and memorabilia. Master story-catcher Katie Clemons will help children assemble the perfect treasure chest of their youth—their own unique story!

Serious and silly prompts include:

- How to convince my parents I need an awesome ...
- I don't like to clean the...
- I always remember...
- I could spend the whole summer doing nothing but...
- The best time to help with chores is...

Contributor Bio

KATIE CLEMONS is an avid story-catcher, mom, bestselling author, and fifth generation Montanan. She's appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. Katie has been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*. Katie currently lives in Germany with her family.
Trick or Treat in Oklahoma
A Halloween Adventure In The Sooner State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Oklahoma!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Oklahoma appears an eerie light.*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
*But who is he? What is he?*
*And where did he come from?*
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Oregon
A Halloween Adventure In The Beaver State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Oregon!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Oregon appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Ottawa
A Halloween Adventure Through Bytown
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Ottawa!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Ottawa appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Pennsylvania
A Halloween Adventure In The Keystone State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Pennsylvania!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Pennsylvania appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he? And where did he come from? Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in Philadelphia**  
**A Halloween Adventure Through Philly**  
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Philadelphia!

*The full moon’s out on Halloween. The sky is starry bright. Above the city of Philadelphia appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he? And where did he come from? Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Pittsburgh
A Halloween Adventure In Steel City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Pittsburgh!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Pittsburgh appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterio

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Rhode Island
A Halloween Adventure Through Little Rhody
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
- The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Rhode Island!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Rhode Island appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in San Francisco
A Halloween Adventure In The City By The Bay
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in San Francisco!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of San Francisco
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in South Carolina
A Halloween Adventure In The Palmetto State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
- The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in South Carolina!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of South Carolina
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in South Dakota
A Halloween Adventure In The Mount Rushmore State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in South Dakota!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of South Dakota
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in St. Louis
A Halloween Adventure Through Gateway City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in St. Louis!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of St. Louis
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Tennessee
A Halloween Adventure In The Volunteer State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Tennessee!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Tennessee appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Texas
A Halloween Adventure In The Lone Star State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Texas!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Texas
appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*
*But who is he? What is he?*
*And where did he come from?*
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Toronto
A Halloween Adventure Through The Six
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Toronto!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Alabama
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Utah
A Halloween Adventure In The Beehive State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Utah!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Utah
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Vancouver
A Halloween Adventure On The West Coast
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Vancouver!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Vancouver appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Vermont
A Halloween Adventure In The Green Mountain State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Vermont!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Vermont appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in Virginia**  
A Halloween Adventure In The Old Dominion State  
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**

- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**

*Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Virginia!*

*The full moon's out on Halloween.  
The sky is starry bright.  
Above the state of Virginia  
appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!  
But who is he? What is he?  
And where did he come from?  
Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Washington
A Halloween Adventure In The Evergreen State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:

- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary

Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Washington!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Washington appears an eerie light.*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
*But who is he? What is he?*
*And where did he come from?*
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Washington DC
A Halloween Adventure Through The Capital City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Washington, D.C.!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Washington, DC
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in West Virginia
A Halloween Adventure Through The Mountain State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in West Virginia!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of West Virginia
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Wisconsin
A Halloween Adventure Through America's Dairyland
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Wisconsin!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Wisconsin appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Wyoming
A Halloween Adventure Through Big Wyoming
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Wyoming!

_The full moon's out on Halloween._
_The sky is starry bright._
_Above the state of Wyoming appears an eerie light._

_An unexpected visitor arrives in town!_  
_But who is he? What is he?_  
_And where did he come from?_  
_Read on, if you dare!_

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat on My Street
A Halloween Adventure
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through your street!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above my street
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
We're So Thankful
A gratitude journal for parents and children
Katie Clemons

Key Selling Points:
• **Content that resonates:** Many shared journals focus on lists or generic content. Katie takes a storytelling approach to prompts that appeals to adults and kids alike.

• **Bestselling and well-known author:** Katie has appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. She’s also been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*

Summary
Celebrate life stories and nurture deeper bonds with your family, all while finding greater joy and gratitude

Storycatcher Katie Clemons brings a thoughtful, creative way for families to connect with one another. Through the engaging prompts, kids and parents can discover and celebrate all the unique and interesting ways they are similar and different.

Contributor Bio
**KATIE CLEMONS** is an avid story-catcher, mom, bestselling author, and fifth generation Montanan. She's appeared on HGTV, given a TEDxTalk, and received numerous awards and press for her innovative approach to journaling. Katie has been featured in *The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Good Housekeeping* and *Pregnancy and Newborn*. Katie currently lives in Germany with her family.
Bedtime for Sweet Creatures
Nikki Grimes, Elizabeth Zunon

Key Selling Points:

• **Award winner, beloved author:** Nikki Grimes is a *New York Times* bestselling author and is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Coretta Scott King Award and the 2017 Children’s Literature Legacy Award

• **A future bedtime classic:** The author’s gorgeous, rhyming read-aloud, paired with the beautiful illustrations make this the perfect bedtime story that children will ask for, time and again

• **Unique point of view:** Told from the mom’s point of view, this is a beautiful story that parents will relate to, as they wrangle their own sweet creatures at bedtime

Summary

Nikki Grimes, Coretta Scott King Award winning author, and illustrator Elizabeth Zunon’s latest children’s masterpiece creates an imagination-fueled journey to bedtime

You yawn and grind your teeth
like a squirrel.

Ready to nibble the night.
"I'm not sleepy," you tell me.

I smile and tuck you in tight.

It's bedtime, but Mommy's little boy is not sleepy.

He growls like a bear, he questions like an owl, he tosses his mane like a lion. He hunts for water like a sly wolf, and hides like a snake.

Mommy needs to wrangle her sweet creature in bed so that the whole family can sleep.

Contributor Bio

*New York Times* bestselling author NIKKI GRIMES is the recipient of the Coretta Scott King Award, the 2017 Children's Literature Legacy Award, the 2016 Virginia Hamilton Literary Award, and the 2006 NCTE Award for Excellence in Poetry for Children, among many others. Ms. Grimes lives in Corona, California. Find her at nikkigrimes.com.

ELIZABETH ZUNON grew up in West Africa and now lives Albany, NY where she draws, paints, collages, sews, silkscreens, makes jewelry, and ponders the endless possibilities of chocolate. Her work is largely influenced by the people, places, and things from her childhood in the Ivory Coast as the product of two cultures. Visit her at lizzunon.com.
Cursed
Jen Calonita

Key Selling Points:
• **Fresh twist on the fairy tale adaptation:** What happens to the villains after happily-ever-after?

• **Phenomenal reviews for a bestselling series:** The FTRS series has sold over 250,000 copies, and reviewers love Jen Calonita: "Gilly’s plucky spirit and determination to oust the culprit will make *Flunked* a popular choice for tweens." - *School Library Journal*

• **Conclusion of the series:** Book six will provide an enthralling and satisfying conclusion to the Fairy Tale Reform School series

Summary
The thrilling conclusion to the award-winning *Fairy Tale Reform School* series, which has sold more than 250,000 copies!

Gilly and her friends embark on an epic, swashbuckling adventure on the open seas in the final fight against the evil villains, Rumplestiltskin and Alva, who are determined to gain control of Enchantasia.

Contributor Bio
JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake, but the only person she’s ever wanted to trade places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She’s the award-winning author of the *My Secrets of My Hollywood Life* and *Fairy Tale Reform School* series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit jencalonitaonline.com for more.
Dare to Dream Big
Lorna Gutierrez, Polly Noakes

Key Selling Points:
- **Empowering, positive story:** Perfect for parents who want to build their child’s confidence
- **Energetic illustrations:** Lively pictures are fun and inclusive
- **Perfect for fans of:** Sandra Boynton, Marianne Richmond, and Sandra Magsamen

Summary

*Oh the Places You’ll Go* for toddlers. This inspirational, growth mindset picture book is full of messages about empowerment, encouragement, and the joy of daring to be the best person you can be.

Dare to dream. Dare to aspire. Dare to trust... dare to inspire!

This simple yet inspirational picture book encourages children everywhere to dare to dream big, to help others, and speak out for what is right, but also to take time for simple joys and to be comfortable in their own skin. With charming rhymes and energetic and inclusive illustrations, this is a book to empower every child.

Contributor Bio

LORNA GUTIERREZ is an author and poet who enjoys making difficult subject easier for children to understand. She had written two previous collections of poetry to encourage building self-esteem and confidence in children.

POLLY NOAKES is an illustrator and author with a passion for children's books. Her love of illustration started at Cambridge School of Art, and Polly graduated from the MA in Children's Book Illustration in 2015. Polly lives in the English countryside with her family and rescued Romanian street dog Bertie.
Dare to Dream Big
Lorna Gutierrez, Polly Noakes

Key Selling Points:
• **Empowering, positive story:** Perfect for parents who want to build their child’s confidence
• **Energetic illustrations:** Lively pictures are fun and inclusive
• **Perfect for fans of:** Sandra Boynton, Marianne Richmond, and Sandra Magsamen

Summary
*Oh the Places You’ll Go* for toddlers. This inspirational, growth mindset picture book is full of messages about empowerment, encouragement, and the joy of daring to be the best person you can be.

Dare to dream. Dare to aspire. Dare to trust... dare to inspire!

This simple yet inspirational picture book encourages children everywhere to dare to dream big, to help others, and speak out for what is right, but also to take time for simple joys and to be comfortable in their own skin. With charming rhymes and energetic and inclusive illustrations, this is a book to empower every child.

Contributor Bio
LORNA GUTIERREZ is an author and poet who enjoys making difficult subject easier for children to understand. She had written two previous collections of poetry to encourage building self-esteem and confidence in children.

POLLY NOAKES is an illustrator and author with a passion for children's books. Her love of illustration started at Cambridge School of Art, and Polly graduated from the MA in Children's Book Illustration in 2015. Polly lives in the English countryside with her family and rescued Romanian street dog Bertie.
Dinosaurs Can't Roar
Layla Beason

Key Selling Points:
- **Growth mindset opportunity:** Offers a unique approach to the popular dinosaur space by confronting common dinosaur misconceptions in children's products, encouraging readers to always keep an open mind when it comes to science

- **Fun reading experience:** Hilarious characters that transform in the art and goofy facts create a fun experience for parents and teachers to read to children

- **Bonus educational content:** Features researched facts throughout the story and bonus educational content about dinosaurs in the back of the book

Summary
Fact meets fiction in this humorous story about how what we think we know about dinosaurs may not always be entirely true

Rex, a cute dinosaur with a big imagination and a big attitude, meets a friendly paleontologist...and soon discovers what dinosaurs are *really* supposed to be like. Did you know that dinosaurs have feathers?

Rex doesn't take the news too well and hilarity ensues as the paleontologist helps the dinosaurs transform into their more realistic selves. In this unique take on dinosaur books for children, common misconceptions are confronted with real facts in humorous rhymes and changing art.

Contributor Bio
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. Her work has appeared in picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, dog, and cats.
The Disaster Days
Rebecca Behrens

Key Selling Points:
• Fantastic author: Rebecca Behrens is a well-reviewed author and has made several state lists for her previous titles

• A modern-day Hatchet survival story: A thrilling addition to the survival story space that teaches valuable life lessons with a gripping “this could happen to you” feel

• Major materials for educators: Teaching aids and reading guides along with an early hashtag campaign to drive awareness will help this book become a favorite for teachers and students

Summary
Hannah thought that babysitting would be a breeze. But when an earthquake hits, things start to get shaky...

Twelve-year-old Hannah Steele doesn't mind babysitting after school. She just took a babysitting class, and her charges Zoe and Oscar are basically her next door neighbors, so it's really no big deal.

But then the shaking begins. Pottery topples. Furniture lurches across the floor. Glass shatters. The earthquake lasts four whole minutes. It knocks out the power. The stairs collapse. Phone lines are down, cell service is nonexistent. Even worse, the ferry and the bridge aren't running, so their parents can't get back to them. Which means, they're stranded and alone. With Hannah in charge...

Contributor Bio
Growing up in Wisconsin, REBECCA BEHRENS dreamed of becoming the following: a marine zoologist, an Olympic swimmer, or an author. One out of three isn’t bad! Today she lives in New York City, where she works as a textbook editor. Some of her favorite things are: Central Park, bright shoes, running, and doughnuts. Visit her at www.rebeccabehrens.com.
Hollow Dolls
MarcyKate Connolly

Key Selling Points:

- **Fantastic companion novel:** Set in the same world as the popular Shadow Weaver series, this new duology will draw in old and new readers alike.

- **Author to build:** MarcyKate Connolly's *Shadow Weaver* was an Indie Next pick, a Junior Library Guild selection, and it received two starred reviews.

- **Wonderful characters:** Simon and Sebastian, the two protagonists, are fascinating characters and easy to root for.

Summary

*Set in the same fantasy world as Shadow Weaver, this start in a duology features a young mind reader who is desperate to return home...but knows that she must first defeat a terrifying villain before going back to her family.*

Simone is a mind-reader. She knows many things about everyone else, but she doesn't remember anything about her past. Now that she's been freed from a life of servitude, she wants to return home. The problem is all she remembers is the name of her village, Wren, but no one has heard of it or knows where it is.

Simone is determined to find her family. But when she comes across a man with two minds inside him—the real one, shoved deep down, and the dominant one of a body walker, someone who can take over a person's body, Simone knows she is one of the only people who can stop him.

Contributor Bio

MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is a *New York Times* bestselling children's book author who lives in New England with her family and a grumble of pugs. She is also the author of the Shadow Weaver duology. You can visit her online and learn more about her stories at marcykate.com.
I Love You All Ways
Marianne Richmond, Dubravka Kolanovic

Key Selling Points:
• **Over six million books sold:** Marianne Richmond has touched millions of hearts; her books resonate with readers, and help them express their deepest, most heartfelt feelings with her gorgeous illustrations and lyrical prose.

• **Brand new look and package:** For the first time ever, Marianne is teaming up with an illustrator (Dubravka Kolanovic) for a brand-new look and package — this one featuring adorable animal cuddles.

• **The book every parent needs:** Delivers a way for parents to express their love to children in a memorable and meaningful way.

Summary
**Bestselling author Marianne Richmond’s newest board book helps parents share their infinite love for their child.**

*I love you first thing wide-awake and nighttime sleepy, too, and every minute in between, I love all the ways of you.*

From the classic children’s book author who has touched the lives of more than six million readers over two decades, *I Love You All Ways* is a sweet celebration of the neverending, unshakeable love for a child. This tender message cheerfully shows a child that, whether they are happy, sad, grumpy or glad, they are always loved.

**Contributor Bio**
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives of millions for nearly two decades through her award-winning books, greeting cards, and other gift products that offer people the most heartfelt way to connect with each other. She lives in the Nashville area. Visit mariannerichmond.com.
Jinxed
Amy McCulloch

Key Selling Points:

• **STEM-based**: STEM books geared towards female readers are in demand, and this is a perfect addition to the category. Lacey is a talented engineer who can beat the boys at anything.

• **Great writer with exceptional reviews**: The author is a very well-known writer in the UK who knows the industry, and is already receiving phenomenal reviews: “A little bit Golden Compass, a little bit Hunger Games, and all adventure!” - Amie Kaufman, New York Times bestselling author

• **Terrific plot**: A wholly original story with terrific pacing and compelling characters will draw readers in.

Summary

*The Golden Compass* for the digital age, about a coding star and her robotic companion that isn’t what it seems.

Talented engineer Lacey Chu has big dreams of working for the company behind the "baku" – a customizable 'pet' with all the functionality of the most sophisticated smartphone. But when Lacey isn't accepted into the elite academy that will help her future, her dreams are crushed.

When Lacey comes across the remains of a highly advanced baku and restores it, the cat-shaped pet she calls Jinx somehow gets her into school.

Soon she learns that Jinx is part of a dangerous secret. As she's drawn into a web of lies and drifts further away from her family and her old friends, can Lacey hold onto Jinx and her dreams for her future?

Contributor Bio

AMY MCCULLOCH is a Chinese-White author, born in the UK and raised in Canada, currently based in London. She previously worked as editorial director at Penguin Random House Children’s UK, and in 2013, she was listed as one of The Bookseller’s Rising Stars. Her debut fantasy adventure novel, *The Oathbreaker’s Shadow*, was longlisted for the 2014 Branford Boase Award for the UK’s best debut children's book. Her first series, written as Amy Alward, *The Potion Diaries*, was an international success, with rights selling in nine countries, and was selected for the inaugural Zoella Book Club in 2016. Find her online at amyalward.co.uk
Meet My Monsters
Annie Sarac

Key Selling Points:

- **Unique approach to a beloved, popular space:** Monster books are evergreen, and this is a unique take on a popular space by directing addressing multiple real fears children have

- **Helps conquer fear:** Real fears are addressed with fun, useful tools so that children can understand and overcome their fears

- **Fun, spooky read aloud:** Fun rhymes and creative illustrations make for an entertaining read all year round

Summary

**CAUTION: Monsters are not as scary as they appear!**

Come join a brave young boy as he shows off the many monsters he used to fear—but not anymore!

There are many fears that children face every day. Blending bedtime chills and humor, this clever monster story shows children how the power of imagination can help conquer their fears, whether it is that terrifying creature under the bed, loud noises, spooky shadows, or the unknown in the dark.

Contributor Bio

D. ANNIE SARAC is a fiction editor, author, and playwright. Works include *Dream Big, Princess, The Newest Avenger*, and *(Your Child) Saves the Day* available from Put Me in the Story and Sourcebooks. Annie loves all things Scotland and cookies. Her all-time favorite gig is being a mom to a lovely and talented daughter. You can find Annie running off the cookies or at her tidy desk at TheEditingPen.com.
Misfits  
Jen Calonita  

Key Selling Points:  
• Bestselling author: Misfits, the first in the series, has sold more than 5,000 copies since its October release, and the Fairy Tale Reform School series has sold over 250,000 copies  
• Continuation of a popular subgenre: Continues the madcap world of fractured fairy tales found in Fairy Tale Reform School with a fun new cast of reluctant royals  
• Perfect for readers who love FTRS, and readers new to Jen Calonita: Royal Academy Rebels can be enjoyed by readers new to the world of Enchantasia and loyal Fairy Tale Reform School fans alike  

Summary  
A brand-new series from Jen Calonita, set in the world of Fairy Tale Reform School! Not everyone born royal is meant to rule...now in paperback!  

In the magical fairy-tale kingdom of Enchantasia, becoming a legendary prince or princess doesn't happen overnight. Enter Royal Academy, the training ground for the fairy-tale leaders of tomorrow!  

But reluctant-future-princess and new-student Devin has some reservations about RA, especially when it comes to the headmistress. Olivina seems obsessed with preparing students for possible villain attacks. But when Devin asks when they're going to learn how to actually rule a kingdom, Olivina becomes enraged. Something isn't right with this lady, and what Devin discovers could change the fairy-tale world forever...  

Contributor Bio  
JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake, but the only person she's ever wanted to trade places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She's the award-winning author of the My Secrets of My Hollywood Life and Fairy Tale Reform School series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit jencalonitaonline.com for more.
Mr. Bambuckle: Class 12B Goes Wild
Tim Harris

Key Selling Points:
• **Classic yet wacky school series:** The second installment to this new classic, wacky middle-school series in the vein of Wayside School and My Weird School

• **Highly original writing and storytelling:** The broad humor has terrific appeal, and the book is full of fun black-and-white line art

• **Notable author:** Tim Harris has a 2018 Children’s Book of the Year Notable Book (Australia) pick to his credit

Summary
The class in room 12B are having fun in the wilderness. Until Miss Frost crashes camp!

Class 12B may have gotten Mr. Bambuckle back as their teacher, but the strict Miss Frost is now the assistant principal! At least they are away on a camping trip full of fun adventures and learning with their favorite teacher.

Until Miss Frost decides to make an appearance...

Contributor Bio
TIM HARRIS is a former elementary school teacher. He lives in Sydney, Australia. Visit him at timharrisbooks.com.
The Mystery of Black Hollow Lane
Julia Nobel

Key Selling Points:
• **Excellent Setting:** This is set at a boarding school and has the feel of Harry Potter or Gallagher Girls, kids will see themselves at Wellsworth; it has an aspirational feel.

• **Compelling Mystery:** This a great middle-grade mystery that readers can solve along with the characters.

• **Author to Build:** The author is also a teacher who understands how to interact with this age group.

Summary
When you Reach Me meets Gallagher Girls in this exciting new series that brings readers on a journey filled with secrets, action, mystery. Now in paperback!

With a dad who disappeared years ago, and a mother who's a bit too busy to parent, Emmy has always felt a little out of place. So when her mother announces she's being shipped off to Wellsworth, a prestigious boarding school in England, Emmy's positive this will be the same.

Until she finds a box of mysterious medallions in the attic of her home. Medallions that belonged to her father. Her father who may have gone to Wellsworth.

When she arrives at school, she finds the strange symbols from the medallions etched into the walls and books, which leads Emmy and her new friends Wellsworth's super-secret society: The Order of Black Hollow Lane.

Contributor Bio
JULIA NOBEL is a teacher from Canada and mother to a young daughter who helps her write by throwing applesauce at the keyboard. *The Mystery of Black Hollow Lane* is her debut novel. Visit her online at julianobel.com.
Outlaws
Jen Calonita

Key Selling Points:
• Bestselling author: *Misfits*, the first in the series, has sold more than 5,000 copies since its October release, and the Fairy Tale Reform School series has sold over 250,000 copies

• Continuation of a popular subgenre: Continues the madcap world of fractured fairy tales found in Fairy Tale Reform School with a fun new cast of reluctant royals

• Perfect for readers who love FTRS, and readers new to Jen Calonita: Royal Academy Rebels can be enjoyed by readers new to the world of Enchantasia and loyal Fairy Tale Reform School fans alike

Summary
The second installment in a brand-new series from Jen Calonita, set in the world of Fairy Tale Reform School! Not everyone born royal is meant to rule...

After being banished to the Hollow Woods following their discovery of Headmistress Olivina's secret villainy, a note from an ally urges Devin and her friends to go in search of Red Riding Hood, who they believe can help them figure out what to do next.

Instead, they come across a troupe of fairytale vigilantes, including a former Royal Academy princess, Robin Hood, a pirate named Corden, and more. Alongside their new vigilante friends, Devin and her crew come up with a plan to expose the truth about Olivina to all of Enchantasia, or risk their homeland falling under villainous rule once and for all...

Contributor Bio
JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake, but the only person she’s ever wanted to trade places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She’s the award-winning author of the My Secrets of My Hollywood Life and Fairy Tale Reform School series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit jencalonitaonline.com for more.
Plastic Rain, Go Away

Key Selling Points:
- Plastic pollution is a hot topic right now: With bans on plastic shopping bags and campaigns against plastic straws. This beautifully crafted book tackles a serious environmental issues and makes it accessible for young readers.

- Accessible narrative with back matter that educators will love: Helps readers to see the damage plastic pollution causes ocean life. Includes back matter that offers ideas and tips of ways kids can reduce waste and help protect our oceans.

Summary
Learn the importance of reducing plastic waste and taking care of our oceans—from the perspective a daddy dolphin and his son.

"For tonight Pop's story is not fantastic, but instead it's a warning about evil plastic!"

Every night, a daddy dolphin tells his son wild and adventurous stories. But tonight, the story is about plastic rain that pollutes their underwater home, and the dangers it presents to them and other sea creatures. And this time, the story is real.

Every year, 8 million metric tons of plastic end up in our oceans. This beautifully illustrated story is the perfect place to start learning how to save our oceans and give marine wildlife the clean home they deserve.
Santa Is Coming to Alabama *(2nd Edition)*
Steve Smallman

**Key Selling Points:**
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Alabama!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Alabama!"

**Contributor Bio**
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Alaska (2nd Edition)
Steve Smallman

Key Selling Points:

• **America's #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Alaska!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Alaska!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Arizona  (2nd Edition)
Steve Smallman

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Arizona!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Arizona!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Arkansas (2nd Edition)
Steve Smallman

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa’s packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Arkansas!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Arkansas!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Boston (2nd Edition)
Steve Smallman

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Boston!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Boston!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Buffalo *(2nd Edition)*
Steve Smallman

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Buffalo!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Buffalo!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Calgary  *(2nd Edition)*
Steve Smallman

**Key Selling Points:**
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey
- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Calgary!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Calgary!"

**Contributor Bio**
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to California  *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in California!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, California!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Canada  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Canada!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Canada!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Chicago (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey
• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Chicago!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Chicago!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Cincinnati  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey
- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Cincinnati!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Cincinnati!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Colorado  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Colorado!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Colorado!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Connecticut  *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Connecticut!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Connecticut!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Dallas (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey
• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Dallas!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Dallas!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Delaware (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Delaware!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Delaware!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Edmonton (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Edmonton!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Edmonton!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Florida (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Florida!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Florida!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Georgia (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Georgia!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Georgia!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Hawaii  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Hawaii!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Hawaii!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Idaho (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Idaho!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Idaho!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Illinois (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Illinois!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Illinois!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Indiana (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Indiana!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Indiana!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Iowa (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Iowa!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Iowa!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Kansas (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Kansas!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Kansas!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Kansas City (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Kansas City!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Kansas City!

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Kentucky (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Kentucky!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Kentucky!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Louisiana (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Louisiana!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Louisiana!

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Maine (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Maine!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Maine!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Maryland  

(2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Maryland!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Maryland!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Massachusetts (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.
- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.
- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Massachusetts!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Massachusetts!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Michigan (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Michigan!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Michigan!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Minnesota (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Minnesota!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Minnesota!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Mississippi *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Mississippi!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Mississippi!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Missouri (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Missouri!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Missouri!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Montana *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey
- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

*An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!*

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Montana!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Montana!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to My House (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• Ideal Stocking Stuffer: This is a perfect holiday gift at a great price point
• Captivating art: Perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey

Summary
Have you been good? Are you ready to go to sleep? Then Santa is coming to town! Read about what happens to Santa when he visits your house.

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in your town!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Nashville (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Nashville!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Nashville!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Nebraska (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Nebraska!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Nebraska!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Nevada *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Nevada!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Nevada!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to New Hampshire (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in New Hampshire!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, New Hampshire!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to New Jersey  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in New Jersey!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, New Jersey!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to New Mexico *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa's Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

*An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!*

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in New Mexico!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, New Mexico!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to New York (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
**An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!**

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in New York!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, New York!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to New York City (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in New York City!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, New York City!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Newfoundland *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Newfoundland!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Newfoundland!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to North Carolina  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in North Carolina!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, North Carolina!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to North Dakota *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in North Dakota!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, North Dakota!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Nova Scotia (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Nova Scotia!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Nova Scotia!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Ohio (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Ohio!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Ohio!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Oklahoma (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
- A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey
- Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Oklahoma!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Oklahoma!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Oregon (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Oregon!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Oregon!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Ottawa (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Ottawa!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Ottawa"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Pennsylvania (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Pennsylvania!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Pennsylvania!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Philadelphia (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It’s Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa’s packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Philadelphia!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Philadelphia!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Pittsburgh *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Pittsburgh!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Pittsburgh!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Portland  
(2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It’s Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa’s packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Portland!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Portland!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Rhode Island *(2nd Edition)*

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Rhode Island!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Rhode Island!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to San Diego  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in San Diego!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, San Diego!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to San Francisco (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in San Francisco!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, San Francisco!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to South Carolina (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in South Carolina!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, South Carolina!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to South Dakota (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in South Dakota!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, South Dakota!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to St. Louis (2nd Edition)

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in St. Louis!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, St. Louis!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Tennessee (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Tennessee!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Tennessee!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Texas (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.
- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.
- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Texas!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Texas!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Toronto **(2nd Edition)**

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

**Summary**

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Toronto!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Toronto!"

**Contributor Bio**

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Tulsa (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey
• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Tulsa!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Tulsa!"

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Utah (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Utah!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Utah!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Vancouver  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Vancouver!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Vancouver!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Vermont (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Vermont!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Vermont!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Virginia (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Virginia!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Virginia!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including *A Hug for Humphrey*, *The Lamb Who Came to Dinner* and *Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater*. His picture book, *Dragon Stew*, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Washington (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey.

- **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province.

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Washington!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Washington!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Washington, D.C. (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary
An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Washington, D.C.!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Washington, D.C."

Contributor Bio
STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to West Virginia  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in West Virginia!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, West Virginia!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Wisconsin  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book: Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Wisconsin!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Wisconsin!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
Santa Is Coming to Wyoming  (2nd Edition)

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Santa’s Christmas Eve journey

• **Regional touch increases the magic of the picture book:** Each book features art and text created especially for a specific city, state or province

Summary

An exciting new holiday classic with customized text and art for each location!

It's Christmas Eve. Have you been good? Santa's packed up all the presents and is headed your way! With the help of a certain red-nosed reindeer, Santa flies over many landmarks in Wyoming!

"Ho, ho, ho!" laughs Santa. "Merry Christmas, Wyoming!"

Contributor Bio

STEVE SMALLMAN is the author of numerous children’s books, including A Hug for Humphrey, The Lamb Who Came to Dinner and Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater. His picture book, Dragon Stew, was Highly Commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Awards.

ROBERT WILLIAM DUNN was born in Paisley, Scotland, and currently lives with his daughter, Emily, son, Caius, and wife, Clare, in South Lanarkshire. He studied Illustration at the then College of Building & Printing in Glasgow.
The Star Shepherd
Dan Haring, MarcyKate Connolly

Key Selling Points:
• **Author to build:** MarcyKate Connolly's *Shadow Weaver* was an Indie Next pick, a Junior Library Guild selection, and it received two starred reviews

• **Beautiful illustrations:** Co-author and illustrator Dan Haring has filled each chapter with full-page illustrations and spot art throughout, making this perfect for middle-grade readers

• **Wonderful writing:** Engaging writing and strong worldbuilding make for a perfect addition to the category where it will fit both with Neil Gaiman and *How to Train Your Dragon*

Summary
Award winning author MarcyKate Connolly delivers a chilling middle grade fantasy that is perfect for readers who love Neil Gaiman and Kelly Barnhill

When the world first formed, the night was black and filled with dark creatures. The Elders knew their people couldn't survive under such a threat. So they made the ultimate sacrifice: they gave their hearts to the sky in the form of brightly shining stars to keep evil underground.

Now, eleven-year-old Kyro is a Star Shepherd like his father. He's spent his life tucked away in the outskirts of the small town of Drenn. There they watch the night sky for falling stars – and rush to rescue them when they do.

Then on night, too many stars fall at once, and Kyro's father journeys to the Star Shepherd Council to report the threat. But when he doesn't return Kyro must figure out how to save them himself before enough stars fall for the dark creatures to make their return.

Contributor Bio
DAN HARING is a visual effects and animation artist, who has worked on films such as *Tangled, The Lion King 3D, Incredible Hulk* and *Rio 2*. He lives in Utah with his awesome wife and kids.

MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is an author and arts administrator living in New England (near Boston) with her husband and pugs. She’s a caffeine addict, composer, and voracious reader. You can find her online at marcykate.com.
Survivors of the Holocaust
True Stories of Six Extraordinary Children
Kath Shackleton, Zane Whittingham, Ryan Jones

Key Selling Points:

• **Award-winning graphic novel:** Winner of the School Library Association Information Book Award in the UK

• **An important story that children will be able to connect to:** Compelling, accessible storytelling in the survivors’ own words allows children to understand the horrors these children faced, and it gives them an entry way to bigger discussions

• **There is demand for this graphic novel:** Based off of the prestigious BAFTA nominated series, 'Children of the Holocaust', and with all new illustrations

Summary

This moving and important graphic novel chronicling how six children survived the Holocaust is a timely reminder of the horrors that can be inflicted on innocent people, and serves as a way to introduce and teach children to the Holocaust

In a time when people were ruthlessly persecuted and killed, some were able to make it through alive. Whether it was thanks to lucky twists of fate or the loving sacrifices of others, they lived to tell their stories, which serve as reminders to never allow such a tragedy happen again.

These are the unbelievable true stories of six children, in their own words, of how they survived one of the darkest times in human history.

Contributor Bio

KATH SHACKLETON is a producer and animator at the animation studio Fettle. She is based in Yorkshire, UK.
Survivors of the Holocaust
True Stories of Six Extraordinary Children
Kath Shackleton, Zane Whittingham, Ryan Jones

Key Selling Points:
• **Award-winning graphic novel:** Winner of the School Library Association Information Book Award in the UK

• **An important story that children will be able to connect to:** Compelling, accessible storytelling in the survivors’ own words allows children to understand the horrors these children faced, and it gives them an entry way to bigger discussions

• **There is demand for this graphic novel:** Based off of the prestigious BAFTA nominated series, 'Children of the Holocaust', and with all new illustrations

Summary
This moving and important graphic novel chronicling how six children survived the Holocaust is a timely reminder of the horrors that can be inflicted on innocent people, and serves as a way to introduce and teach children about the Holocaust

In a time when people were ruthlessly persecuted and killed, some were able to make it through alive. Whether it was thanks to lucky twists of fate or the loving sacrifices of others, they lived to tell their stories, which serve as reminders to never allow such a tragedy happen again.

These are the unbelievable true stories of six children, in their own words, of how they survived one of the darkest times in human history.

Contributor Bio
KATH SHACKLETON is a producer and animator at the animation studio Fettle. She is based in Yorkshire, UK.
The Thief of White Stone Gate
Julia Nobel

Key Selling Points:
- **Excellent Setting:** This is set at a boarding school and has the feel of Harry Potter or Gallagher Girls, kids will see themselves at Wellsworth; it has an aspirational feel.
- **Compelling Mystery/Popular Category:** This a great middle-grade mystery that readers can solve along with the characters.
- **Fantastic Follow-Up:** This is a great sequel that will leave readers clamoring for more.

Summary
The second book in this dark middle-grade mystery series that follows twelve-year-old Emmy as she investigates an evil secret society

After spending the summer at home in Connecticut, Emmy is eager to return to her friends at Wellsworth. Before she leaves she receives a key to a safety deposit box and a letter from her father, telling her to hide the surviving relics and to trust no one.

When she returns to school, she realizes her best friend Lola is being framed by the Order for a crime she didn't commit. Jonas informs Emmy if she gives up her father, he'll set things right.

It all comes to a head at an exhibit on Medieval manuscripts at the British Library. Will Emmy be able to stop them once and for all?

Contributor Bio
JULIA NOBEL is a teacher from Canada and mother to a young daughter who helps her write by throwing applesauce at the keyboard. *The Mystery of Black Hollow Lane* is her debut novel. Visit her online at julianobel.com.
Trees Make Perfect Pets
Paul Czajak, Cathy Gendron

Key Selling Points:

• **Great message:** Teaches that children should feel confident about embracing their passions in life, regardless of what others think

• **Environmental consciousness:** Introduces the idea of environmental conservation to young readers

• **Beautiful story:** A sweet and touching story that’s also filled with humor and whimsy

Summary

An endearing and environmentally friendly story about a girl’s unlikely best friend...a tree!

All Abigail wants is a pet. But when she finally gets the chance, she picks an unusual one: a Dogwood tree she names Fido. Fido is the perfect pet because he keeps Abigail cool during the day, listens when she tells him to stay, and even gives her air to breathe!

But not everyone thinks Fido is the perfect pet, and sometimes having fun with Fido is hard. Especially once he starts growing up. But in the end, what Abigail discovers is that trees may just be everyone’s best friend!

Contributor Bio

PAUL CZAJAK lives in New Jersey with his wife and two children. He is the author of the popular, award winning Monster & Me series. He is a Mom's Choice Awards Gold Recipient for *Monster Needs a Costume* and *Monster Needs a Christmas Tree*. You can visit him at paulczajak.com

CATHY GENDRON graduated with a degree in Fine Arts and spent 8 years in newspapers as an art director. She lives and works in Ann Arbor, Michigan. A teacher for almost 30 years at the College for Creative Studies in Detroit, her work has appeared in numerous magazines and newspapers. Visit her at cathygendron.com.
**Trick or Treat in Alabama**
*A Halloween Adventure In The Yellowhammer State*

Eric James, Karl West

---

**Key Selling Points:**
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**

*Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Alabama!*

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Alabama appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in Alaska**  
*A Halloween Adventure Through The Last Frontier*  
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**  
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
  - **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
  - **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**  
*Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Alaska!*

_The full moon's out on Halloween._  
_The sky is starry bright._  
_Above the state of Alaska_  
_appears an eerie light._

_An unexpected visitor arrives in town!_  
_But who is he? What is he?_  
_And where did he come from?_  
_Read on, if you dare!_  

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**  
**ERIC JAMES** is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Albuquerque
A Halloween Adventure Through ABQ
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Albuquerque!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Albuquerque
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Arizona
A Grand Canyon State Halloween Adventure
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Arizona!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Arizona appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Arkansas
A Halloween Adventure In The Natural State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Arkansas!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Arkansas appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Boston
A Halloween Adventure Through Beantown
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Boston!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Boston
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Buffalo
A Halloween Adventure In Nickel City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Buffalo!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? And where did he come from? Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Calgary
A Halloween Adventure In Stampede City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Calgary!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the city of Calgary appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in California
A Halloween Adventure In The Golden State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in California!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of California
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Canada
A Halloween Adventure Through The True North
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Canada!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the country of Canada appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Chicago
A Halloween Adventure In The Windy City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks' previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Chicago!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Alabama appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children's book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in Cincinnati**
*A Halloween Adventure In The Queen City*
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**
*Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Cincinnati!*

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the city of Cincinnati appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*  

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Colorado
A Halloween Adventure Through Colorful Colorado
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Colorado!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the state of Colorado appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?  
And where did he come from?  
Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Connecticut
A Halloween Adventure In The Constitution State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Connecticut!

The full moon's out on Halloween.  
The sky is starry bright.  
Above the state of Connecticut appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!  
But who is he? What is he?  
And where did he come from?  
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Delaware
A Halloween Adventure Through The First State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Delaware!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Delaware appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Edmonton
A Halloween Adventure Through Festival City
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Edmonton!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*
*The sky is starry bright.*
*Above the city of Edmonton appears an eerie light.*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
*But who is he? What is he?*
*And where did he come from?*
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Florida
A Halloween Adventure In The Sunshine State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Florida!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Florida
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Georgia
A Halloween Adventure Through The Peach State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Georgia!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Georgia
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Hawaii
A Halloween Adventure In The Aloha State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Hawaii!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Hawaii
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Idaho
A Halloween Adventure Through The Gem Of The Mountains
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Idaho!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Idaho
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Illinois
A Halloween Adventure Through The Land of Lincoln
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Illinois!

The full moon’s out on Halloween.  
The sky is starry bright.  
Above the state of Illinois  
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!  
But who is he? What is he?  
And where did he come from?  
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Indiana
A Halloween Adventure In The Hoosier State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Indiana!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Indiana
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Iowa
A Halloween Adventure In The Hawkeye State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Iowa!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Iowa appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in Kansas**  
*A Halloween Adventure In The Sunflower State*  
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**
- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series
- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years
- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**

Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Kansas!

*The full moon's out on Halloween.*  
*The sky is starry bright.*  
*Above the state of Kansas appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!*  
*But who is he? What is he?*  
*And where did he come from?*  
*Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
**Trick or Treat in Kansas City**  
* A Halloween Adventure Through The City of Fountains  
Eric James, Karl West

**Key Selling Points:**

- **The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold:** Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

- **Halloween continues to grow in popularity:** Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

- **Regional and Festive:** This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

**Summary**

*Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Kansas City!*

*The full moon's out on Halloween.  
The sky is starry bright.  
Above the city of Kansas City  
appears an eerie light.*

*An unexpected visitor arrives in town!  
But who is he? What is he?  
And where did he come from?  
Read on, if you dare!*

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Trick or Treat in Kentucky
A Halloween Adventure In The Bluegrass State
Eric James, Karl West

Key Selling Points:
• The #1 Regional Publisher with more than 4.6 million books sold: Delivers a BRAND-NEW regional Halloween series

• Halloween continues to grow in popularity: Sourcebooks’ previous Halloween regional titles have sold more than 650,000 copies in 4 years

• Regional and Festive: This spooky, fun read-aloud incorporates Halloween fun and features art and text created especially for a specific city, state, province, or region so that each title feels unique

Summary
Experience an unforgettable Halloween night as you watch a mysterious visitor travel through places you know and love in Kentucky!

The full moon's out on Halloween.
The sky is starry bright.
Above the state of Kentucky
appears an eerie light.

An unexpected visitor arrives in town!
But who is he? What is he?
And where did he come from?
Read on, if you dare!

An unexpected visitor arrives in town! But who is he? What is he? Where did he come from? Readers will learn the answers to all these questions as they watch the mysterious visitor travel through places they know and love! Come along and celebrate an unforgettable Halloween night!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.
Very Lulu
The (Mostly) True Story of a Training School Dropout
Stephanie Campisi, Jessica Gibson

Key Selling Points:
• True story: Based on Lulu’s true story that received national media coverage and touched the hearts of millions
• Great author with stellar reviews: Stephanie Campisi’s debut picture book, The Ugly Dumpling, received a starred review from Kirkus
• Lovely, universal lesson: Teaches children the important lesson that being yourself can lead to wonderful things

Summary
A humorous, charming picture book based on the internet phenomenon, Lulu, the black Labrador who failed at being a bomb-sniffing dog, but succeeded in winning the hearts of millions

Lulu is a free spirit and sniffs out fun wherever she goes. That’s why she ends up in the police force’s K9 training, so she can help sniff out clues!

But Lulu might be a little TOO Lulu for the program. While the other dogs are more than happy to follow procedure, Lulu marches to the beat of her own drummer. And when her owner sees that Lulu isn’t happy, they both know it’s probably time to find a new path for her.

Contributor Bio
STEPHANIE CAMPISI is an Australian-born author currently living in the US. Her short fiction and poetry has been published in a number of countries. She lives and works as a copywriter in Washington. Visit her at stephaniecampisi.com

JESSICA GIBSON is a self-taught illustrator from Michigan who has worked for various companies, publishers, and private clients. Her work has been featured in many children’s books, magazines, zines, and some galleries. Visit her online at jessicamgibson.com
What If?
What makes you different makes you amazing!
Sandra Magsamen

Key Selling Points:
• **Author has #1 Baby Book in the country:** Sandra Magsamen’s bestselling, award-winning books, include *Welcome Little One*, which has sold over 250,000 copies and is the #1 baby book in the country; in total, her books have sold over 3 million copies

• **Important message to children:** This book celebrates individuality and diversity, an important message to share with children

• **Perfect extension of Welcome Little One:** *What If?* will become a natural next purchase for all new parents, and continues Sandra’s incredible message of love

Summary
Bestselling author Sandra Magsamen brings us a little book that reminds us that our differences are our biggest gifts

*You see, being different is special and can give your spirit a lift! Being different is beautiful and magnificent. It’s what makes life a gift! We are all one of a kind. Just show the world who you are—let your you-ness shine!*

There is beauty and power in what makes each of us unique, and Sandra Magsamen reminds us that it is our differences that allow us to be our one-and-only selves. With a warm, inspiring message, this book will give children courage to embrace their individuality and to accept others for who they are.

Contributor Bio
SANDRA MAGSAMEN is a world-renowned artist, author, and designer whose products and ideas have touched millions of lives. Her books and stories are a heartfelt reminder that it’s the people and moments in our lives that make life so wonderful!
Wished
Jen Calonita

Key Selling Points:
• Fresh twist on the fairy tale adaptation: What happens to the villains after happily-ever-after?

• Phenomenal reviews for a bestselling series: The FTRS series has sold over 250,000 copies, and reviewers love Jen Calonita: “Gilly’s plucky spirit and determination to oust the culprit will make Flunked a popular choice for tweens.” —School Library Journal

• Conclusion of the series: Book six will provide an enthralling and satisfying conclusion to the Fairy Tale Reform School series

Summary
The mixed-up fairy tale fun continues in book five of the Fairy Tale Reform School series by award-winning author Jen Calonita, now in paperback!

With Rumpelstiltskin still on the loose and the citizens of Enchantasia on high alert, things at Fairy Tale Reform School have been a little...stressed. So when Maxine finds an old lamp that turns out to house an overly-enthusiastic genie, she knows exactly what to do; wish for everyone to be happy!

But the wish doesn't manifest itself the way she expects...suddenly, ex-villains are singing, trolls and ogres are getting along, and the whole school is more focused on putting on a musical than figuring out how to deal with Rumpelstiltskin. Can Gilly help Maxine break the spell before it's too late?

Contributor Bio
JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake, but the only person she’s ever wanted to trade places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She’s the award-winning author of the My Secrets of My Hollywood Life series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and their Chihuahua, Captain Jack Sparrow. Visit jencalonitaonline.com for more.
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Alabama
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Alaska
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Arizona
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Arkansas
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.
• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.
• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Boston

Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Buffalo
Eric James, Mari Lobo

**Key Selling Points:**

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

**Summary**
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Calgary
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to California
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Canada
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Chicago
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Cincinnati
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Colorado
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Connecticut
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Dallas
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Delaware
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Edmonton
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers
• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.
• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Florida
Eric James, Mari Lobo

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Georgia
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Hawaii
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Idaho
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Illinois
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Indiana
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Iowa
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Kansas City
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Kansas
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Kentucky
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Louisiana
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

**Summary**
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Maine
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Maryland
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Massachusetts
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Michigan
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Minnesota
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Mississippi
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Missouri
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Montana
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to My House
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Nashville
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Nebraska
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Nevada
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to New Hampshire
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to New Jersey
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

**Summary**

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

**Contributor Bio**

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to New Mexico
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to New York City
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to New York
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Newfoundland
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to North Carolina
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to North Dakota
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Nova Scotia
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Ohio
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Oklahoma
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Oregon
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Ottawa
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Pennsylvania

Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Philadelphia
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Pittsburgh
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Portland
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Rhode Island
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to San Diego
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to San Francisco
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to South Carolina

Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to South Dakota
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to St. Louis
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
- America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Tennessee
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Texas
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Toronto
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Tulsa
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Utah
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Vancouver
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Vermont
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Virginia
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Washington, D.C.
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Washington
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite: With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers

• Brand New series with a regional touch: A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• A perfect holiday gift at a great price point: Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to West Virginia
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Wisconsin
Eric James

Key Selling Points:

- **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

- **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

- **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary

The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio

ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
The Easter Bunny Is Coming to Wyoming
Eric James

Key Selling Points:
• **America’s #1 regional publisher debuts a new holiday favorite:** With more than 4.6 million books sold, Sourcebooks dominates the regional holiday space, and provides the highest level picture book experience for readers.

• **Brand New series with a regional touch:** A sweet, fun-loving read-aloud that combines regional sites with Easter celebration.

• **A perfect holiday gift at a great price point:** Captivating art perfectly captures the fun and excitement of Easter.

Summary
The Easter Bunny hops through your favorite places, spreading happiness to those she meets along the way!

What happens when the Easter Bunny is done delivering eggs? She joins in the fun, of course! Hopping through places you know and love, the Easter Bunny helps children enjoy the day, and wiggle and giggle their worries away!

Contributor Bio
ERIC JAMES is a children’s book author, word tickler, and champion asparagus thrower. You can find him online at www.ericjames.co.uk. He lives in Bath, England, with his family.

MARI LOBO is a children’s book illustrator living in California. Mari likes to draw for kids because she loved being a child herself!
If She Were Dead
A Novel
J.P. Smith

Key Selling Points:
• **Compelling thriller with a twist:** This chilling psychological thriller takes the reader deep into the psyche of a character who is coming undone
• **Popular genre:** Readers can’t get enough of domestic suspense. *If She Were Dead* is perfect for fans of *Every Last Lie* and *The Widow*.
• **Acclaimed author:** J.P. Smith’s writing has received positive acclaim from *The New York Times* and *People* magazine, and his previous novel, *The Discovery of Light*, was a Barnes & Noble Discover title

Summary
A writer involved in an obsessive affair with a married man is caught in a deadly game of secrets and lies in this twisty psychological thriller

As bestselling novelist Amelie Ferrar knows, an affair with a married person is like a work of fiction: a kind of spy story with its rules and customs, negotiations and compromises, and private rituals. But like any spy story, there will inevitably be a betrayal: something will slip, someone else will find out. Someone may even die.

As Amelie falls deeper into her obsession with the man she loves—and his wife—the line between the fiction she writes and the reality she lives in begins to blur... and the twisted ending to this story is one that not even she could have seen coming.

Contributor Bio
J.P. SMITH is the author *The Drowning* and several other critically acclaimed novels. He lives on the North Shore of Massachusetts.
Can't Judge a Book By Its Murder
Amy Lillard

Key Selling Points:
• Successful trope: Book-themed cozies are among the most beloved in the genre and the category is ready for a new voice to bring a fresh bookish series to market
• Established author: Amy Lillard is a successful romance author ready to break out into the mystery space

Summary
The first in a new book-themed cozy series that's perfect for fans of Kate Carlisle and Ellery Adams!

It's reunion time for the Sugar Springs High School class of 2002, and Arlo Stanley isn't exactly looking forward to seeing her old classmates. She may have realized her dream of owning a bookstore, but some of her classmates have gone on to play professional football and gotten into politics.

But when news gets out that Wally Harrison, who just completed a 10-week run at the top of the New York Times bestseller list for his thriller, will be attending, the whole town is in a frenzy. Arlo soon finds, however, that Wally's novel has a few too many similarities to a 15-year-old cold case involving one of Sugar Springs' favorite citizens--and things get even stranger when Wally turns up dead.

The ladies who attend Friday Night Book Club at Arlo's store can't help but put their heads together to try to figure out what is going on in their sleepy little southern town.

Contributor Bio
AMY LILLARD is the award-winning author of several Amish romances. She is a member of RWA, ACFW, NINC, and the Author’s Guild. She lives in Tulsa, OK.
Check In at the Pine Away Motel
A Novel
Katarina Bivald

Key Selling Points:

• **Bivald’s first title was beloved by booksellers, librarians, and readers:**
  Katarina is a *New York Times* bestselling author and *The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend* was a #1 Indie Next Pick, a LibraryReads Pick, and received Starred Reviews from *Library Journal* and *Publishers Weekly*

• **Small-town settings:** A small-town Oregon setting has the heartwarming sense of place, community, and hope that readers love from Katarina

• **Unique hook will catch readers attention:** A charming story with a unique hook that will expand Katarina’s readership

Summary

The next novel from Katarina Bivald, author of the #1 Indie Next pick and *New York Times* bestseller, *The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend*

After an accident kills Henny, the manager of the Pine Away Motel and Cabins, she watches as the three people who mean the most to her are reunited at her funeral. All three are unhappy, and Henny is devastated to know that she'll have to leave them when they need her the most. But...what if she doesn't have to leave after all?

With the funeral over and the last casserole dish packed up and carted home, Henny realizes she has one last opportunity to help her friends discover the happiness they once knew. In order for her loved ones to move forward, Henny must look back. It seems unpacking old memories is the only way for Henny to stop history from repeating itself and to help her best friends heal once and for all.

Contributor Bio

KATARINA BIVALD is the author of the instant *New York Times* bestseller and #1 Indie Next pick *The Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend*. She lives outside of Stockholm, Sweden. She grew up working part-time in a bookshop.
Come Homicide or High Water
Denise Swanson

Key Selling Points:
• Beloved, bestselling author: With more than 35,000 copies sold in a year, readers are clearly thrilled about the refresh of Denise Swanson’s New York Times bestselling Scumble River series!

• Bestselling category: Cozy mysteries are perennially strong sellers, especially for established authors with long-running series

Summary
New York Times bestselling cozy author Denise Swanson brings readers back to the beloved small town of Scumble River!

School psychologist Skye Denison-Boyd is hoping to ease back into work after returning from maternity leave. Unfortunately, Scumble River experiences another murder, and Skye is on the case!
Darling Clementine
A Novel
Marie Benedict

Key Selling Points:
• **Marie Benedict is a beloved, bestselling author:** Her last novel, *The Only Woman in the Room* debuted on the *New York Times* bestseller list, was an Indie Next Pick, a LibraryReads Hall of Fame Pick, and the January 2019 Barnes and Noble Book Club pick.

• **Author has a devoted fanbase:** Benedict’s first novel, *The Other Einstein*, sold more than 100,000 copies, and was an Indie Next Pick, a LibraryReads Pick, and a Target Book Club selection.

• **Great female protagonist in a popular time period:** Combines women’s hidden history with an extremely popular World War II time period; there are no recent novels on Clementine.

Summary
New from Marie Benedict, the *New York Times* bestselling author of *The Only Woman in the Room*! An incredible novel that focuses on one of the people who had the most influence during World War I and World War II: Clementine Churchill.

In 1909, Clementine Churchill steps off a train with her new husband. Winston. A angry woman emerges from the crowd to attack, shoving him in the direction of an oncoming train. Just before he stumbles, Clementine grabs him by his suit jacket, saving his life. This will not be the last time Clementine Churchill will save her husband. *Darling Clementine* is the ferocious story of the brilliant and ambitious woman behind the rise of Winston Churchill, his wife Clementine, who positioned herself as the silent, driving force behind the political decisions that shaped two world wars.

Contributor Bio
MARIE BENEDICT is the *New York Times* bestselling author of *The Only Woman in the Room*, *The Other Einstein* and *Carnegie’s Maid*. She is a lawyer with more than ten years’ experience as a litigator at two of the country’s premier law firms and for Fortune 500 companies. authormariebenedict.com.
The First Lady and the Rebel
A Novel
Susan Higginbotham

Key Selling Points:

- **Immersive and impeccably researched:** Susan’s stories bring unimpeachable accuracy and storytelling

- **Susan Higginbotham is a powerhouse historical fiction author:** Nearly 150,000 copies of the author’s books have been sold, and her latest novel, *Hanging Mary*, was a Winter 2016 Okra Pick

- **A Moving Civil War Story Based on Fact:** Sisters standing on opposite sides of political lines feels timely in today’s divisive social climate

Summary
The story of Mary Todd Lincoln and Emily Todd Helm, two sisters on separate sides of history, fighting for the country they believe in against the people they love most

When the Civil War cracks the country in two, First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln watches from the White House as the blows of a divided nation shake her people and her husband, President Lincoln, to their very core. As the news of wartime enter the Oval Office, Mary waits with bated breath, both for the hopes of a Northern victory as well as in distress of a bloody Southern defeat.

Mary, like many people during this time, have a family that is torn between North and South. her beloved sister Emily is across party lines, fighting for the Confederates, and Mary is at risk of losing both the country she loves and the family she has had to abandon in the tides of this brutal war.

Contributor Bio
SUSAN HIGGINBOTHAM is the author of six historical novels. *The Traitor's Wife*, her first novel, is the winner of ForeWord Magazine's 2005 Silver Award for historical fiction and is a Gold Medalist, Historical/Military Fiction, 2008 Independent Publisher Book Awards. She writes her own historical fiction blog and is a contributor to the blog Yesterday Revisited. Higginbotham has worked as an editor and an attorney, and lives in North Carolina with her family.
Kiss
Jill Mansell

Key Selling Points:

• **#1 bestselling author with 11 million copies sold:** Jill Mansell is a breakout star in women's fiction.

• **Perfect for fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Mary Kay Andrews:** Mansell's stories have heart, humor, and receive stronger customer reviews than the comp authors.

• **Major backlist opportunity:** Mansell has an extensive backlist, and each one has phenomenal customer reviews; if you introduce a reader to one of her books, that reader will come back for more!

Summary

*New York Times* and *USA Today* bestseller Jill Mansell delivers a hilarious, touching tale about love and friendship.

When aspiring musician Izzy is knocked off her motorbike, she doesn't just lose her dignity—she loses both long-term boyfriends, her job, and her beautiful apartment. Gina, who caused the accident, has more important things to worry about: Her husband's mistress is pregnant and she's suddenly on her own. Why should she care about Izzy? Yet somehow, Gina finds herself opening her home to Izzy and her spirited teenage daughter. And it's there that Izzy meets heart-stoppingly handsome Sam, whose lingering kiss is all it takes for her to find the true love that has always eluded her—though there are just a few obstacles between that first kiss and her happily ever after...

Contributor Bio

Last Pen Standing
Vivian Conroy

Key Selling Points:
• **Unique small town setting:** Fantastic rural Montana setting with a K-9 dog character and crafting hook that directly appeals to the cozy readership!

• **One of the most popular cozy tropes:** Crafting is one of the top cozy tropes in the category, and a stationery shop is the perfect way to introduce a fresh series into the space.

Summary
The first book in the Stationery Shop cozy mystery series!

Delta Douglas finally has everything she needs to fulfill her creative dreams, opening a stationery shop in the heart of small town Tundish, Montana. But when a crafting workshop goes awry and a woman is found dead amongst the cardstock, Delta must get crafty to discover the killer and save her business from a terrible fate. But will this paper trail lead to the real killer?

Contributor Bio
VIVIAN CONROY is the author of the Cornish Castle, Country Gift Shop, and Lady Alkmene mystery series. Besides writing, Vivian enjoys hiking, collecting stationery, and trying new desserts, especially if chocolate is involved.
Mixed Doubles
Jill Mansell

Key Selling Points:
• #1 bestselling author with 11 million copies sold: Jill Mansell is a breakout star in women's fiction
• Perfect for fans of Elin Hilderbrand and Mary Kay Andrews: Mansell’s stories have heart, humor, and receive stronger customer reviews than the comp authors
• Major backlist opportunity: Mansell has an extensive backlist, and each one has phenomenal customer reviews; if you introduce a reader to one of her books, that reader will come back for more!

Summary
New from Jill Mansell, an author with 11 million books sold! Rules are made to be broken when you’re playing mixed doubles...

New Year is looming and best friends Liza, Dulcie and Pru are making their resolutions. Liza wants to get married - she’s never had any trouble hooking a man. The trouble is, she can never stay interested once she's got him.

Dulcie thinks marriage sucks. Her husband, Patrick, may be gorgeous and charming, but the impulsive Dulcie needs more excitement in her life. She’s seriously contemplating a divorce.

Pru loves her roving husband, and she secretly enjoys the periods when he's making up for his outrageous behavior. All she wants is to stay married.

Liza, Dulcie and Pru have no idea what the New Year has in store - but Fate has some sneaky plans up her sleeve...

Contributor Bio
One Day You'll Burn
Joseph Schneider

Key Selling Points:
• **Perfect for fans of Michael Connolly:** This LA-based murder series featuring a brilliant detective is perfect for fans of the Harry Bosch books

• **Author is well-connected:** Joseph Schneider has several contacts in the film and TV industry; blurbs are forthcoming from Dick Wolf and Peter Jankowski, among others

• **Sourcebooks excels in trade paper original detective series:** With books like the Ryan DeMarco series by Randall Silvis, Sourcebooks has a proven record breaking into this subgenre

Summary
**First in a new series! In a city where everyone lies and nothing is what it seems, an LA detective must solve a ritualistic murder...or risk losing himself.**

A body so badly burned that it could be mistaken for a movie prop... except for the smell. That's not something the LAPD finds lying on the street every day. And when Detective Tully Jarsdel is called to the scene, it's clear to him that something about the placement of the corpse is intentional, even ritualistic. Jarsdel's former career in academia seems to finally be coming in handy.

But nothing Jarsdel learned in school can prepare him for the deep evil behind this case, which appears to be as hopeless as it is violent. As Jarsdel and Morales attempt to settle their differences and uncover the motive behind the horrendous crime, they find themselves dragged into the underbelly of a city notorious for chewing up and spitting out anyone dumb enough to turn their back on survival.

**Contributor Bio**
JOSEPH SCHNEIDER lives in California with his family. This is his first novel.
The Only Woman in the Room
A Novel
Marie Benedict

Key Selling Points:

• **Trade paper release of a bestselling, beloved hardcover:** *The Only Woman in the Room* debuted on the *New York Times* bestseller list, was an Indie Next Pick, a LibraryReads Hall of Fame Pick, and the January 2019 Barnes and Noble Book Club pick

• **Author has a devoted fanbase:** Benedict’s first novel, *The Other Einstein*, sold more than 100,000 copies, and was an Indie Next Pick, a LibraryReads Pick, and a Target Book Club selection

• **Great female protagonist in a popular time period:** *Only Woman in the Room* is a Word War II novel featuring a strong female protagonist in the same vein as *The Nightingale* and *The Women in the Castle*

Summary

She was beautiful. She was a genius. Could the world handle both? A powerful, illuminating novel about Hedy Lamarr

Hedy Kiesler is lucky. Her beauty leads to a starring role in a controversial film and marriage to a powerful Austrian arms dealer, allowing her to evade Nazi persecution despite her Jewish heritage. But Hedy is also intelligent. At lavish Vienna dinner parties, she overhears the Third Reich's plans. One night in 1937, desperate to escape her controlling husband and the rise of the Nazis, she disguises herself and flees her husband's castle.

She lands in Hollywood, where she becomes Hedy Lamarr, screen star. But Hedy is keeping a secret even more shocking than her Jewish heritage: she is a scientist. She has an idea that might help the country and that might ease her guilt for escaping alone — if anyone will listen to her. A powerful novel based on the incredible true story of the glamour icon and scientist whose groundbreaking invention revolutionized modern communication, *The Only Woman in the Room* is a masterpiece.

Contributor Bio

MARIE BENEDICT is a lawyer with more than ten years’ experience as a litigator at two of the country’s premier law firms. She is also the author of *The Other Einstein* and *Carnegie’s Maid*. She lives in Pittsburgh with her family.
Pretty Guilty Women  
A Novel  
Gina LaManna

Key Selling Points:  
• Perfect for fans of *Big Little Lies*: For the reader who loves suspense whipped up with friendships and relationships

• Huge international buzz is building: Rights sold in the UK, Germany, France and Italy, Hungary, Poland and Serbia; Audio sold at auction

Summary  
Why would four women admit to committing the same murder?

Four different women offer four very different confessions to the death of a man found in the midst of a rehearsal dinner at an luxurious resort, each insisting they acted alone. Their stories are contradicting and confusing, posing a conundrum for the detective who must untangle their secrets.

Truth and friendship surface in surprising ways, but who is the guiltiest of them all and what really happened on that rooftop? *Pretty Guilty Women* is suspense fiction at its best, in the vein of *Big Little Lies* and *Force of Nature*.

Contributor Bio  
Born and raised in St. Paul, Minnesota, GINA LAMANNA graduated from St. Catherine’s University with a degree in Actuarial Science and Mathematics. After deciding she didn’t like statistics all that much, she moved across the world and called both Italy and Los Angeles home before returning to Minnesota, where she now lives with her husband.
Tide and Punishment
Bree Baker

Key Selling Points:
• **Strong Start to the Series:** *Live and Let Chai* has sold 6,500+ copies so far, and an accelerated publishing schedule will continue to drive interest and excitement

• **Trending trope:** Food and cooking-based cozies are the most popular and bestselling trope within the genre, and the southern beach setting adds another appealing element

• **Accessible Author:** Bree Baker is very engaged with her audience and makes a point to interact with them as much as possible so that she can build buzz for her series

Summary
This year the holidays are bringing murder and mayhem in the third installment of this delightful cozy series!

It's Christmastime in Charm, North Carolina, and while Everly Swan would prefer to focus on decorating her iced tea shop for its first holiday season, Great-Aunt Fran has decided to run for mayor against her long-time nemesis. But when the other candidate turns up dead just before the first scheduled debate, all eyes turn to Fran as the suspect with the most obvious motive.

Everly knows her sweet, elderly Aunt Fran couldn't have murdered anyone, but as she struggles to find the real killer, it begins to seem like this may be the last merry Christmas her family may ever have.

Contributor Bio
BREE BAKER is the author of *Live and Let Chai* and *No Good Tea Goes Unpunished*, and is a self-proclaimed nerd with a penchant for words and proclivity for fun. She lives in Ohio with her husband and three spunky children, and is a member of the International Thriller Writers, Romance Writers of America, and Sisters in Crime.
Trust Me When I Lie  
Benjamin Stevenson

Key Selling Points:

• **Author is receiving incredible reviews:** Jane Harper, the *New York Times* bestselling author of *The Dry*, said that *Trust Me When I Lie* is “Confident, compelling and with a surprise around every corner, I loved it.”

• **Fascinating docuseries angle:** Asks readers to go beyond what is shown on screen, shedding light on how we frame the truth

• **A mystery with a true crime element:** Will garner crossover appeal from fans of docuseries like *Making a Murderer*, *Evil Genius*, and *The Keepers*

• **Perfect, chilling elements add depth:** Dark and twisty writing set against a small picturesque vineyard town with many secrets

Summary

*Eliza Dacey was murdered in cold blood. Four years later, the world watched it unfold again on screen.*

Producer Jack Quick knows how to frame a story. So says Curtis Wade, the subject of Jack's new true crime docuseries. Curtis was convicted of a young woman's murder four years prior, and was set to spend the rest of his life in jail. Thanks to Jack’s series, viewers saw that flimsy evidence and police bias influenced the final verdict...even though, off screen, Jack himself has his doubts.

But then the series finale is wildly successful, a retrial sees Curtis walk free. And another victim turns up dead.

To set things right, Jack goes back to the sleepy vineyard town where it all began. He may have sprung a killer from jail, but he's also the one that can send him back.

Contributor Bio

BENJAMIN STEVENSON is an award-winning stand-up comedian and author. He has sold out shows from the Melbourne International Comedy Festival all the way to the Edinburgh Fringe Festival and has appeared on The Comedy Central. Off-stage, Benjamin has worked for publishing houses and literary agencies in Australia and the US. He currently works with some of Australia’s best-loved authors at Curtis Brown Australia. *Trust Me When I Lie* is his first novel.
Where She Went
A Novel
Kelly Simmons

Key Selling Points:
• **Dramatic missing child angle:** Makes this a perfect pick for fans of *Watch Me Disappear* and *After Anna*
• **Hardworking author:** Kelly is a tireless self-promoter who is well-connected and dedicated to building her career as a writer
• **Kelly Simmons is a beloved, successful author:** Her previous novels have sold nearly 50,000 units

Summary
Sending a daughter off to college might not be easy. But finding out she’s disappeared is a mother’s greatest nightmare.

Maggie McFarrell is still reeling from her police officer husband’s suspicious death when she sends her only child, Emma, off to college. She tries to relax, telling herself that the dread she’s feeling is empty next syndrome. But after 18 years of knowing where her daughter was every minute of every day, sending her out into the world alone is almost unthinkable.

And then, just as Maggie starts to relax and believe that everything is going to be okay, Emma disappears.

*Where She Went* is a story of letting go, and the secrets that surface when the person keeping them is gone.

Contributor Bio
KELLY SIMMONS is a former journalist and current novelist/advertising creative director. She is the author of *Standing Still*, *The Bird House*, and *One More Day*, all of which received outstanding trade reviews. She lives outside of Philadelphia.
Woman 99
A Novel
Greer Macallister

Key Selling Points:
• Extraordinary Praise: Woman 99 has received early praise from bestselling and award-winning authors who say Mcallister is “at the top of her game” (Fiona Davis, bestselling author of The Masterpiece and The Address) and that Woman 99 is “expertly woven with chilling historical details” (Susan Meissner, bestselling author of As Bright as Heaven) and “A gorgeous ode to female courage” (Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling author of The Alice Network)

• Previous Novels receive Glowing Praise: Girl in Disguise received a Starred Review from Publishers Weekly and was an Indie Next Pick, a Midwest Connections Pick, a Junior Library Guild selection and was called “a 5 star read” by Pamela Klinger-Horn of Excelsior Bay Books in Excelsior, MN. Macallister’s debut, The Magician’s Lie, has sold more than 52,000 copies, it was an Indie Next Pick, and a Midwest Connections Pick

• Timely and Resonating Theme: The timely theme of troublesome women being silenced resonates strongly today and will incite discussion and reflection across a broad audience

Summary
A vivid historical thriller about a young woman whose quest to free her sister from an infamous insane asylum risks her sanity, her safety, and her life — Now in paperback!

Charlotte Smith's future is planned to the last detail, but so was her sister's—that is, until Phoebe became a disruption. When their parents commit Phoebe to a notorious asylum, Charlotte knows there's more to the story than madness. Shedding her true identity to become an anonymous inmate, "Woman Ninety-Nine," Charlotte uncovers dangerous secrets that haunt the asylum. Insanity isn't the only reason her fellow inmates were put away—and those in power will do anything to keep the truth, and Charlotte, from getting out.

Contributor Bio
Raised in the Midwest, GREER MACALLISTER is a poet, short story writer, playwright, and novelist whose work has appeared in publications such as The North American Review, The Missouri Review, and The Messenger. She is also the author of Girl in Disguise and The Magician’s Lie. She lives with her family on the East Coast.
How to Speak Cow
Jonathan Irwin, Chris Roy Taylor

Key Selling Points:

- **Humorous and subversive picture books are trending**: They are entertaining for both parent and child; they're the types of books parents love reading night after night.

- **Perfect for the classroom**: Concept has great opportunities outside of the book considering creative writing and class activities—what could the word “moo” mean to you?

- **More to come**: *How to Speak Cow* is the first in a potential series of speaking like animals.

Summary

*Mooo-ve over and pick up the picture book that’s perfect for fans of irreverent humor books for kids like The Book With No Pictures and Dragons Love Tacos.*

Do you know how to speak cow? Learn how in just one day with this book! Discover what a cow is really telling you when it says moo.

"Moo" means "hello."

"Moo" means "goodbye."

"Moo" means "my grass is tasty. Do give it a try."

Delightful, rhyming text is the perfect read-aloud picture book. Kids and adults will be laughing at all the things the word "moo" can mean. And they will have loads of fun thinking up all the other things the word moo could be used for!

Contributor Bio

JONATHAN IRWIN is an author and lives in Australia.

CHRIS ROY TAYLOR has been a professional illustrator and cartoonist for more than 15 years and appears daily in the *Herald Sun* (Australia’s largest newspaper).
The Best Baby Names for Boys
The Ultimate Resource for Finding the Perfect Boy Name
Emily Larson

Key Selling Points:

• **Trending key words:** "baby names for boys" is a top keyword in the baby names category, and this is one of the only products on the market that delivers exactly what consumers are looking for!

• **Perfect gift for expecting parents:** A perfect pairing with the gender reveal trend, this will be an ideal gift for any expecting parent!

• **Easy-to-use guide:** Compact and accessible, this easy-to-use guide cuts out the "nonsense" names and focuses on helpful lists and suggestions to guide future parents.

Summary

The only naming book you’ll need for your little boy-to-be!

Perfect for baby showers, gender reveals, and parents with a little boy on the way, *The Best Baby Names for Boys* is the only naming book created with baby in mind. Filled with over 100 helpful lists, naming tips, and a collection of boy-centric names to browse, this book makes it easy to find the ideal fit for your family. Gone are the days where you need a massive compendium of baby names to sift through (half of which don't even apply to your little one!). Now, whether you want to go classic with Christopher, literary with Holden, or trendy with Wilder or Bryce,*The Best Baby Names for Boys* is there to help you discover your son's perfect name!

Contributor Bio

Sourcebooks is one of the country’s leading publishers of baby name books, including the #1 Baby Name book, *The Complete Book of Baby Names*.
We did WHAT?

How many marketing materials did we create: 1,451
How many phone calls did our customer care team take from November and December: 2,189
How many reports did our Data team run: 56
How many authors visited the office: 1127
How many phone calls did our customer care team take: 20
How many custom ordered, personalized books did our shipping team send from the home office: 20
How many royalty checks did we write: 60
How many covers designers: 286
Total number of e-mails that our shipping team sent from the home office: 20,000
How many custom ordered, personalized books did we sell this year: 82,268

Wish list

How many authors were new to us this year: 90
How many debuts did we publish this year: 1,386
How many booksellers wore a cowboy hat was used in November and December: 1,127,232
How many employees welcomed babies: 22
How many employees welcomed anniversaries: 22
How many authors were new to us this year: 90
How many debuts did we publish this year: 1,386
How many royalty checks did we write: 60
How many authors visited the office: 20

We all work together

TOTAL POS was up: 21%
200,000 copies sold in 2018

Books Printed
Chars Athena
Book Star Performances
Reprints of Print

Overall INCREASE in 2018

9,244,230
Million

1012 EP Amsterdam
Oudezijds Voorburgwal 129 - II
1054 Amsterdam
Netherlands

What a year...
Here’s to an even more AMAZING 2019!

For terms and discount schedules, please contact your sales rep or visit sourcebooks.com.
I read more than one book at a time.

#BookStrong